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R E P O R T  
SIIOWING TIIE RELATIONS OF THE 

B R I T I S H  G O V E R N M E N T  
WITH TIlE 

TRIBES INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT ON THE NORTH- 
WEST FRONTIER OF THE PUNJAB, 

1. THE intent and purport of this Paper will be to narrate the past 
history, objects, and effects of the policy pursued 

Objects of this Paper. 
by the British Government, in its relation to the 

Tribes of barbarous, warlike and predatory habits on the North-West 
Frontier of the Punjab. From the Map hereto prefixed, it will be seen 

that this Frontier line comnlences from the top of the Kaghan glen 
(a dependency of Huzara) near Chelas on the North-West corner of 
Maharajah Golab Sing's Territory, and then passes round the North-West 
boundary of Huzara, on East side the Indus to Torbeila ; then crossing 
that river, it winds round the North and North-West boundary of the 
Peshrtwur Valley to the Kllyber Pass ; then round the Afreedee Hills t o  

Kohat ; then round the Western boundary of the Kohat District, along 
the Meeranzye Valley and touching the confines of the Cshul Domiirions ; 
then round the 1lTuzeeree Hills to Bunnoo line and to the lread of 
Suleenlanee Range ; and then, lastly, right down the base of Suleerllanee 
Range to its terminate on the upper confines of Sindh and of the 
Khelat Kingdom. The extent of this Frontier is very vast, and its 
length is full S00 miles. I t  is also as arduous in  its nature as 

it is extensive. Along the outer side of this Frontier line, and there- 
fore beyond British jurisdiction, there dwell a series of independent 
Tribes, and it is to these that the present BIemorandum will chiefly 
refer. On the inner si~le.of this Frontier, up to the right bsnlc of tnlle 

- 

Indus, there also dwell aarious Tribes, in many respects resembling the 



first-named Tribes, but who are British subjects. These latter will 
be adverted to, though with less prominency than the former. 

2. The topographical position of each Tribe, both without and 
within the Frontier, is marked on the Map. They 

Illustrated Sketch Map. may be enumerated in their local order as follows. 

3. Independent Tribes dwelling along the 

Indopendant Tribes. outer face of the North-West Punjab Frontier 
and inhabiting Hills. 

Adjoining Frontier of Huzara Dis- HussuNzym. 
trict, . . . 

Adjoining Frontier of Peshawur 
District, 

OSMANKHEYLEES. 

[UPPER MOMUNDS 

Adjoining Frontier of Peshawur AFREmEES. 

and Kohat Districts, ... 1 
(BUZOTEES. 

EPAHS. 
Adjoining Frontier of Kohat Dis- ORUKZYES. 

trict, I 
"' I ZYMOOSHT AFFGHANS. 

Adjoining Frontier of Kohat and 
Dehra Ishmael Khan Districts, . . . ) WUZEEREES. 

SHEORANEES. 

Adjoining Frontier of Dehra OSHTERANEES. 

Ishmael Khan District, 
BoZDARS. 

HUTRANS. 

KOSAHS. 
Adjoining Frontier of Dehra LUGHAREES. 

Uhazee Khan District, 
i" 

. . .l GOORCHANEES. 
MURREES. 

L B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  



British Tribce. 

Huzara Disstrict, 

4. Tribes within the Frontier, and Britieh eub- 
jecta, inhabiting partly Hills and partly Plaina 

TUBNOULEEH. 

i GUKKUR~. 
. . . DOONDS AND S ~ E E S .  

Kaaam S w ~ s  I ~ D  mam 
TRIBES OF HUZU 

EUSUFZYES. 
Peshawur District, KHULEELS 

MOMUNDS OF THE PWS. 

Peshawur and Kohat Districts, . . . KHUTTUKS. 

Kohat District, . . . BUNOUSHES. 

Dehra Ishmael Khan District, ... 

DRESHUKS. 
Dehra Ghazee Khan District, . . . ( MUZAREES. 

5. By a comparison, the list of independent Tribes with the Map, 
it will be found that no Tribe has been omitted, and that all our Frontier 
neighbours have been included The circumstances of British connexion 
or relations with each will now be stated. 

6. The regions to be treated commence from Kaghan, which is a 

Kohistanees. 
narrow glen stretching upwards from the North- 
ernmost point of the Huzara District for a dis- 

tance of nearly 90 miles, and separates Maharajah Golab Sing's Territory 
from the Independent Mountaineers. Adjoining Kaghan and reaching 
the Hussunzye country, separating the Huzara border from the Indus, 
and adjoining the Agrore fiefship in Hazar ,  is the couutry of some 
Hill Tribes named Kohistanees and Swatees, who originally came from 



the Swat Valley, They have given no cause of offence, and we have had 
no. relations with them. These people do not demand further notice. 

7. First on the list of important Tribe5 stand the Hussunzyes. 
Between the extreme Northern Frontier of the 

IIussunzyes. 
Huzara District and the Indus there lies a some. 

what narrow strip of rugged and mountainous Territory-this is inha- 
bited by the Hussunzyes, who therefore dwell in Cis-Indus, that is, on the 
left bank of the river. They could number, perhaps, 2,000 fighting- 

men. The nrincinal Hill is known as the " Black 
Black Mountain; L I 

Mountain" from its dark and gloomy aspect. I n  
the adjoining tract, within the Huzara border, lies Western Turnoulee, 
the fief of Jehandad Khan, a Chief politically dependent* on the British. 

8. Our chief affair,with this Tribe arose from a noted murder com- 
mitted by them, which occurred in this wise. 

Indus Customs line. 
Shortly after annexation a Preventive Line was 

established along the left bank of the Indus, as far as British jurisdiction 
extended, to preclude Trans-Indus Salt from crossing into the Punjab. 
In  1851, this line extended 5 miles beyond Torbeila to a point on the 
Indus where Jehandad's Cis-Indus lands commence. During the 
autumn of that year, Mr. Carne, the Uncovenanted Head of the Customs 
Department, desired to visit this border with a view to an eventual 
extension of the linc. The Board of Administration however objected to 
the measure and warned him not to go there. 

9. During November, however, Mr. Carne, accompanied by one of his 
Messrs. Came patrols, Mr. Tapp, proceeded against the advice of 

T ~ P P  visit the border- the District Officer, Major Abbott, to reconnoitre 
the border. Having marched up the border, and returning back towards 
Torbeila, Mr. Carne dismissed all attendants, except a few horsemen 
belonging to his own department. Shortly afterwards the two gentle- 
men, near the Hussunzye limits, but still within Jehandad's bounds, 

And m l l r ~ r e d  by were murdered by a band of armed Hussunzyes. 
the Hussunzycs. These Hussunzyes had no concern whatever in 
Mr. Came's views. Even if the line had been extended, it would not have 
affected thein. Afterwards, when called to account for the deed, they 
never pretended that they ever entertained any apprehension in 



regard to the wlt line. The. Hussunzyes may have entertained some 

utjust suspicions regarding Mr. Came's intention, but neither their 
bounds nor their rights were infringed ; and they crossed into British 
Territory for the purpose of murdering British Officers in cold blood; 
because they were Englishmen, infidels, and defenceless travellers, with a 
little property about them. 

10. A s  the murder happened in his fief, Jehandad was called to 
account. Re delivered up such Hussunzye people 

Affair between the 
Bussunzyes and Jehan- as he could find in his Territory as hostages to the " 

dad 1 ~ l a k  British Authorities. Immediately the Hussunzyes 
made war upon him, and laid waste his border villages, stirred up 
his subjects to rebel, and at  last reduced him to considerable straits 
It was evident that the whole Tribe approved of the murder and 
sheltered the murderers. British interference became at last necessary, 
both to vindicate ourselves and to support Jehandad. Uuring the 
following year, that is, December 1852 and January 1853, an eupedi- 
tionary force, accompanied by Colonel Mackeson, the Commissioner, 
marched to the border. Before proceeding to work, Colonel Xackeson 
sent a message, setting forth the British demands and inviting negotiatioll. 

Successful expedition This failing, the British force scaled the Black 
wainst Hu8sunqe0- Mountain, surmounted its crest, burned the 
villages, and destroyed the grain stored there ; the Hussunzyes flying 
before them. The hostages in the hands of the British were then sent' 
back to their friends. 

11. From that time the Huasunzyes have committed no overt act of 
offence against the British. I n  April 1855, they had a dispute with the 
people of Agrore, in Huzara, relative to a marriage, and threatened to 
ravage that tract ; but a message was sent reminding them of the 
lesson of 1863, and tbey desisted. 

12. Next in order appear the Judoons, who inhabit a tract below 
the Hussunzye country and on the right bank 

Judoons of Muhabun. 
of the Indus opposite the British town of Torbeila, 

and thence stretching Westward. In this tract the most notable place 
is Mount Muhabun, of classical celebrity. The Judoons have never 
molested our subjects or lands, and we have had no relations with them. 



13. Near the base of Muhabun, and on the bank of the Indus, b the 

Fanatic colony of Si- fanatic colony of Sitana The Syuds of this place 
tana. are the remnant of the followers of that extra- 

o r d i n q  adventurer, Syud Ahmed, who, gathering the handful of 
" Ghazees," (warlike devotees,) from various parts of India, raised a 
formidable rebellion in Peshawur. After winning and losing Peshawur 
and Eusufzye, the Syud was eventually slain at the mouth of the 
Kaghan glen by Sheer Sing, the son of Maharajah Runjeet Sing. Most 
of his adherents, chiefly foreigners to the Punjab, dispersed, and the 
remainder settled at  Sitana. These Sitana people are evil-intentioned 
and ill<onditioned, but their power of mischief ha$ as yet proved 
insignificant. They endeavour to rouse the bigotry of the surrnund- 
ing Mahomedan Tribes, and especially of the Swatees The King of Swat 
indeed was elected to his present position from among these very people. 
They endeavour to intrigue with Wuhabees and such like fanatic 
religionists among the Mahomedan population in various parts of India. 
More than once correspondence relating to them has been intercepted, 
but nothing tangible has been elicited I n  1852, they co-operated with 
the Hussunzyes against Jehandad, and actually seized a small fort 
belonging to that Chief, but evacuated it on the approach of a Bri- 
tish Force with Colonel Mackeson. They harbour murderers and bad 

Their bad and characters of all kinds ; some of their number 
conduct. have been apprehended in the commission of 

crimes in the British Territory and have been hanged. In  1854, a band 
of reformed thugs were working on the road near Peshawur and fled to 
Sitana The ferry over the Indus close to Sitana is frequently harassed 
by the fanatics. It were needless to describe further their attempts at 
petty annoyance. The necessity for chastising them by force may 
not arise ; if it should, then this nest of bigotry and disaffectiou might 
be destroyed without difficulty ; but afterwards the scattered and fugitive 
fanatics would wander among the Hill Tribes and perhaps give some 
trouble. 

14. Beyond the Judoon country on the North-West is Boonere or 
Bunoor. I t  is a rugged country, extending from 

Boonere or Bunoor. 
the lower range of the Hindoo Coosh downwards 

to Hills which command the Chumla Valley and the central plain of 
Eusufzye. Op its Western Frontier again lies the Swat Territory 



The Boonere people are strong ; they could muster a force of some 
thouesnds; they appear to be on good terms with their neighbourn, 
the Swakea In  1849 they aided some British subjects at Loondkhor, 

Emufzye, who refused to pay revenue ; but they have generally abstain- 
ed from molesting our subjects, and we have had no concern with them. 
On recent occasion however they aided the Swatees in punblling the 
people of Pullee, a large independent village close to the E u s e e  border. 
This force expelled the Pullee people and their Chief, who fled 
for refuge to a British village in Eusufiye. The force then approached 
this village, but did not cross our border. They then threatend, that 
if the Pullee refugees were not surrendered, the village should be burnt. 
Hearing of this movement, two British Officers, with a detachment 
of Wle Guide Corps, proceeded to the spot, but found that the hostile 
force had decamped. The dispute was however amicably settled by the 
British Officers. The Pullee people mere sent back to their homes, and 
our villagers were enjoined to stand aloof from all such firs and 
to avdd the giving of any just provocation to their neighbours beyond 
the border. 

15. The Tribes next on the list are those of Swat, Raneezye and 
Lower Osmankheyl, the two latter being subordinate to the former. 

16. The Swat country consists of a long valley, running downwards 
its generally in a South-Westerly direction, but 

md government turning half round from East to West as it nears 
the British Frontier, from lvvhich it is separated by a lofty range. I t  is 
difficult of access to a force moving from British Territory. The Lundye 
or Swat River flows right through and fertilizes the valley, and then 
debauching through a gorge in the hills, enters the Peshawur Valley 
and joins the Cabul River near Charsudda. The Swat Valley is 
fertile, chiefly growing rice ; it contains 300 villages and upwards ; and 
its inhabitants may number 1,00,000 souls, of whom 20,000 might be 
fighting-men. As Soldiers, the Swatees rank below several of the 
most Martial Tribes. Politically, the Swatees consist of various clans, 
united under a loose federal Government, at  the head of which is an 
elective Chief, styled Padshah or King. The present King is a Syud, 
named Akbur, from the fanatic colony of Sitana The High Priest is 
d e d  the "Akhoond" (equivalent to the term doctor or reader) and 



is held in great veneration. The King and the Priest are sometimes aaid 
to be well-disposed persons. However this may be, they have never 
restrained their people from mischief. 

17. Towards its lower extremity, a formidable range of Hills bound 

ianeezye and Oaman. ing the valley runs for many niiles from East to 
kheyl. West, nearly psralled to the British Frontier ; and 
at the Eastern extremity of this range stands the Mora Mountain. Be- 
tween this range and the ~ r o k i e r  however intervene two tracts, named 
Raneezye and Lower Osmankheyl, both q u a s i  dependencies of Swat, 
The best of the Passes leading into Swat is one named Mullakund, 
which opens from Raneezye. A little further to the Eastward of 
Raneezye also there are some Passes, leading into the Loondkhor 
Valley, which belongs to British Eusufzye. These latter Passes are not 
available for passage from Swat to our Territory, because leading into 
Loondkhor, they can be stopped by any party holding that valley. The 
Passes vi$ Raneezye and Osmankheyl, if the people of those tracts 
accord a passage, lead straight on to the British Plains of Hushtnuggur. 
Above the Loondkhor Valley, just beyoud our Frontier, is the strong 
village of Pullee, to which allusion has already been made. 

18. The sub-divisions of the Peshawur District adjoining the Tribes 
above described are Loondkhor or North-West corner of Eusufzye, and 
then Hushtnuggur. 

19. For some years the Swatees uniformly proved themselves bad 
neighbours to the British. They seem to have 

Misco~lduct of Swat. 
regarded the Plains of Peshawur, and especially 

- 

the Hushtnuggur tract, as a hunter does his hunting grounds. Plunderers 
and marauders, sometimes in bands, sometimes in twos and threes, 
sometimes on foot and sometimes mounted, issued forth from Swat, 
pssed through Raneezye, and proceeded to the Plains of Hl1shtnugpr 
or Eusufzye. They would not usually make regular raids, and t,lley 
would refrain from molesting Puthans, their fellow-clansmen ; but they 
would attack persons of all other classes, cultivators, petty trders,  
cattle-grazers, wayfarers, and the like. Thcy would carry off Hindoos in 
particular for the purpose of putting them to ransom. Again, 
Swatees harboured renegades, refugee criminals, internal malcontents, 



external enemies, the names bf whom might Le specified were not 
the list too long. For years the valley was a rendezvous for any and 
every person hostile to the British Government ; and among them were 

persons who had been dismissed from British Ssrvice, arid one 
man, named Mokurrum Khan, formerly a Police Officer in the Peshawur 
District, in particular, who was received with great favor, and enjoyed 
a large landed grant in Swat. Not only did Swat receive and support 

enemies of the British, but i t  encouraged them to 
Hostility of Swat. 

commit depredations in British Territory. Fur-, 
ther, the Swatees took every opportunity of inciting British villages 
to set authority a t  nought. They invited their fellow Puthans 
throw off British yoke and acknowledge a nominal allegiance to 
Swat. For this purpose they would not only assemble troops in 
Raneezye or Osmankheyl, but they would even send horsemen into 
British villages, partly as emissaries and partly as representatives 
of authority. Immediately after aunexation in the autumn of 1849 
they incited the Loondkhor people to refuse payment of revenue. 
When an expedition under Colonel Bradshaw marched into that valley, 
the Sivatees appeared in arms against our troops. Towards the end of 
18.51 they moved bodies of troops, several thousands strong, to the foot 
of the Mora Mountain and into Raneezye, for purposes of creating dis- 
affection on our border. 

20. On the night of the G th March 1852, a party of 180 horsemen, un- 

Attack on a detach- der the leadership of Mokurrum Khan, assailed a 
ment of Guides. detachment consisting of forty-three men of the 
Guide Corps stationed at  the British village of Googur Gurhee in 
Eusufzye as a personal guard to a party of the Great Trigonome- 
trical Survey, The detachment gallantly repelled their assailants and 
suffered but slight loss themselves. This outrage being clearly traced 
to the Raneezye people, a fine of Rupees 5,000 (a sum about equal 
to one year's revenue had Raneezye been a British tract and therefore 
notmore than the offending Tribe could pay) was imposed upon them, 
and a force under Sir Colin Campbell was despatched into the valley. The 
spring harvest was standing ripe for the sickle ; the crops and villages were 
however spared, Some Swat troops presented tllenlselves before our 
troops, but speedily disappeared. The Raneezye Chiefs seemed overawed 

2 



and tendered submission, undertook the payment of the fine, and gave 

Raneezye people pro- hostages as security. The force then withdrew 
mise reparation. across the Frontier. A conciliatory message wm 

sent to the Swat Governor, but no reply was received. This affair 
was so far concluded by the end of March. 

21. On the night of the 20th ~ ~ r i l ,  the Native Tehseeldar or Re- 

) Murder of the British 
venue Collector of the British tract of Hushtnug- 

Tehseeldar of Hushtnug- gur, resident at  Charsudda, was murdered in his 
gur. bed: two of his subordinate employ& and one 
servant were also killed. The attack was made by a party of 400 men, 
without meeting any opposition from the people of Charsudda, a circum- 
stance which argued disaffection on their part ; and it soon became appa- 
rent that a bad feeling had been excited throughout Hushtnugbour. 
Inquiry brought the murdcr home to a Chief named Arjoon Khan, 
,who belonged to Toongee in Hushtuuggur, and had fled into the Swat 
Territories, and on this occasion had emerged from Osmankheyl. I t  was 
ascertained that this man was well received by the Swats, and had been 
presented with a fief; and in short that the Swat Government, if it 
had not instigated him to the deed, had encouraged and abetted him 
after its commission. He took up his quarters at Prangurh and Nowa- 
dund, Osmankheyl villages, and placed himself in an attitude of overt 

S U C C C S S ~ U ~  expcrlition hostility. A force accordingly under Sir C. Camp- 
against Osmankheyl. bell moved into Osmankheyl and destroyed 

Prangurh and Nowadund. On this occasion some letters, believed to 
be genuine, were taken, which proved the complicity of Swat. One 
letter, from the King to Arjoon, authorized him to destroy all 
Europeans and Hindoos in the Peshawur Valley and all Maho- 
medans in the British Service; but enjoined him to spare all other 
Mahomedans ! 

22. In  the mean time the Raneezye people withheld payment of 

Successful expedition their fine. They repudiated the hostages and ex- 
against Raneezye. pelled their families from the Territory. They 

declared their reliance on support from Swat. Coercion therefore 
became necessary. On the 18th of May a force under Sir C. Camp- 
bell marched against Ishk-ka-kote, one of the largest villages in 
Rmeezye, and found themselves opposed to about 4,000 Infantry and 



600 Cavalry, all from Swat, in addition to the armed villagers. The King 
rnd the Akhoond had stationed themselves on the crest of the Mullakund 
pass overlooking the valley to view the fight. After a slight resistance, 
the Swat troops broke and fled in a dastardly manner, leaving about a 
hundred of their number dead on the field. The village and its granaries 
were then destroyed. On the 20th some eleven more villages were 
destroyed, the enemy offering little or no resistance ; on the 22nd the 
1st and strongest place in Raneezye was destroyed : the troops then 
withdrew. 

23. During the following month (June) the Raneezye people, finding 
themselves houseless and unable to re-settle in, 

Submission of Raneezye. 
or to re-build their dismantled villages, made over- 

tures for peace. Shortly afterwards they tendered unconditional submis- 
sion, offered to pay revenue to the British, and to suffer a fortified post 
to be erected in their valley. The Supreme Government declined to ac- 
cept any tribute or revenue from them ; they were only required to 
behave 3s friendly and peaceable neighbours. They mere accordingly 
excused from payment of the original fine, and they bound themselves 
to perinit no marauders from Swat or elsewhere to pass through their 
lands across the British Frontier, and to live at amity with neighbouring 
British villages, Loondkhor and others. These arrangements were com- 
pleted io September 1 85 2. 

24. Since this period, the Raneezye people have fulfilled their engage- 

Deputation from Ra- ments Our border has been molested with no 
neezye. more marauders from that direction, nor has any 
cause for dissatisfaction on our part arisen. Iudeed, so anxious have 
the Raneezye people been to maintain peace with us, that after- 
wards, when some of the leading men w11o had brorlght about the 
submission were killed in an internal feud, a deputation came from 
hoeezye to the British Authorities, expressly to explain, that although 
these men were dead, the Tribe still adhered to the agreements. Such is 
the moral effect of a well-Jirected expedition. The Osmankheyl people 
have also profited by the lesson impressed upon them Ajoon, the 
renegade and murderer, has never re-appeared, nor have any such men 
been subsequcntly harboured in Osmankheyl. 



25. That Swat had been the head and front of all this offending is 

subsequent aonduct evident ; we had never interferred with them, but 
of Swat, they chose to make war upon us. Our chief fault 
in their eyes was, that we were infidels by religion, and that we 
were the lords of a fair and fertile valley within reach of plun- 
der. It was a t  one time thought, that after the Osmankheyl and 
Raneezye affikirs a good opportunity presented itself of dashing up the 
Mullakund Pass and down into the Swat Valley. A separate expedition 
on a considerable scale was also being organized during the summer of 
1852. The Military Autllorities at  that t4ime however considered that 

~os~ponemen~of  cape. various difficulties existed in the execution of the 
dition against Swat. plan, and the Government consented to postpone 
the expedition until the cold season of 1852-53 ; but the day of 
retribution to Swat never arrived. The Swat Government seem to 
have taken to heart the punishment inflicted on Raneezye and 
Osmankheyl, and to have dreaded similar operations in their own 
valley. Since 1852, they have abstained from all annoyance or hostility 
against the British. The Peshawur Valley has enjoyed immunity from 
the incursions of Swatee freebooters. The Swat Government cannot be 
relied upon with any thing like friendly confidence, but of late it has 
given us no tangible cause of dissatisfaction. 

26. The Upper or Hill Momunds follow next in order. Their country 

The Upper or Hill extends from the South-Western Swat border to a 
Momunds. little beyond the CaFul River. Both banks of this 

river are in their possession, and their capital, Lalpoora, where Saadut 
Khan, the head of their Tribe, resides, is situated near the left bank* 
They own allegiance to the Cabul Government, though subject 
to an almost nominal control ; and at the late Treaty, the Ameer Dost 
Mahomed Khan undertook to restrain them from hostilities against 
British subjects. Their militia can muster about 12,000 fightingmen : 
they are tolerably good Soldiers, though not equd to the men of the most 
Nartial Tribes. Their Hills overhang the fertile strip of British Territory, 
enclosed between the Swat and Cabul Rivers near their confluence, 
known as Doaba, and this portion of the border is not more than 25 milea 
distant from Yeshawur. 



27. The three sections of the Tribe that have come in contact with 
the British are the Piudee Alec Momunds, the Alurlizyc Mornunds, and 
the Michnee Momunda 

38. The Michnee Momunds, after annexation, were allowed to hold a 

Michnee, ad fief or jagheer in Doaba, the fertile triangle near 
Piudee *lee Momunda* the junction of the Swat and Cabul Rivers, from 
the British Government, of which they collected the revenue. A portion 
of the lands they cultivated themselves, the remainder they farmed out 
to other Tribes of the Plains as tenants. Many of their clansmen dwelt in 
the Plains of Michnee and some in the neighbouring Hills. They traded in 
the Peshawur Valley. The Alumzye Momunds, whose head-quarters are 
at Gundao, in the Hills, also had a fief of Punjpao in British Doaba, 
chiefly cultivated by tenants A few of their men lived in the Plains and 
the majority in the Hills. These also traded in the valley. The Pindee 
Alee Momunds, at a former period, had held a similar jagheer in  Doaba ; 
but not since British rule. These have few relations either with the 
Government or the people of the Peshawur Valley. They inhabit a very 
strong locality in the Hills. The fiefs were originally granted by preced- 
ing Governments to the Momunds as black mail to buy off depredation ; 
but molestation was not to be thus warded off; and despite all that has 
yet been done, the Doaba border is not free from blomund marauders. 
The misdeeds of the Momunds have dways been supported and encourag- 
ed by Saadut Khan, who is said to bear an ancient grudge against the 
British for having been parties to his temporary deposition from power 
during the Affghan war. 

29. Besides the petty raids and robberies, which may be called the nor- 

Misconduct of the mal and chronic troubles of the Momund Frontier, 
Mornunda. there occurred, during theyears 1850 and 1831, 

several audacious outrages Various attacks were made at  different dates 
(on six principal occasions) upon British detachments aod posts and Bri- 
tish villages in the Doaba, and many tracts of cultivation were ravaged by 
the Pindee Alee, Alumzye and Michnee, and even Lalpoora Momunds, 
one after the other. Sometimes the inroad would be made without even 
an assignable cause ; sometimes an excuse more or less invalid would 
exist, such as a dispute with some British snbjects about irrigation or 
landed tenure, or the marriage of a woman, and the me. On one 



ocaqion, in particular, a question arose between a Momund and a resident 
of the British village regarding the usufruct of a mortgage. The 
Yomund had probably the right on his side according to the peculiar 
custom of the valley. The case was brought before the Peshavvur Court ; 
but while the matter was pending, the Mo~nuncls took up arms and 
stopped the irrigation channels of their adversaries. I t  became evident 
that their incursions were prompted, partly by hostility, partly by lust 
of plunder, and partly by the hope of concessions, and could only be 
checked by punitive force. 

30. At length, in the autumn of 1851, the Supreme Government 

Operations against deemed it necessary to direct that the Momund 
them. fiefs in Doaba should be confiscated, that the 

defensive posts should be strengthened, and that British troops should 
operate against the offending Momunds. These directions were carried 
out during the cold season of 1851-52. Several Momund villages were 
destroyed by the troops, some additional forts and posts were construct- 
ed, and the enemy was driven into their Bills. Once they attacked 
one of our positions (named Shub Kuddur) and were repelled, aud 
once they threatened an attack in large numbers (about 6,000,) but 
were easily dispersed. But in the following July the Michnee and 
Punjpao Momunds, exiled from house and lands and cut off from 
trade and such like relations in the Plains, tendered submission and 
prayed for restoration to their fiefs. They were restored on condition of 

paying a yearly tribute of Rupees 600 for Michnee 
Tribute agreed upon. 

and Rupees 200 for Punjpao. The amounts fixed 
were neqrly nominal, but for example's sake it, was necessary to demand 
some payment, lest immunity in this respect should encourage our own 
subjects to misbehave in the hope of avoiding the just dues of Govern- 
ment, or embolden our neighbours to harass us in the hope of extorting 
landed grants. On this, as on $1 other occasions connected with the 
independent Tribes, the Government declared that revenue was not 
wanted, but only a quiet Frontier. 

31. The Alumzye or Punjpao Momunds have not subsequently given 
cause for dissatisfaction, and have remained in enjoyment of their fief. 
This tract however is just within range of the guns at the Shub Iiuddur 
post. 



32. The Michnee Yomunds did not again overtly misbehave aa a 
ldurder of Lieutrnant Tribe until the autumn of 1854, but towards the 

~ ~ U e n o i ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ .  close of 1852, some men of this Tribe 8hot Lieute- 
nant Bullenois, of the Engineers, who had for amusement ridden for a 
very short distance into their lower Hills, and sent his head a 
trophy up to Lalpoora This atrocity, perfectly unprovoked as it was, 
indicated the worst possible spirit. By that time two years' tribute was 
due. Payment was withheld. The Chief Ruheemdad fled from Pesha- 
wur, whither he had been summoned, and under such circumstances 

Further miscondut of flight was tantamount to rebellion. A British 
Michnee Momunds. force was a t  once moved to Michnee. It was found 
that some Momunds had fled with Ruheemdad, and that some stood by 
their lands and were willing to pay their share of the tribute, and pro- 
fessed allegiauce. It also appeared that Ruheemdad's party held three 
important villages on the neighbouring range of Hills which commanded 
the Cabul River, and dominated over the inhabitants and the Plain of 
Michnee. From these places, moreover, the Momunds fired on the troops 
as they moved along the open ground. These villages were then des- 
troyed. A settlement of the Nichnee fief was then made. The faithful 

Mornunds who stood by their lands continue to 
Settlement of Michllee. 

pay their quota of the tribute. The lands of the 
Momunds who fled were farmed out and assessed with revenue. Ru- 
heemdad has not since been restored. H e  occasionally commits raids 
on that portion of our border. Towards the close of 1854 Ire appeared 
at Peshawur under a safe conduct to pray for restoration to the fief, but 
he did not, and indeed could not offer any security for good conduct. 
He was sent back across the Frontier and forbidden to re-enter British 
Territory. 

33. The Pindee Alee Momunds have continued to misbehave up to the 

Misconduct of Pindee present time. Within the last nine months they 
Alee Momunds. have committed nine raids in our Territory. I t  is 

t o  be feared, that until their strongholds shall have been penetrated by 
British troops, they s i l l  not refrain from molesting u s  Their Chief, 
Nawab Khan, unites with Ruheemdad, and both are encouraged by S=- 
dut Ktan. These three worthies hope that the British Government will 
at last be driven, by annoyances on its border, to grant some 



rich fiefs to them all. In  fact it appears that Saadut Khan presumes on 
the supposition that Lalpoora is too distant to be approached by an 

British force, a supposition in which he may one day find him- 

self undeceived. 

34. After the Momunds come the Afreedees. This Tribe is the most 
important of all on this Frontier. Their Territory, 

The Afreedee Hills. 
commencing in the Hills between the Cabul River 

and the Khyber Pass, forms the Western boundary of the Peshawur 
Valley ; then it stretches round tlie South-Western corner and skirts 
portion of the Southern boundary of the Peshawur District till it ap- 
poaches the Khuttuk lands. I t  thus projects abruptly into the British 
Frontier, separates the Peshawur District from that of Kohat, and forms 
the Northern boundary of the latter District. The Afreedee Hills, interven- 
ing between the Kohat and Peshawur Districts, are crossed by two princi- 
pal Passes, communicating from one District to the other, the best of 
which is the well-known Kohat Pass or Gullee and the other the Jewa- 
kee Pass. Thus the frontage of-the Afreedee Hills towards British juris- 
diction extends over a total length of 80 miles, and this Territory stretches 
far back in a Westerly direction towards Cabul. Thus the Afreedees 
hold a large geographical area and have a long border conterminous with 
ours. The Afreedees are entirely independent. Their Hills are lofty, 
steep and rugged, most arduous for military operations. The villages 
are strongly posted and difficult of access. The Afreedees are fierce 

Character and power by nature. They are not destitute of rude vir- 
of the Afreedees. tues, but they are notoriously faithless to publi:! 
engagements. They are split up into factions. The sub-divisions of 
this Tribe are niiinerous. They can muster 15,000 or 20,000 fighting- 
men. As Soldiers they are among the best on the Frontier. They are 
good shots. Their tactics resemble those of the other Tribes. They 
retreat before the foe as he advances and press upon as he retires. 
From the size of their country, and the strength of their numbers, the 
Afreedees, if united, might prove formidable opponents ; but they rare- 
ly or never combine. If their independence were threatened, or if some 
peculiar opportunity offered, they might act together, otherwise they 
will usually be found at  war with each other. We have to deal with 
one or two sections only at a time. If one be hostile, another will Le 



friendly, and vice versd. While operating against some A freedeen, we 
can always induce other Afreedees to be our allies, consequelrtly the Trilm 
is not so formidat~le as i t  might at  first appear. 

35. The Afreedees of the Khyber Pgss, among faithless Tribes, are 
considered the most faithless. Thieves and rob- 

Khgber Pm8 Afreedeea. 
bers from this vicinity, despite all precautions, con- 

tinue to infest nightly the Peshawur Cantonment. A section of these 
Afreedees, named the Kookeekheyi, have manifested symptoms of a 
friendly spirit towards US. The Afreedees on the South-Western corner 
of the Peshamr border have not signalized themselves. 

36. The British Government has been concerned chiefly with the 
Afreedees of the two Passes (i. e., the Kohat Pass or 

The Passes to Kohat. 
Gullee and the Jewakee Pass.) For the guardian- 

ship of these Passes the Afreedees have received some kind of consider- 
ation from successive dynasties, Ghiznivides, Mogols, Doorances, 
Barukzyes, Sikhs, British ; and have broken faith with each and all. 
These mountaineers are great traders and carriers. They convey salt 
from mines in the Kohat District to the Peshawur market. They 
also cut and sell the fire-wood of their Hills. By these means 
they procure a comfortable subsistence, which cultivation on their 
rugged hill-sides would not alone suffice to afford. This is a 

fortunate circumstance, inasmuch as the British Authorities can by 

policy of blockading blockading the mouths of the Passes stop the trade 
the Passes. and reduce the Afreedees to sore st,raits. Still 

,such a blockade is not an easy remedy and is not lightly to be re- 
sorted to. From the nature of the ground the border Inay be discult 
to guard ; the blockade may be evaded ; unless several sections of the 
Tribe co-operate to punish one offending section ; otherwise the besieged 
would make over their beasts of burden to a friendly section of the Tribe, 
who would then take the animals into the valley or the market, and 
thus carry on the trade. Again, the effect, though complete perhaps - in 
the end, is yet slow, and the besieged can frequently descend from the 
Hills and harry the nearest British villages. I n  fact it Inay happen that 
a blockade is nearly as troubleso~ue as au sspelition iuto the Hills, with- 
out being equally prompt. 
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37. The Gullee or Kollat Pass is the direct and best route froiu 
Anaogemsnts for Kohat to Peshawur. The Government Post b e  

Kohat Pasu. tween these two inlporbant Stations runs usually 
by this route. Immediately after axmexotion, the British Government, 
following the example of all its predecessors, concluded an arrangement 
with the Afreedees in respect to this Pass, and agreed to pay them 
Rupees 5,700 per annum, for which they were to protect the road through 
the defile. This was effected in April 1849. I n  February 1850 a party 
of Sappers and Miners working on a road in British Territory were cut to 
pieces by these very Afreedees. 

38. The chief causes of this outra,ge were probably the innate fero- 

c~~~~~~ Afrcetlee city of the Afreeclees, t,heir clistrust of a civilized 
outrilgcs. Government, and the ~nachinations of a noted 

freebooter, who had previously to annexation forfeited for his crimes a 
jagheer in the Peshawur District, and who hoped, by disturbing the pas- 
sage of the defile, to induce the British to conclude terms with him. 
But other causes were at the t ~ m e  attributed. I t  was by some supposed 

that the increased taxation of salt, the constrr~ction of a road through 
the Pass, and the non-receipt of the stipulatecl allowances 1)y the Afree- 
dees, were circun~stnnces of provocation. E i ~ t  each of the three points 
admit of explanation. I n  the first place the British tax on TI-us-Indus 
salt dicl not injuriously affect the Afraedces. The duty leviable at the 

~~d~~~~~ of mines was indeed higher than the former taxes, 
Trans-lud,,s salt. but this was the only duty, while town nncl transit 
nlarket duties to which the salt had been previously liable were 
remitted. The aggrepte of the three kinds of previous taxes exceeded 
the single duty of the Eritish, at  least two-fold in all cases, and evcn 
four-fold in some cases. Bat the rate of duty, while it nliglrt affect the 
Western Tribes or the consulners of the Plains, in Peshnwur or elsewhere, 
tuozlld not injl~re the Afreedees, who are great carriers and not great 
consunlers. If the price of salt were high, the consumer might suffer ; 
but the carrier mould realize his full dues. Moreover, experience shows, 

that when the price of Trans-Indus salt is increased, the profits of the 
carrier rise to a still greater degree. This fact has been repcntedly 
admitted by the i\freedees themselves at conferences, so that some have 



thought, that if tlie present duties were to be enhanced, the Nrbedeea - 
at least would be actual gainers. But the duties 

The Afrccdcee l~ad no 
g f i c v a ~ ~  in regar(1 to have never been raised from the rate originid- 
ealt. ly fixed (2, 3 and 4 annas per maund,) wl i lo  

in the Punjab the duty amounts to Rupees 2 per maund, and has 
been cheerfully paid Furthermore, if the duties had been 

vexatious to the Afreedees, which they were not, still they had not como 
into operation when the party of Sappers and Miners were murdered 
The temporary closing of the mines pending inquiry might perhaps 
haire created some mistrust, but they had been re-opened juet before 
the outrage took place. As for the road no such work was being 
carried on within Afreedee limits, nor through any part of the Paas. 
The unfortunate Sappers were working within our Territory near Kohat, 
at a place where a regular road has been since constructed. As for the 
allowances being paid, not to the Afreedees, but to another party who 
failed to pass it on to the proper recipients, the British Officer at Kohat 
deposed that the money was disbursed to the Afreedee Mulliks in ibis 
own presence. 

39. An expeditionary force under Sir Charles Napier consequently 

Expedition to thcKohat 
proceeded to the Peshawur end of the Pass and 

PUS uuder Sir C. ~ r r -  demanded the surrender of the murderers, Thie 
pier. was refused. The force then marched through 
the Pass to Kohat. The four Afreedee villages in the Pa5s were des- 
troyed. The force then fought its way back to Peshaivur. No further 
arrangement with the Afreedees was at that time effected. They seized 
a tower erected on the crest of the Hill near Kohat ; they closed the 
defile ; they remained overtly hostile, and even planned the murder 
of British Officers. An agreement was brought about iu June, but was 
immediately broken. They were then debarred from entering either 
the Peshawur or Kohat Valleys, and were thus deprived of their trade. In  
a short time tile Afreedees were quietly reduced to submission. \Villing 
to treat them considerately, the British Government consented to renew 
their old allowauces on condition of their being responsible for the secu- 
rity of the Pass. I n  order to strengthen the arrangement, Rehmut 
Khan, a Chief of t,he neighbouring Orukzyes, was admitted to a share 
of the respousibility, and was granted a personal allowance of Rupees 



2,000 per annum, and Rupees 6,000 as the pay of a mounted guard 

firthsr amnogcmcnb to be maintained on the Kothul or crest of the 
for ~ b f u ~ t  Pase. ridge near Kohat. As then revised (November 

1850) the payments aggregated Rupees 13,700 per aunum. Rehmut 
Khan and the Afreedees were at constaut feud, but the Pass remained 
open (occasional robberies only being committed) until the middle of 
1853. 

40. About the same time that these events occurred in the Kohat 
Pass, the Afreedees of the Jewakee Pass proved 

Jcmakee Afreedees. 
troublesome. Their mountains are very strong. 

Even among the Afreedee clans they were considered particularly daring 
and ferooious. When the Afreedees of the Kohat Pass misbehaved, the 
Jewakee Afreedees offered to engage for that Pass, or to conduct the 
communication through their own Pass. The Jewakee Pass was actu- 
ally used for a short time, but the Jewakee Afreedees soon proved 
themselves to be worse even than their neighbours. They committed 
numerous raids and murders in the Peshawur and Kohat Districts, and 

even robbed boats on the Indus. They also mur- 
Murder of Dr. Healey. 

dered a British Officer, named Dr. Healey, who was 
travelling towards Kohat, for no other reason than that he was a defence- 

..less infidel, with a little property about him. Proceedings were taken 
against them. Preparations were made for their castigation. At last 
those belonging to the Kohat or Southern end of the Pass tendered 
submission and agreed to respect life and property, and to make good 
all property that inight be carried off to their country. This engage- 
ment was made in 185 1, and from that time these villages have behav- 
ed remarkably well. But the Afreedees at the Northern or Peshawur 
end did not behave so well, and among these villages one in particular 
rendered itself afterwards conspicuous for crime. 

41. During 1853 the feud between the Gullee Afreedees and Rehmut 

Disturbances in the Khan reached its climax. In  October of that year 
Kohat pass. the Afreedees attacked and seized Rehmut Khan's 
post ou the Kothul, which was defended by ollly 20 men instead 
of 100. The Pass became virtually closed, and no security was main- 
tained ; postal communication was suspended, and cven British Offi- 



were fired upon. In November the Afreedees of the Pass were sum- 
moned to Peshawur, in order that matters might be considered. &hmut 
Khan was out of the question, he had failed to keep up the stipulated 
f o ~ e ,  and had exasperated the Afreedees, his colleagues The Afreedees 
refused to uudertake the management, unlesv they received Rehmut 
Khan's late allowances in addition to their own, This additional amount 
could not be conceded, as they had been the very men to break the 
peace. 

The 
comes 

The Bungush Tribe of the Kohat Valley, and British subjects, 

Bungush Tribe offered to guard the Kot'hul, and asserted t h t  
forward. they had an hereditary claim stronger than that of 

the Afreedees to occupy the ridge. The Kothul was then made over 
to them, and as the Afreedees refused to open the Pass, it was re- 
solved to establish a blockade ; so again the Afreedees were debarred 
from entering the Kohat and Peshawur Valleys. I t  had long been con- 
templated to build a fort on the Peshawur side of the Pass, near its 
mouth ; so a force was moved out to that point and the work commenced. 
This post is called Fort Mackeson ; it commands the mouth of the Kohat 
Pass and is connected with a post near the mouth of the Jewakee PGS. 

43. While these arrangements were progressing, the Gullee Afree- 
dees suddenly attacked the Bungush people on the Kothul, and seized 
that post. Several Bungush Chiefs were killed in the encounter, and 
Major Coke, who was present, was slightly wounded. Upon this check, 
the Buugush people obtained the alliance of two small, though warlike, 
Tribes, named Buzotees and Sepahs. These were independent and dwelt 
in the Hills near the Pass. The Southern section of tbe Jewakee Afree- 
dees also joined the league. 

44. I n  the meantime the Gullee Afreedees were suffering from the 

Final arrangement for blockade. The British Authorities had acted on 
the liohat Pass. the principle, that if the Afreedees will not keep 
the Pass open, the doors of the Pass must be shut upon the Afree- 
dees ; so the Gnllee Afreedees rendered subnlission and offered to re- 
open their part of the Pass. This offer was accepted. Another set 
of Afreedees, called Busseekheyl, who dwell near the Peshawur end of 



tile Pas, were also admitted. The aggregate ~lllownnces of the Pass wcrc 
divided as follows :- 

Bungush, ... ... ... ...... Rs. 3,200 
Buzotees, ... ... ... ,, 2,000 

... Jewakee Afreedees, ... ...... , , 2,000 
Sepahs, ... ... ... ... 2) 500 
Gullec Afreedees, ... .-.. ...... 9 9 5,400 

... Busseekheyl Afreedees, ... ... ) p  600 

Total, ... ... Rs. 13,700 

This arrangement was concluded by the close of 1853. At the same 
time also, Rupees 6,000 were paid in cash by the British Government 
to those friendly clans who had furnished our troops with supplies. 
From that time the Pass has remained open, with the exception of one 
brief interval of twenty-six days. This interregnum was occasioned by a 
feud among the Afreedees of the Pass, during which some robberies mere 
committed. The heads of the confederacy traced the perpetrators to 
one of the villages in the Pass, by name Boosteekheyl, destroyed the 

village, and compelled the inhabitants to malce good the value 

of the property, and to pay a fine besides, 

45. In  the previous account of the Jewakee Afreedees, it was re- 

Conduet of the marked, that all the villages at the Southern 
Ai'rccrlees. Kohat end of the Pass had behaved well since 

1851. At the close of 1553, the other Jewakee Afreedees, at the 
Northern or Peshawur end, seeing a force in the field, and having 
lands at the foot of the Hills exposed to operations, executed satis- 
factory agreements, with one exception. This exception was the Boree 
clan, inhabiting a cluster of strong and defensible villages in the interior 
of the Hills The Boree people had always continued to rob and 
murder, for which purpose they employed a set of horsemen, who 
followed robbery as a profession. During 1832-53 they had com- 
mitted ten serious raids in the Pesha\vur District, some of which 
were attended with loss of life. They also kept prisoners (British sub- 
jects) captive to extort ransom. At the close of 1853, n s  a force was 



lying off the mouth of the Kohat Pass where the fort was being m- 
Btrtructed, and a good opp~rtunit~y offered of bringing the Boree people ta 
their senses. They were required to release their prisoners, make good the 
plundered property, and to give up  the horses of their mounted r o b k r ~ .  

Punishment of They refused, and the next day the troops march- 
Boree Afreedeee. ed against the place and destroyed it. Many of 
their noted desperados were killed. The destruction of so stl-ong a 

place, and the loss of its prestige as being believed impregnable, 
have had the hest effect', aud there have been no subsequent troubles 
in the Boree quarter. During this operation the neighbouring Afree- 
dees showed the best possible spirit, and even supplied water to the 
troops. Their Chiefs received presents and written aclinowled,ments 
of their good conduct on that occasion. 

46. There remains but one more affilir with the Afreedees to record. 

Russeel;heyl Afree- In February 1 85.5, a murder wit'h rob1)cry was corn- 
dees. nlitted near the Peshawur end of the Kohat Pass. 

After some inquiry this was traced by the heads of the confederacy to 
the Busseekheyl. These Busseeklleyl people, p1.obaLly apprehending 
punishment from their clansmen, resolred to break t l ~ e  peace. At that 
time the catnp of Lieutenant Halllilton, Assistant Civil Engineer, 
together wit11 his office and treasure-chest, happened to be pitched near 
the foot of their Hills. One night they descended on this camp to kill 
and roh Lieutenant Hamilton fought bravely for his life and escaped 
with some wounds ; but several of his people were killed and wounded. 
The assailants made off with some Rupees 10,000 of Government 
treasure and property, besides some private effects. Since that time the 
Busseekheyl have been excluded from British Territory and reprisals 
have been made to the value of about Rupees 6,000. Peace has 
not yet been made with them, but ere long they mill probably find 
that a state of hostility with the British entails so much inconvenience, 
that they must seek forgiveness. 

47. The Sepahs and Buzotees have been already alluded to in the 
foregoing 

Sepahs and Buzotees. 
They are mall, but very brave Tribes, num- 

bering- 

Buzotees, . . . . . . Fighting- lien. 
Sepnhs, ... ...... 300 



They live in tolerably close connexion with their more powerful neigh- 

bours, the Afreedees, and manage to hold their own. They have acted 
up to their engagements in regard to the Pass and have generally be- 
haved well towards u s  

48. The next Tribe is that of the Orukzyes. Their country extends 

Orukzyes. 
from the Sepal1 tract (which adjoins the Afreedee 
Hills) round the North-Western corner of the 

Kohat District, and then nearly onward to the top of the Meeran- 
zye Valley (which belongs to Kohat) till it joins the country of the 
Zymoosht Affghans. The Tribe is one of the largest on the Frontier, and 
numbers 20,000 or 25,000 fighting-men, most of whom are good Hill 
Soldiers. The Orukzye Hills stretch a long distance to the West. In 
the interior of these Hills, there is the coal table-land of Terah, where 
the clansmen resort in the summer with their cattle, and in the winter 
return to the pasturage grounds of the lower ranges near the British 
Frontier. The sections of the Tribe that have come in contact with us 
are the Shekhnn, the Mishtee, and the Raabeuhkheyl. The portions 
of the Kohat District adjoining the Orukzye Hills are the sub-divisions 
of Snmilzye, Hungoo and Meeranzye. Up  to tlie year 1855, this Tribe, 
though occasionally committing petty depredations, and known to be 
capable of mischief, if so inclined, gave no positive trouble. 

49. I n  April 1855, a Eritish expedition was sent from Kohat to 
overawe the dependency of Meeranzye. One day, while the force was 
encamped in the valley, a large body of Ghazees or fanatics from the 
Afreedees, Orukzyes and Zymoosht Affghans appeared ou the Hills. 
They threatened an attack, but were easily dispersed. 

50. During the spring of the same year the Orukzyes commenced 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r f ~ ~ ~  of the depredations upon the Bungrlsll people of the 

Orukzyes. Kohat District. About this time some fifteen 

raids were committed, several hundred head of cattle were carried 
off, and some British subjects were killed. In  these the Shelrhan and the 
Mishtee sections were concerned, but the Raabeuhkheyl were con- 
spicuous. Then a feud commenced between the Orukzyes and the 
Hungoo people. The Chief of Hungoo was murdered by one of his 
own relations and the murderer fled to the Orukzyes. Major Coke, 
the District Officer of Kohat, first moved to Hungoo wit11 a s1na11 forca 



to check these raids. The Mishtee section half submitted, but not the 

othea There soon arom reason to apprehend a general combination 
among all llsections of the Tribe to attack our border ; go a larger. force 
moved out from Kohat to Huugoo under Brigadier Chamberlain in 
September 1856. Perceiving this, the Orukzyes made no general 
attack, and whatever league had begun was apparently dissolving. But 
the Orukzyes were seen in armed bodies on the Hills ready to pour 
down on the British villages as soon as the troops should withdraw ; so 
the troops marched from their Camp up the Raabeuhkhql Hill 

pI1nishmentdthe~m during one moonlight night, a distance of 17 
beuhkheyl Orukzyes. miles, and in the morning took the Raabeuh- 

kheyl villages by surprise. The villages were destroyed, the crops 
cut, and the cattle carried off5by the troops, who then returned to camp 
the same day. Within a few days, the Raabeuhkheyl tendered sub- 
mission, made good all plundered property ; they were also wdling to 
pay grazing tax for the pasturage grounds near our Frontier; but the 
Government declined to receive any revenue from them. The Shekhan 
and the Mishtee sections also came to terms. Good effects may be hoped 
for from the Raabeuhkheyl expedition, which was one of the most suc- 
cessful affairs yet conducted on this Frontier. 

51. After the Orukzyes are the Zymoosht Affghans ; they are a 
small, but brave Tribe, numbering about 5,000 

Zymoosht Affghans 
fighting-men, some of whom are well mounted. 

They inhabit a valley leading from Western Meeranzye onward, towards 
the crest of a range called the " Powar Kothul." Their country of right 
belongs to the Cabul Kingdom. They are usually ready to combine for 
mischief with the Toorees and Orukzyes, acd to threaten Meeranzye ; 
but they have seen the expedition pass through that valley, and they 
hold some land in the Plains, which holding affords some pledge for their 
good behaviour. 

52. The Toorees are s warlike Tribe, occupying a portion of the 
valley of the River Khoormm ; they can muster 

Toorees. 
5,500 fighting-men. They are nominally subjects 

of Cabul, and belonged to the jagheer of Sirdar Azim Khan, one of the 
hee r ' s  sons ; but they are under no real control. They have repeat- 

4 



vdlv leagued with otlrer Tril~es to harass the Meeranzye Valley. Tlley 
would sow among the Meeranzye people, they would harbour fugitives 

Misconduct of the Too- from either party, they would ellcornage all to 
rees. resist the British, they would attack some vil- 
lages in force. They frequently committed raids on the Bungus11 and 
Khuttulc villages of the Kohat District. In  August 1853, Captain 
Coke seized a Tooree caravan on its way to the salt mines, taking the 
property as security for re-payment of value of plundered property, and 
the men as hostages for their Tribe. This measure was soon followed by 
an embassy from the Tribe. Their petition ran thus :- 

& c  After Compliments.-Our caravan, cattle, and many of our Tribe 

have been seized. 

" This is the just punishment of evil-doers. 

Before the British Government came to this country, we had evil 
intent against Khuttuk and Buugush, and carried off their cattle. 

" Since the arrival of the British Government, we have, through evil 
" counsels, done the same. 

"But since we find there is a British Officer who protects his 
subjects, both Bungush and Khuttuk, and has retaliated on us. 

We beg that our caravan may be released, and we bind ourselves to 
abstain in future from raids on British Territory, and the Tooree will 
trade with the Khuttuk and Bungush." 

53. An agreement was concluded with the Tribe from the commence- 

Agreement broken by ment of 1854. The value of plunciered property 
the Toorees. was made good, the prisoners were released, and 

five Toorees were made over to the British as hostages ; but within one 
month theTribe again gave way to " evil counsels," and in tlle following 
March (1854) a serious attack was made by the Toorees, with 2,000 
men (foot and horse,) on a Meeranzye village. Lives were lost 
on both sides. The Tooree hostages were then incarcerated ia 
the Lahore Jail. This instance of misconduct was followed up by other 
raids. When during the autumn of '1 854, the expedition against the 



r e h b r y  British Territary of Meeranzye was designed, it wm con& 
&red whether the opportunity should not be taken of pullislling the 
Toorees ; but as they were subjects of Cabul, and negotiations with the 
Ameer were shortly expected, the Government decided on first arrang- 
ing with His Highness on the subject. During the negotiations for the 

Anangemcnt regard- Treaty at Peshawur in March 1854, it was explain- 
ing the Toorees. ed to  the Mghan representative, that either tlie 
Cabul Government must restrain the Toorees from incursions on British 
Territory, or else the British Government would itself undertake to 
chastise them. I t  was resolved that another trial should be given to the 
Toorees before further measures were taken. The expedition to Mee- 
ranzye was effected in May of the same year. The Toorees having seen 
that display of force, desired to make peace with us. A nother agree- 
ment was shortly afterwards concluded with them, and their hostages 
were released from confinement. No subsequent misbehaviour on the 
part of the Toorees has been reported. 

54 The Wuzeerees are one of the largest and most important Tribes- 

Wuzeerees. 
They hold the rugged and lofty Hills adjoining 
the South-West portion of the Kohat District 

(that is, the Western part of the Meeranzye Valley and the Hills rouud 
Buhadoorkheyl,) and the North-Western border of the Dehra Ishmael 
Iihan, that is, the Valley of Bunnoo, and the Plains of Murwut and 
Tank. These Hills run down to the point where the great Suleemanee 
Range commences ; near this point the Goomul h n g e  debouches from 
the Hills almost opposite Tank. The Valley of the Goomul forms the 
Golaree Pass. This is the well-known Pass, through which a large por- 
tion of the traffic to and from Affghanistan and Central Asia enters into 
India, and is scarcely inferior to the IChyhr Pass of Peshawur or the 
Bolan Pass of Sindh. The Hills on either side of this Pass are held by 
Wuzeerees. I t  will also be seen that the Wuzeeree Hills form the 
Western limit of the Joorduk Pass, which is the main line of communi- 
cation between Bunnoo and Kohat. Just to the East of this Pass lies 

B~hadoorkhe~l and also the villages of Kharrah and Lutumur, at which 
three placea the Trans-Indus mines are situated. The Wuzeeree Hills 
also command the outlets of the Koorutn and Goombelie Rivers into 

the Bunnoo Valley. 



5 .  The Wuzeerees are a numerous Tribe, sub-divided into various 

habits sections, which could be particularized were it 
of the Wozeerees. necessary. The birth-place of this race would 

seem to be the snowy range, which runs to the South-East of Jelallabad 
and Cabul. From this range they appear to have moved downwards 
towards the Derajat border. They are noble savages of pure blood, 
pastoral habits, fierce disposition, and wild aspect. They can muster 
probably (were the whole Tribe united) as many as 20,000 or 30,000 
fighting-men, and if con~bined might make themselves formidable. But 
though they are less addicted to internecine contests than other Bill 
Tribes, and are so far united, they are yet not apt to join all these 
forces together against an external foe. They are bold and ferocious; 
but as Soldiers not equal to the most Martial Tribes. Many of them 

Pastoral and agricul- live in tents, or in temporary dwellings resem-a 
tural pursuits. bling tents ; in the winter frequenting the more 
genial clime of the lower ranges, and in summer retreating to feed their 
flocks in higher altitudes. Some of them have engaged in cultivation 
and have encroached on the weaker Tribes of the Plains; of these again 
many will only cultivate during the cold months; and as the heat ap- 
proaches will reap their crops and retire to the mountains. But the ten- 

dency to extend their cultivation, and even to settle in the Plains, has of 
late years been increasing among the Wuzeerees. The Tribe generally is 
quite independent, both of the Cabul and the British Governments ; but 
some members of the clan who have taken up their abode as cultivators 
in the Bunnoo Valley have become British subjects. 

56. Many sections of the Tribe have, ever since British connexion 
with the Frontier, maiutainecl peaceable relations 

Wuzeerees. with us. These people, driving the aborigines of 
Cllltivation in BunnOo Bunnoo before them, have occupied pasturage 

Vallcy. 
grounds on the Western border of the valley, 

and have taken possession of cultivated lands in the same vicinity, 
amounting to about one-third of the culturable area of the valley. 
Under the Sikh regime, there were constant disputes between these 
Wuzeerees and the Government, (inasmuch as revenue could in 
those days only be collected by force of arms,) a n i  also between 
them and the Bunnoo people, who asserted claims they could not 



enforce, to s, patrimony which had been gradually usurped. In 
1868, Major Edw~rdes effected a settlement with these Wuzeereoa 
and with all the inhabitants of the valley on behalf of the Sikh 
Government ; he confirmed them in their possessions and arranged 
with them for the regular payment of their dues to the ruling power. 
These Wuzecrees, under the guidance of one of their Chiefs, Swaha Khan, 
an excellent man, have for the most part (with one unfortunate ex- 

ception) continued as valued agriculturists and tax-payers. The revenue 
was first collected in kind, and then tnonney settlements were made. 
Every effort is made to conciliate these Wuzeerees to detach them from 
the wilder portion of the Tribe and to give them a permanent interest in 
the soil. If some members offend, even then reprisals on the other 
members of the clan are abstained from, so that no cause of offence may 
be given to the cultivating Wuzeerees, and that nothing may shake their 
confidence in the British. The condition of these people is satisfactory 
to themselves and creditable t o  British rule. 

57. But there are three sections of the Tribe who have misbehaved, 
Hostile sections of namely, the Cabulkheyl, the ~ ~ u h s o o d  Wuzeerees, 

Wuzeree Tribe. (both of which entirely dwell in the Hills and have 
no possessions in the Plains,) and the Omerzye Wuzeerees, which latter 
clan originally cultivated in Bunnoo and afterwards rebelled. 

58. The Cabulkheyl inhabit the Northern portion of the Wuzeeree 

Cnbulklieyl Wuzee- Hills, not far from the rigtt bank of the Koorrum. 
rees. They are near neighbours of the Toorees. They 

overlook the Western portion of Meeranzye and they adjoin the 
Buhadoorkheyl sub-divisions of the Kohat District. They are a wild, 
lawless set. They are always ready to join with the Toorees, Zymoosht 
Affghans, and Orukzyes, i n  any mischief or devilry, if the term may be 
used, such as raids on the Bungush and Khuttuk villages of thc Kohat 
Distric~ In  the autumn of 1850 they signalized themselves by an 

Attack on Buhadoor- audacious attack on Buhadoorkheyl and its 
kheyl salt mine. salt mines. For this purpose they assembled in 
considerable force and induced many of the Khuttuk villages round 
B~hadoorkhe~l itself to league with them. At that time this important 
place was held by only a detachment, which retired as the enemy 



approached in large bodies. Troops were however promptly brought up 
to the scene of action, and the Wuzeerees dispersed without eRecting 
much mischief. This attempt does not appear to have been prompted 
by any particular motive. There was no grievance at that period in 
regard to salt. Any doubts which they might have felt as to the inten- 
tions of the Sritish Government had long since been removed, when 
the mines were opened at the beginning of 1550, and a very low rate de- 
m:~nded. Being, like the Afreadees, largely engaged in the salt-carrying 
trade, they doubtless had perceived the political importance of the 
mines, and the great influence which accrued to the British Government 
from the possession of them. For the same reasons the Khuttuks 
envied their masters the command of these valuable resources, and 
would have been glad, if in co-operation with the Wuzeerees, they could 
have secured the possession. I t  is probable, however, that no fixed 
idea existed in the minds of these savages on that occasion. There 
certainly had been no provocation whatever given. 

59. After this occurrence, the British Government resolved to hold 
Buhadoorkheyl in force and to construct a fort. During the con- 
struction of this fort, the Wuzeerees gave all opposition in their power, 
and constantly harassed the working parties. On one occasion, in 
November 1851, they attacked tlie village of Euhadoorklleyl, but were 
roughly handled by the villagers themselves, and sustained Inore loss 
than they inflicted. 

60. The Cabulkheyl also were up to the year 1551 in the 

SnccessfuI reprisals on habit of conlmitting raids in the Kohat Dis- 
Cabulkheyl Wuzeerees. trict, and more especially in the Khuttuk Hills. 
No less than twenty of these affairs happened in the years 1552 
and 1853. The practice being on the increase, Captain Coke, the 
Deputy Commissioner of Kohat, took decisive steps. The Cabulkheyl 
were interdicted from trading at  the salt mines. Two parties of thssc 
people, together with their cattle, were seized ; and by the medium 
of one of their men, a message was sent to the head-quarters of 
the Tribe, to the effect that, unless satisfaction were given, the cattle 
should be sold, the proceeds applied to the re-imbursement of the suf- 
ferers by the raids, ttnd the men detained as hostages. The Tribe then 



lost no time in making terms ; the value of the stolen property W& 

; the Chief of another sectiorl of the Tribe came forward as 
security fur the the future conduct of the Cabulkheyl, anll the prison- 
ers were released. The Cabulkheyl have since been more careful in 
their behaviour. 

61. The affairs with the Omerzyes have been serious. Like other 
Wuzeerees, they at  first cultivated in the Bunnoo 

Omerzye Wuzeerees. 
Valley lands which had been arrested from the 

Bunnoochees of the neighbourhood. The head of these Bunnoochees was 
a local Chief named Bazeed Khan. The Omerzyes used to pay their 
revenue through this man, who was responsible for the collection. Some 
of the Omerzyes used to reap the harvest, go off to the Hills, deserting 
their land, and iewing Bazeed Khan to pay instead of them. Bazeed 
Khan would then pay the revenue and occupy the lands of the default- 
ers. These defaults being repeated, some of the Omerzyes were seized 
as a last resource. Shortly afterwards two of the hostages were sent to 
ask the Omerzyes to come into Runnoo and settle accounts. The day 
they came in, there happened to be no European Officer a t  Bunnoo, 
the District Officer and the Assistants being in the interior of t'he District ; 
so that Omerzyes met Bazeed Khan. Some conversation ensued about 
the accounts with him, at  which the Omerzyes were dissatisfied. Forget- 

~ i s c o n ~ l l r t  of Omer- ting that there were British Officera near, who 
z ~ e  Wuzeerccs. were anxious to settle every thing, the Omerzys 
resolved to wreak their hatred upon the Bunnooches ; so that very night 
they attacked Bazeed Khan's villages in force 3,000 strong, killed 
several people, among whom was Bazeed Khan's son, and sacked four- 
teen villages. This happened on the 3rd December 1849. Soon after- 
wards a body of 500 came down through the Goormuttee Pass, but were 
gallantly repulsed by a party of horse and foot under Mr. McMahon. 
Another attack happened in February. In  November of the same year, 

the Omerzyes having induced the Muhsood Wuzeerees to join them, 
made a formidable demonstration with several thousand men. They 
intended to attack the of Bunnoo itself, had they not found a 
strong force ready for them. They assailed some border villages, but 
were repulsed. In  December of the same year, they carried off a cara- 
van of supplies proceeding to a British camp. I n  1861, they induced 



the Cabulkheyl to join them, and appeared with 2,000 men, but retreat- 
ed before our out-post. Within the same year once they attacked a 
police post and once a baggage party. They had now been for three 
years in open hostility to the British. Efforts had been twice made to 
settle some terms with them, but they continued not only to threaten 
overt attacks, but also to rob and murder by stealth; so in 1852, an 

Succcssfi~l expedition 
expedition was undertaken against them with a 

against Omerzye ' Wu- force of 1,500 men. The affair was planned by 
zeerees. Major Nicholson, and was successfully executed. 
The Omerzyes were surprised in the fastnesses near the well-known 
Hill of Kapi KBt ; three of their principal villages and one encampment 
were destroyed. Thoroughly humbled, they sued for peace and re-adinis- 
sion to their lands in the valley. An interval was allowed to elapse, in 
order that their penitence might be tested. Their conduct being quite 
satisfactory, they were re-admitted during 1853, and are.nom a,s good culti- 
vators As any section of the Wuzeeree Tribe. 

62. The Muhsood section is strong and mischievous. They inhabit 
the most Southern of the Wuzeeree Hills. It is 

Yuhsood Wuzeerees. 
this section which occupy both sides of the Gole- 

ree Pass. Even they are hardly strong enough to attack the caravans 
of hardy, well-armed traders from Central Asia. But they plunder any 
travellers they can, and they perpetually carry off the herds of camels 
chiefly belonging to merchants that graze Gear the foot of the Hills. In 
this they have been too long successful. Upon several occasions they 
have been stoutly resisted by the men at British posts, and more than 
once they have suffered loss. On one occasion, a Native Police Officer, with 
twelve men, attacked a large band of plundering Wuzeerees, and were all 
killed to a man. Numerous raids have been reported a3zinst them during 
the past year. Five raids have occurred even in the rear of the protec- 
tive posts ; and this circumstance alone shows that the marauders are in- 
creasing in boldness. 

63. Surrounded by the Wuzeeree Hills, and adjoining the Western 
border of Bunnoo, is the small Valley of Dour, inha- 

Valley of Dour. 
bited by a distinct race, and containing about 

8,000 inhabitants. This valley originally belonged to the Dooranee 



Kingdom. I t  was, together with other outlying tracts, formally ceded to 
Rllnjeet Singh by the trepadite Treaty of 1838 ; but afterwards, in 1 847, 

the British relinqnished all claim to it on behalf of the Sikhs. The 
people of Dour more than once expressed a wish to come under British 
jurisdiction, but the offer was not accepted. During the Treaty negoti- 
ations of 1855, the Ameer's representative urged that the valley once 
formed an integral portion of the Dooranee Empire, and that His High - 
ness now wished to take it, provided that the British did not claim any 
title. The Government replied that the British did zot desire to assert 
any claim, nor to interfere with the Ameer, if he chose to re-annex it to 
his Kingdom. The Ameer is thus left free to occupy Dour if he can. 

64. Below the Wuzeeree limits, a little South of the Goomul River, 
are the Sheoranee Hills, stretching from the 

The Sheoranees. 
latitude of Dehra Islimael Khan downwards to 

nearly the latitude of Dehra Futteh Khan, a distance of fifty miles. In  
these Hills is the lofty square-shaped mountain called " Solomon's 
ThroneJ' (Tukht-i-Suleeman,) which gives its name to the Suleemanee 
Range, running parallel for 300 miles to the Indus and forming our West- 
ern Frottier. At the base of this mountain runs the important Zerkun- 
nee Pass, the high road for caravans to and from Kandahar. The Sheora- 
nees are of Puthan lineage, of inferior stature to the Wuzeerees ; they are 
warlike and predatory, and quite independent. The number of their 
fighting-men has been set down at  10,000 ; but this is found to be high. 
They can muster 1,000 men within a day's notice ; in the course of three 
or four days they will muster 3,000 more. They adjoin the British tracts 
of TAk (partially) in the North, then Kolachee, then Durrabund, and 
lastly Choudwan-all in the Dehra I shmael Khan District, and forming 
the border plains of the Upper Derajat. With all t'he above tracts the 
Sheoranees have been at  feud. They would be the aggressors, attack- 
ing towns, burning villages, carrying off prisoners and cattle. The Plain- 
men would make reprisals and retaliation: and thus the feud would be 
inflamed. The Sheoranees however were so much feared, that the arable 
lands skirting the base of the Hills were all left untilled and the neigh- 
bouring Plain villages paid them regularly one-fourth of their pro- 
duce to buy off depredation : such was the state of things up to annex- 
ation, the Sikh Government being unable to restrain them. After 

5 



annexation, efforts were made by Major Reynell Taylor to conciliate them 
to ponce ; but from the first they made war on our  subject,^. In  1849 
they attacked a place on the Kolachee border, and one of their leaden 

slain. Again, in 155 1, they came down to rob near Durrabund, but 
were gallantly resisted by a British Native Police Officer, who lost his 
own life, while the Sheoranee leader (named Kutal Khan, who was 
molesting British Territory in the hope of being bought off by a fief) 
and two sons were slain. The third remaining son applied for service 
in the Military Police. The application was granted, but the man 
after all preferred to remain with his Tribe and to plunder in British 

Territory. In 1852 the Sheoranees attacked 
Their misconduct. 

a British post opposite Dehra Ishmael Khan, but 
were repulsed ; they also made several unsuccessful attempts on Durra- 
bund, probably in revenge for the death of Kut'al Khan. Besides these 
more important cases, the minor raids perpetrated were numerous. 
Major Nicholson, who being Deputy Commissioner of Dehra Ishmael 
Khan, was cognizant of all their acts, testified in 1833-" That the 
" Sheoranees have regnlarly plundered aud taken black mail from this 

border since it came into our possession." About the commencement 
of 1853, the Sheoranees plundered and burnt a village of the Dehra 
Ishrnael Khan District. In  February 1853 they a m p i n  plundered and 
I~urnt a village near Dnrrabund. These attaclrs becomir~g intolerable, 
troops were assembled. On the 10th and l ith March there were two 
affairs between the troops and the Sheoranees in the Plains ; the Hill- 
men attacking our troops in force. It was then resolved to follow t.he 

Sheoranees into their own Hills, so a force of 2,500 
Expedition a g a i n S t 

them. st,rong, under Brigadier Hodgson, moved against 
their stronghold on the 30th March, and destroy- 

ed thirteen of their principal villages. The enemy offered but little 
opposition, bot they succeeded in carrying off their cattle and property. 
But the destruction of their dwellings and rude fortifications inflicted 
serious damage and injured their prestige. On this occasion a body 
of some 200 men from the Bauber Tribe, British subjects dwelling 
near Dehra Ishmael Khan, accompanied Major Nicholson, and ren- 
dered good service by their CO-operations. The punishment has been 
in a great measure effectual. The depredations have become greatly dimi- 
nished, +nd since April 1853 no raid of consequence has been reported. 



65. South of the Sheoranee Hills, on the conterminous of the Dehra, 
Ishmael Khan and Dehra Ghazee Khan Districta, 

Ushteranees. there dwell the small Puthan Tribe of Oshteranees, 
mustering about 1,000 fighting -men They are brave and pugnacious, 
but, not predatory. They dwell chiefly in the Hills, and are so far in- 
dependent ; but many of their Tribe possess and cultivate lands in the 
Plain at the foot of the Hills, and consequently within British Territory. 
Before nunexation they used to be quite as violent as their neighbours, 
especially during the continuance of a deadly feud with the Kusranees. 
The quarrel was, howevg, composed by Major Edwardes before annexatiou. 
But subsequently they have never signalized themselves by attacks on 
our subjects, or raids on property, and have evinced a good and friendly 
disposition. 

66. On the border of the Oshteranee Hills, and nearly opposite to 

Boundary between pu- Dehra Futteh Khan, is the V O O C ~  or Korah Pass, 
and Tribes. faced t)y the British out-posts of L)oulalwalla 

and Vehoa. This point is of some topographical importance, as consti- 
tuting the boundary line between the Puthnn and Beloch Tribes. I t  
will have been observed, that the Tribes previously adverted to are all 
Puthans, those that will follow are all (with one trifling exception) 
Beloch. The Beloch Tribes extend along the lower half of the Derajat 
Frontier, and affairs with them are conducted through the authorities 
of the Dehra Ghazee Khan District. These Beloch Tribes are less war- 
like and interesting, but even more predatory. The Puthans are almost 
entirely independent, very few of these people are British subjects. The 

Beloch Tribes. 
head-quarters of the Belodn Tribes and the majority 
of the clansmen will generally be in the inde- 

pendent Hills, beyond the British Territory, the boundary line of which 
runs along the base ; but a large number of each Tribe also hold lands 
in the Plain and are British subjects. Some of the Chiefs will also be 
found residing there. The Belochees of the Plains have for the most part 
since annexation behaved as well-disposed subjects ; but the Belochees 
of the Hills have continued their old habits of plundering. All the 
Tribes are at feud with each other; they not only fight i n  the Hills, 
but they carry their contests into the Plains ; they attack all villages 
in the Plains, except those belonging to their own Tribe. The men of 



the Plains usually resist the attacks with spirit at the time, but they are 
not allowed to retaliate afterwards, as they used to do und& the Sikh 
rule, and as they woultl do still, were they not prevented by the British 
Government I t  is to guard our villages and people from their constant 
aggression that the strong cordon of military posts has been fixed along 
the base of the Suleemanee Range. Raids and forays are not, however, 
entirely repressed, and even the posts are sometimes attacked. 

67. The marauding parties are 50, 100, 200, 300, occasionally even 
500 strong. They are ofteq mounted and will fly if 

Pl~u~ldering parties. 
hotly pursued for 15,20 and even 30 miles. Many 

of the villages and much of the cultivation is close to the Hills and i n  
front of the posts, so that the plunderers can, in the shortest time, 
carry off their booty to the Hills before the detachment comes up. If 
they plunder in the rear of the posts, and towards the Valley of the 
Indus, there is a central waste which favours their coming and their 
flight, in many places affording cover to them, and opposing obstacles to 
the movements of Cavalry. 

68. Also, as a preventive measure, an embargo is laid upon offending 

Interdict and embargo Tribes of the Hills, and it is proclaimed that any 
OR offending Tribes. person of such Tribe found in the British Territory 
will be seized and imprisoned for a given period. Four Tribes were thus 
proscribed in 1853. 

69. Furthermore, as almost every independent Hill Beloch Tribe 
Service to has its representatives in the British Plain, who 

the Chiefs. have a Chief of their own, advantage is taken of 
the circumstances to enlist the Plain people and their Chief on the side 
of the border and to guard the Passes. The front range of Hills is parallel 
from North to South along the Plain Frontier, but is intersected at right 
angles by numerous little Passes, which from the interior of the Hills runs 
straight into the Plain. The Hill-men may range through the interior and 
through the Passes, hut if they emerge from the outlets of the Passes 
into the Plain, they violate British Territory. I t  is therefore an object 
to watch the outlets to prevent parties from issuing forth for purposes of 
mischief. To each Beloch Chief in thc Plains, certain limits and certain 



Pmes are assigned, tlnough which all ingress into the Plainu, by hostile 
pries, is to be prevented by him. He is of course to use all hL influ- 
ence with his own Tribe to repress outrages. In  return for this, he 
,joys certain privileges and receivea a cash allowance from the British 
aovernment, which is liable to forfeiture in the event of outrages occur- 
ing from without. 

70. After the above prefatory remarks, each Tribe will be adverted 
to in its topographical order. 

First then the Kusranee Tribe are to be noticed. Their Hills extend 
from the Korah Pass above-mentioned downwards 

Euaranees. 
for a distance of about 50 miles. About half 

the Tribe own lands and villages in the Plain, a portion lead a wandering 
life in the front range of Hills nearest the Plain and the half desert tract 
and its base, and the remainder live in the Hills. The Hill Kusraneea 
can muster some 1,200 fighting-men, of whom 50 are horsemen. They 
are very thievish, and in the habit of proceeding through the lands of 
their brethren in the Plain to plunder in the villages near Dehra Ishmael 
Khan. The free-booters received support from some of their Plain bre- 
thren and collusion and connivance from a.11. The country round Dehra 
Futteh Khan was also harassed by them, and many hundred head of 
stolen cattle were conveyed through their Passes into the interior. In 
1862 they signalized themselves by an audacious act. One of these Chiefs, 
uanled Yusuf Khan, held a village in the British Territory. From thie 

village a subordinate fiscal employ& disappeared 
Their misconduct. 

under suspicious circumstances. Yusuf was sum- 

moned to answer, but did not appear. His brother was however found 
and sent in to the Civil Officer. This brother, in trying to escape from 
custody, fell from a wall and received injuries by the fall, of which he died. 
Yusuf then organized an expedition against Uehra Futteh Khan,about 20 
miles from the Hills-a measure which had been once before adopted in 
the Sikh time. He attacked the place with 400 men before troops 

Their attack on Dehra could arrive. The Police however defended the 
Futteh K ~ U .  Town and the assailants did not inflict much 

damage. But the Police followed them as they retired, and were joined 
by a party of C a v e ,  50 strong, from the neighbouring posts. After a 



plrsuit of more tlisn 20 miles. they came up with the Kusranees, who, 
400 in number, had stationed tklemselves behind an embankment. The 
little baud of Cavalry gallantly charged them, but were repulsed witll 
sonle loss. The Kusrnnees then made good their escape to the Hills, 
having plundered a British post, and killed several men in the British 
Service. l 'he posts and deti~chments near Dehra Futteh Khan were 
reinforced ancl solne additional troops ordered up. The Kusranees again 

for an attack, and the troops were ready to fall upon them as 
soon as they should emerge from the Hills ; but they dispersed of their 
own accord. They however continued their depredation, and it  became 
necessary to declare that any Hill Kusranee found within British 
Territory would be seized and placed in confinement. I n  the spring of 

18.53, when the Sheoranee expedition was effected, opportunity was 
taken to chastise the Kusranees. Accordingly a force, 800 strong, under 

Espedition Brigadier Hodgson, penetrated their Hills through 
the Kusrlanees. the principal Pass (named Batee.) The enemy 

posted themselves behind a breast-work, but were easily dispersed. 
Their two principal villages, regarded as the head-quarters of the 
Tribe, were then destroyed ; but the houses of some individuals known 
to be well disposed were spared. A quantity of their hoarded plunder, 
the spoil of many years, was seized. Several of the Plain or British 
villages of the Kusranees joined the Hill-people, as the troops approach- 
ed ; so these villages were fired. Near these there was the village of 
Yusuf himself; but as the inhabitants remained peaceably a t  home, it 
was spared. After this affair, raids for the most part ceased, and 
before the end of the year (1853,) the Chief of the Plain Kusranees, 
Mutteh Khan, who had formerly been lukewarm, and who, when called 
to account, had urged that he could not be responsible for the prevention 
of his Hill neighboiirs, unless the lost right of retaliations were restored 
to him, now engaged to guard the Passes of the Kusranee Hills, seven 

good con- in number. He  had formerly enjoyed perquisites 
duct of Kusranees. and privileges under Sikh rule, worth about 

Rupees 500 per annum. These had been continued since annexation. 
He was now to receive Rupees 500 :nore in cash from the British 
Territory in return for the responsibility undertaken. This arrangement 
has been so far successful, that the authorities were enabled in 1854 to 
remove the prohibition against Hill Kusranees entering the British 



~ ~ d b r y .  During 1854 and 1855 no raids of consequ(;nce have 

reported. 

71. From the Kusranee limits the Hills of the Bozdar Tribe extend 
along the British Frontier for about 15 or 20 

The Bozdars. miles. The range is intersected by some nine 
Passes leading into the Plains, the Chief of which is the Sungurh 
Pass, through which there is a considerable traffic with Candahar and 
the Puqjab. Opposite these Hills lies the Sungurh low-land (fonning 
the upper portion of the Dehra Ghazee Khan District and cultivated by 

peaceful Tribes) and very much at the mercy of the Bozdars. 
There is only one Bozdar village in the Plains, but there is much scat- 
tered cultivation belouging to the Tribe. Almost the whole Tribe and 
their Chiefs live in the Hills. They can muster 3,000 or 4,000 fighting- 
men, some portion of whom are horsemen. They are probably the most 
formidable robbers in this part of the Frontier. Under the Sikh regime 

they repeatedly carried fire and sword into the 
Their misconduct. 

Dellra Ghazee Khan District. The Silih Ruler, 
Sawun Mull, of Mooltan, in vain endeavoured to repel them by force ; 
so he built a fort at Mungrotah and granted a handsome cash allowance 
to the Bozdar Chief. I n  return for this the Chief was to guaxcl his Passes 
and to rehburse sufferers for plunder conveyed by those routes. Such 
conditions could not be rigidly enforced under Sikh rule. After 
annexation the allowances were continued by the British Government, 
but by way of evading the conditions, the Bozdar Chief arranged that his 
followers should plunder in places distant as well as near, and should 
carry their booty into the Hills by Pmses other than their own. 

72. In 1850 they committed one raid on Omerkote, below Mithun- 

~~i~~ by Boz- kote, far away to the South, the ma,rauders being 
dam. chiefly mounted ; and another raid on t,he Kosah 
village of Yaroo to the North of Dehra Ghazee Khan. In 1851 a 
party, 200 strong, carried off a large drove of camels belonging 
to merchants from Sungurh. Towards the close of the same year, 
a party of 150, strongly armed, attacked Vidore, a Frontier place 
of some importance opposite Dehra Ghazee Khan, and were stoutly 
resisted by the villagers. In  1852 one raid was reported and in 1853 



three forays. Two of these incilrsions were successful as regards spoil, 
but no life was lost. On one occasion, however, though well mounted, 
they were pursued for many miles by the Cavalry, and forced to disgorge 
their booty a t  the mouth of the Mungrotah Pass. In  1853, it became 
necessary to prohibit any Hill Bozdar from visiting the Plains, under 

Arrangement ,,,ith the pain of imprisonment if seized. At the beginning 
~3ozdars. of 1854, t.he Bozdar Chief was confirmed in the 
grant of his old allowances, amounting to Rupees 4,332 per annum, and 
the proceeds of some rent-free lands amounting to Rupees 2,000 more, 
and he renewed this engagement to prevent plundering. For a time 
these pledges were kept. One of the Bozdar Chiefs visited the Camp 
of the Chief Commissioner in the winter of 1854. During 1854 no 
raids were reported, but unfortunately, during 1855, the Bozdars returned 
to their bad habits. Several raids have occurred, even villages have 
been plundered, and a large number of minor thefts, no less than 
seventy-four in six months. I n  order to partially reimburse the sufferers, 
some Rupees 2,500 have been escheated from the allowances of the 
Chief. There is also a long catalogue of robbers and murderers, re- 
fugees from British Territory, and sheltered in the Bozdar Hills. They 
crowned the list of their misdeeds of 1865 by a serious raid on the 1st 
December, carrying off spoil, chiefly cattle, valued at  Rupees 1,200, and 
murdering one man. The marauders were 200 strong. The Chiefs have 
been summoned, under safe conduct, to answer for the grievous misconduct 
of their Tribe, and to offer such explanation as they can. The course to be 
pursued for restraining the offenders will afford matter for deliberation. 

73. Behind the Bozdar Hills live the Khutrans, a Yuthan Tribe, 

The Khutrans. 
numbering 3,000 fighting-men, of whom 500 are 
mounted in the midst of the Beloch Tribes, with 

whom they are frequently at  feud. They are special enemies of the 
Bozdars and the Murrees, their Hills scarcely touch the British Frontier. 
They have not given much trouble, but occasionally these people have 
engaged in raids. Once they sought our alliance against the Mnrrees, 
and also offered their support, if an expedition were undertaken against 
that Tribe ; but the Government refused to have any relations of this 
nature with them, in order to avoid being implicated in the feuds of 
the Hill Tribes. 



7.4, Next in order are the Kosahs, who extend from the BQ&~ 
Southern border to a point somewhat below the 

Tllc Koselu. 
latitude of Dehra Ghazee 'Khan, a distance of 30 

miles. The Tribe dwells partly in the Hills and partly in the Plains 
and can muster about 1,200 fighting-men. They are a t  enmity with the 
Bozdars above them and the Lugharees below them ; but are in  good 
terrns with the Khutranees, who are situated behind them. I n  1848 
,the Lugharees sided. with the officials of the rebel Moolraj ; but tile 
Kosahs rose on the side of the Government, under their Chief Kowrah 

Their Chief gomah Khan, and his son, Gholam Hydar. Kowmh 
K I ~ ~ K I .  Khan. and his son then joined Miijor Edwardw'e 
irregular force in the Mooltan Province with a contingent of 400 horse. 
Kowrah Khan was confirmed in the possession of a jagheer of Rupees 
1,000 per annum for his own life and for that of his son ; he himself 
was granted a life pension of Rupees 1,000, and a garden at  the native 
place of the family was confirmed rent-free in perpetuity. This Chief 
has always remained loyal, but he is now becoming infirm. His Tribe 
has on the wholebehaved fairly ; some of them have however occasionally 
joined in forays made by other Tribes : cause for dissatisfaction has how- 
ever arisen from plunder having been conveyed through the Kosah Passes 
into the Hills by other Tribes. Kowrah Khan was called to  account 
for this and was offered an extra allowance if he would undertake to 
protect the Passes ; but he urged, that as retahation, which formerly 
constituted his chief means of prevention, was forbiddeu under British rule, 
he could not keep the defiles clear of marauders Subsequently, however, 
in 1854, he did enter into engagements to this effect for some of the 
Passes, and the other Chiefs of the Tribe engaged for the remainder. 
There are twenty-four Passes under charge of the Kosahs, for 
which responsibility they receive cash allowances from Government, 
aggregating Rupees 2,000 per annum : among these is the Pass of 
Vidore, (opposite Dehra Ghazee Khan,) the most important of them 
all. This Pass is in the separate charge of the head-men of the 

villages at  its mouth, who receive on that ac- 
Their good conduct. 

count Rupees 300 per annum from Govern- 
ment The general conduct of the Kosahs as a Tribe has been by no 
means discreditable. 

6 



76. Next after the Kosalis come the loyal and well-affected Tribe of 
Lugharees. They live partly i the Bills and partly 

The Lughnrees. 
in thc Plains. Their country extetrds from Vidore 

Southwards about 30 miles. In  these Hills is situated the town of Suk- 
kee Lurwar, a place of some sanctity, and venerated by both Hindoos and 
Mahomedans. An annual fair is held here. The Pass which runs by 
this point is one of the chief thoroughfares to Candahar, and the route 
traverses the Khutran country to the Westward. The enmity of the 
Khutrans wit11 the Kosah has been already mentioned. They were 
greatly favored by the Government of Sawun Mull, who desired to use 
them as a counterpoise against other Tribes. For this purpose he sowed 
dissension between them and their neighbours, the Goorchanees, and the 
feud thus engendered, t h ~ u g h  not so openly manifested, exists still. The 
part they took in support of Moolraj's Officers during the rebellion has 

been already adverted to. Thus they were origi- 
Their loyal behnviour. 

nally opposed to British interests, but since annex- 
ation they have inclined to side with the powers that be, and their influ- 
ence has been in favor of peace. They have been considerately treated, 
and receive all, and more than all, that they received before. The 
Chief Jelal Khan is allowed Rupees 700 per anrlum personally, besides 
the Rupees 1,000 per annum now allowed to the heads of the Tribe for 
protecting the Passes, eleven in number, several of which are tolerably 
well frequented. 

76. The Tribe next in order are the Goorchanees, They can muster 
about 2,000 fighting-men, Many of their men 

The Goorchanees. 
were wounded, many of them live in the Hills 

and some in  the Plains. They are a thoroughly debased and thievish 
set, and contemptible even as savages. They have no respectable 
Chiefs. Their last Chief was put to death by Sawun Mull. There is 
however one respectable Goorchanee still living, but he holds himself 
aloof from his Tribe, and is in the British Service. Their Hill frontage 
is not more than 20 miles long, but it is intersected by numerous Passes, 
about 30 in number. Towards their Southern limit stands the Fort of 
Hurrund, r strong masonry structure, erected by Sawun Mull for restrain- 
ing them. Near Hurruud is an important Pass leading towards Canda- 



,bar. Being addicted to petty depredations, they do not make daring 

~ h , , i ~  petty deprcda- forays. I n  1850, one raid of theirs was reported ; 
tions. in 1852, two ; in 1853, it was proclaimed that 

my of their Hill-men found in the British Territory would be seizcd 
and placed in confinement ; in 18.54, their head-man entered into 
enpgemcnts to protect the Passes, on which account they now receive 
m allowance of Rupees 1,000 per annom, Since 1854 their conduct 
has not been marked by any flagrant misdeeds, and the embargo upon 
them has been removed. 

77. In the midst of the Goorchanee Passes are four Passes in the 
separate charge of one Kosah Chief, and two Chiefs of the Riud Tribe, 
for which they reccive Rupees 300 per mensem. 

18. A scction of the Goorchanee Tribe are termed Lisharees. The 

The Lisharces. 
Lisharee is a more degraded creature even than 
the Goorchanee; his ideas do not extend much 

beyond robbing. Being in the constant habit of harassing their 
neighbours, they do not commit many eminent crimes. They are 
always ready to joiu in forays with the Murrees, a more power- 
ful  Trilm I n  1850, however, one raid was reported against them ; 

ra.ids by them. 
in 1852, one ; in 1553, four ; and in 1854, four. 
These raids were not however successful Once 

they were encountered at  the mouth of the Chachwa Pass by a 
party of Cavalry ; once near Asuee the pluuder was recovcred and 
the marauders severely handled by the Cavalry ; once again, near Dig- 
ree, the booty was recovered by our horsemen ; once they were hotly 
pursued, aud lost their arms ; once again, the booty was recovered. 

79. In  front of the Goorchanee and Lisharee Hills, and between 
.Hurruod and Mithuubrote, are Plains inhabited by the Dreslloks, British 
suljects. 

80. Near Hurrund, the great Suleemanee Range having run in 

Contcrn~i~iorts houn- 
almost s straight liue to the Indus for 

dary of Sirldll and the 300 miles, approaches its termination and joins 
Punjab. 

the biara Mount, wl~ich leads on to the Murree 
Hills, behind which lics the table-land, where Kahun, tlie c:tpital 



of the Murree Tribe, is situated. But in front of tllcse Mr~rree Rangoq 
there rise a series of sterile rocky hills, which run towards the Indus, a ~ d  
form themselves into an apex near the Gundheree Peal<, approaching to 
within a few miles of the river hank. I t  is a t  this poiirt (Slrawulla) 
%hat the conterminous boundary of Sindh and the Punjab has been mark- 

ed ofX These last-named Hills, projecting into the 
Hills ncar the confilics. 

Lower Derajat, opposite the cantonnlelrt of Asnee, 
are very thinly peopled. They are crossed by Passes leading to\\~arcls tlre 
lllurree Hills, and are claimed partly by the Murree Tribe and partly by 
the Boogtee Tribe, whose Hills lie further to the South ; but in fact they 
are not held in strength by any Tribe. I t  is seen, therefore, that the 
Murree and Boogtee Hills, properly so called, are not conterminous with 
the Punjab Frontier. The head-quarters of both these Tribes are situated 
within the political cricle of the Sindh Authorities and the relations with 
both are generally carried on through that medium. 

81. The Murrees are a strong Tribe, numbering 3,000 or 4,000 

The Murrees. 
fighting-men. They occasionally commit raid in 
our Territory, in the lower extremity of the Dera- 

jat. I n  1850, one case was reported against them ; in 1853, two ; in 1854, 
one ; in 1855 one. They once threatened Rojhan and Kusmore, but dis- 
persed, seeing that preparations were made to receive them. They once 
attacked a forager's guard from a Cavalry Kegiment at Asnee, and killed 
several men. Living at  some distance in the interior, they cannot well 
make inroads upon our Territory without guides ; but the classes who 
could furnish them such aid can generally be brought under the influence 
or fear of the British Authorities. 

82. The Boogtees do not now give us any cause of offence. Some of 

The Boogtees. 
their men are serving in the Punjab Cavalry and 
many are in the Sindh Service. They are su1)jects 

of the Khan of KelBt. 

83. Our relations with the independent Tribes beyond the Frontier 

Frontier Tribes in Bri- having been described, it remains briefly to touch 
tish Territory. upon the treatment shown to certain Chiefs, Tribes, 
or classes of political importance in the British Districts inlmedi- 
ately adjoining the Frontier. The following remarka will, of course, 



,ly relate to pmediugs  of political importance and will not tau& 
on any points connected with the ordinary administratioa 

84 The first in order of these Districts is that of Huzara. The most 
important political personage in this District is 

~ ~ h ~ n d a d  of Turnoulee. 
Jehandad Khan of Western Turnoulee. This 

petty principality, with a geographical area of 250 miles South-East, and 
a revenue of Rupees 28,000 per annum, is held as a fief from the Go- 
vernment, and the Chief possesses independent internal juridiction. 
As already described, the tract chiefly lies on the left bank of the Indus, 

portion only being on the right bank, aud confronts the Hussunzye 
country. I t  is inhabited chiefly by the Turnoulees, a Tribe of martial 
Puthans. The father of the present Chief, Payuda Khan, was a wild and 
energetic man, and was never subjugated by the Sikhs or by the Jummoo 
Rajahs. The son, Jehandad, though loyal and respectable, is wanting in 
moral and physical force. He behaved well to Golab Siug at a time when 
that Chief had no friends in Huzara, and was confirmed in his fief and 
received some additional landed grants. These were continued by the Re- 

gency and then by the British Government. Per: 
Fidelity of Jehandad. 

sonally he has been faithful to the British, always 
evinced a predilection for European Officers. He has so much confi- 
dence ir; our intentions, that he wishes a road to be made under Govern- 
ment supervision through his Territory. This circumstance is remark* 
ble, as Native Chiefs are usually jealous of roads being constructed by 
us, which they regard as a means of our political ascendancy. His fief 
conveniently intervenes between us and the Hussunzyes, aud the brunt 
of that Tribe's aggressions generally falls upon him. He possesses a 
small, but well-equipped militia, some 200 horse and 1,200 foot. His 
internal administration is bad. He had two thoroughly vicious hlinis- 
ters, Bostan Khan and Zeeman Khan ; their oppressions and intrigues 
were a great source of weakness to him. At length he incarcerated 
thein ; but the British Authorities obtained their release from the 
rigours of that confinement, and arranged for their safe custody at Lahore. 

85. The Syuds of Kaghan claim a . brief . . ,  notice. This long narrow 
glen, stretclling upwards till it nearly reaclres 

The Syuds of Icaghan. 
Chelas, thc latter out-post of Maharajah Golab 



by and aborighal Faces, and was given by our predecessors in 
fiefdom to a family of Syuds who were confirmed by the British. These 
Byuds exercised internal jurisdiction and kept certain members of ille 
family in attendance on the Deputy Commissioner of Huzara, virtually 
a ,  hostages for good behaviour. The Syuds were summoned to an- 

swer numerous complaints preferred by the people of Kaghan ; they 
came, but afterwards fled, and assumed an attitude of resistance and 
intrigued with the Sitana fanatics and with the Hussunzyes, then has- 

Revolt of S ~ U ~ S  put tile to the British. This occurred towards tile 
down. close of 1852 ; but Troops being moved up from 
the British Territory, the militia of Huzara and two Rcgitnents of Maha- 
rajah G o l d  Sing being set in motion, the Syuds surrendcred. They 
were exiled for threc years, and an easy settlement was made with the 
pcople direct. The exiles have lately bcen restored to their llomes and 
to the lands whicli were their privatc property, and are allowed a 
pension from Government; but thcy have ceascd to exercise jurisdic- 
tion. No public establishments are maintained thcre, but the head-men 

of villages receive petty grants on conditioi~ of keeping the peace. 
Quiet now reigns in Icaghan. 

86. It is not necessary to particularize the other Chiefs of Hu- 

otllcr ~ ~ i b ~ ~  of zara. The name " Huzarha" or thousands indi- 
znra. catcs that the Tribes are numerous. The priilcipnl 

Tribes are the Tur~loulecs, Gukkurs, Swatees, Doonds, Suttees. The 
petty Chieftains are cqually numerous. To all are granted jagheers, 
some for life, some for two or more generations, and some in perpetuity. 
Thcir interests have been zealously advocated by Major J. Abbott, who 
owed his life to their good offices during thc Sikh insurrection of 1818, 
and who was the friend and admirer of the Huzara people. Additional 
grants have been given to many for their fidelity a t  that trying time. 
Tllc following is the J)stract of the grants :- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . For lives of grantees, Rs. 28,080 
For life, subject tb  recommendation on death of grantee, ,, 22,931 
I n  perpetuity, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  j) 22,533 - 

... Total, Rs. 73,543 
---P-- 



e he liberality of the British Government has been very great in 

Liberality of Govern- Huzara : the landed grants are in the proportion 
mcnt towards them. of one-third of the rovenue of the District, wlrich 
alnount to less than two lakhs of Rupees per annum. Each Chief is  
bound to turn out his contingent of Militia, if required ; some 40,000 
amled men could in an emergency be presented. The principal Chief- 
tains are the Gukkur Chief of Khanpoor, the Turnoulee Chief of 
Darwazye, the Swdee Chiefs of Agrore, Mansera, and Gurhee Hubee- 

boollah. Under British rule nothing can exceed the loyalty of the 
Huzara people, who, under the Sikhs, represented by Hurree Sing 
Nulwa, and Maharajah Golab Sing, resisted cruelty and oppression 
with the most stubborn contumacy. 

87. I n  the Peshawur District, the Eusufzyes may claim political 
importance. As Soldiers, they are not inferior to 

Eusufzyes. 
any of the independent Tribes. They are the 

most martial of all the British subjects on the Frontier, and the history 
of many generations attests their military exploits Participators in 
every war that has convulsed the Peshawur Valley, and always the 
recusant subjects of the Sikhs, they have now literally turned their 
swords into plough-shares and are right good lieges of the British. 
Their customs have been respected, the allowvances of the Chiefs and 
their village head-men have been confirmed. Though constantly tamper- 
ed with by the Swat Government to rebel, they only once yielded to 
temptation. That single instance occurred just after annexation in '1 849. 
Recently, in 1854, an Officer of the Guide Corps was assailed murder- 
ously by a wandering fanatic. A mistaken suspicion of being an 

 GO^^ conduct of instigator fell upon one of the Elisufzye Chiefs 
sufzyes. and he was put on his trial ; but afterwards his 
innocence being discovered, a public Durbar was held to proclaim his 

- 

acquittal, a dress of honor was presented to him, and his allowances 
were doubled. There is a class of Puthans named 

Khuleels. 
Klhuleel, dwelling in a portion of the Peshawur 

valley opposite to the Momund Hills. Their Chiefs held jagheers on 

condition of service. During the disturbances they permitted a number 
of hostile Momunds to escape through their fieE For this misfeasance 

their jagheers were reduced, and they were temporarily exiled, but have 
been since allowed to return to their homes. 



88. A section of the Momund Tribe have colonized in the South- 
Western portion of the Peshawur District. They 

' Momunds of thoPlains. 
are now respectable cultivators. They maintain 

:friendly relations with their neighbours, the Afreedees. Their Chiefs 
(hold jagheers, but the support they give to Government in return is 
.lukewarm. They have not fraternized with their fellow Momunds of 
the Hills ; but they have not cordially co-operated against the Afreedees, 
.of whose vengeance they are perhaps apprehensive. On a recent occa- 
sion, when measures were taken against the Busseekheyl Afreedees, the 
conduct of one of these Momund Chiefs was so unsatisfactory, that 
confiscation of his jagheer was threatened. Generally, however, the 
behaviour of the Tribe has been peaceable. 

89. I n  the Kohat District, the principal Tribe are the Bungush 
Puthans. They are a large Tribe, can muster 

The Bungush Tribe. 
15,000 fighting-men, and are fairly good Soldiers. 

They highly appreciate our light money assessments, after what has 
been long termed the " robber rule" of Sooltan Mahomed Barukzye. 
.Up to 1848, he held Kohat as a fief from the Cabul Government. It 
was then takec possession of by the British on account of hostility to us 
,during the second Sikh war. The conduct of the Bungushes in reference 
to the Kohat Pass has been already described. The late Khan of Hun- 
goo in the Bungush country was in the British Service as Revenue Col- 
dector, he was recently murdered by one of his own relatives. The Khan- 
ship has descended to his son. The Bungushes have suffered much from 
the raids of their Hill neighbours, Orukzyes, Toorees, Cabulkheyl 
,Wuzeerees. The inhabitants of the Meeranzye Valley are also Bunpsb. 

Meeranzye Vnlley. 
This valley belonged to the fief of Sooltan Mahomed, 
but being an outlying locality was overlooked 

'when Kohat was taken possession of. The Cabul Government then lost 
no time in arranging for the occupation of Meeranzye, which appeared 
to have been vacated ; so Sirdar Azim Khan, the Governor of the 
Koorum Province, in 1851, summoned the Meeranzyes to surrender ; but 
they petitioned the British to include them in Kohat. Under the cir- 

cumstances this request was acceded to. They were in their hearts hos- 
tile to the British Goveynment, as indeed they were to any Government 
whatever. Shortly afterwards, Captain Coke moved into the valley with 
a force of 2,050 men, and they tendered a nominal submission. But 



from that time they paid no revenue, set our authority at nougllt, and 
had to say to US, except when they wanted redress against their 
as6ailants from the Hills. They maintained a state of anarchy atnong 
tlIemselve~, and were a source of trouble to their neighbours of the Kohat 

to District ; SO an expedition of 4,000 men proceeded 
eye. against them in April and May 1855, commanded 
by Bri,dier Chamberlain and accompanied by Major Edwardes. The 
troops mnrched from village to village, composing feuds, taking security 
for future conduct, and settling accounts. The Meeranzye people offered 
no resistance ; they were overawed without being exasperated, and the 
&flair was almost bloodless The troops were entirely restrained from 
plunder, while the revenue was paid in ; nor were there any thefts in 
camp ; two camels were lost while grazing, and one camel-driver who 
had wandered against order was killed by a Zymoosht Affghnn ; so en- 
tirely pacified had this troublesome valley become for the nonce. A 
party from the Hills made a futile attack, as already explained in 

para, 49. 

90. The remainder of the Kohat District consists of the Khuttuk 

The Khuttuks. 
country. This had belonged to the Sikh Dominions, 
and had been farmed out to Khwaja Mallomed 

Khan, a local Chief who still holds a lease of the revenues for life and 
exercises internal jurisdiction, receiving a suin of Rupees 46,500 per 
annum, out of which he maintains a Contingent of 120 horsemen and 
others at a cost of Rupees 24,666 and pays Rupees 20,000 to Government 
His profits on the lease are probably not less than Rupees 11,834 per 
annurn. He is quite faithful, and has rendered service on all occasions, in 
the affairs with the Afreedees, in the Raabeuhkheyl and lxceranzye expe- 
ditions. There are also other jagheers similarly situated, belonging to 
other Khuttuk Chiefs ; but in two of these it was found that the Chiefs 
failed to prevent Afreedee marauders from passing through their lands, to 
erOS8 the Indus and then to plunder and murder in the Ram1 Pindee Dis- 
trict. This evil becoming serious, jurisdiction and collection of the revenue 
was assumed by Government ; in one of these jagheers, money com- 
pensation allowed to the disfranchised Chief; in the other the Chief was 
deprived of jurisdiction, but was allorvved to retain the collection of 
the revenue. 

7 



91. 111 the Southern Khuttuk Hills are the salt-mines which hmr. 
Tl,o T ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  been more than once alluded to in the foregoing 

mines. paragraphs. These mines are situated near the 

villages of Buhadoorkheyl, Kurruck and Lutumur. There is also a 

separate mine at  Malgeen, a place lying East of Kohat. The headmen 
of these villages receive a fixed percentage on the collections at the 
mines to obtain their good-will. The Sikhs never managed these mines 
at all. They farmed them out to some local Chief, and left him to collect 
what he could. Under British rule, the control and working of the 

mines is in the hands of Government Officers ; 
IIodernte rate of dnty. 

the salt is excavated and sold at  the mine at a 
fixed duty of two, three ancl four annas per maund of SO lbs., covering all 
expenses. This rate was meant to be very moderate, and was fixed not 
so much with a view to obtaining revenue as to asserting our sovereign 
rights in this respect, which had descended to us from our predecessors at 
annexation. That the tax does not actually press upon the Hill-people, 
nor affect their comfort, is shown by the yearly consumption, and proceeds 
as seen below :- 

Years 1849-50 ... ... Rs. 28,289 7 3 
9 ,  1850-51 ... -.* ,) 82,470 4 0' 
9 7 1851-52 ... . . . 9 7 52,522 14 6 
9 7 1852-53 ... . . 7 ,  69,849 7 0 
9, 1853-54 ... . . . 7 7  66,125 10 3 
7 , 1854-55 ... . . . 7 9  74,925 14 3 

92. The circumstances under which the Buhadoorkheyl Fort was 
Fort at Buhadoor- undertaken have been described in para. 59. During 

kheyl. the first attack by the Wuzeerees the Khuttuks 

of the neighbourhood behaved badly. They also evinced a spirit of oppo- 
sition for some time after the Fort had been commenced, and seemed to 
dislike the measure which gave the Government such a permanent control 
over the mines ; but their Chief behaved well, and repressed disaffection. 

93. On the whole, the Khuttulrs have been loyal  subject,^. They are 

Character and conduct good soldiers and can muster 12,000 fighting-men. 
of the ~ihuttuks.  M any of them are in the British Service. They 

* Includii~g arrears of 1849-50. 



considered the best-conducted a ~ d  most respectable tribe on this 

Frontier. 

gg, I t  will be seen from the map, that the Dehra Ishmael District is 
Tibss in the ~~h~~ divided into two halves by a range of Hills 

l a b 1  District- running at  nearly right angles from the Suleera- 

nee Range to the Indus. The passage from one part of the District to 
the other is through the Peyzoo and Mulezye Passes which intersect the 
range. Above the Pass there is the Valley of Bunnoo. The Bunnoo 
Wuzeerees have been already described. The Bunoochees themselves 
were, and are still, to a certain extent a vicious race. They cultivate with 
some industry ; and are well affected to the Government. Below the 
valley, and immediately above the range is Murwut. The Murwutees 
are a fine race, of striking appearance, loyal to Government, and both 
willing and able to check the depredations of their Hill neighbours. In 
Murwut stands the Fort of Lukkee. In  the Hills near the Peyzoo Pass 
,dwell the Buttanees ; they were once a robber tribe, but have reformed 
,since annexation. Their co-operation against the Muhsood Wuzeerees 
could be reckoned upon. 

95. Below these are two important families, namely, the Gundapoors 

Chiefs in the Dehra of Kolachee, and the Chiefs of Tank. These two 
lahmael KhanDistri~t. tracts are exposed to attack from the Sheoranees 
and Wuzeerees. The revenues of Kolachee amount to between Ru- 
pees 8,000 and 10,000. Of this the Gundapoors receive 25 per cent. 
on condition of good service in defending the tract. The Tank Chief 
.holds a lease of the revenues of that tract ; he makes the collec- 
tions, which amount to Rupees 65,000 per annum, and receives one- 
.third for himself and the establishinent he maintains. This lease is 
conditional on good service in defence of the fief. The Chief, Shah 
Newaz, is a Puthan of good family ; he was ejected by the Sikhs, and after 
many vicissitudes of fortune he was restored in 1848, at the instance of 
Major Edwardes. There is also the Nawab of Dehra Ishmael Khan ; he 
belongs to the princely race of Suddoozyes, and was formerly the Lieute- 
nant of the Dooranee Government in the Upper Derajat and Lower 
Sindh S a p r  Doab. He was deprived of his power by the Sikhs, 



when they dnnexed these parts of the Punjab to their Kingdom. He 
now enjoys a large jagheer from the British Government. 

96. I n  the Dehrs Ghazee Khan District the principal Chiefs are 
in those already mentioned in connexion with the 

a a z e e  Khan District. Hill tribes. Those sections of the Hill tribe$ 

who reside in the Plains have usually behaved well, even a t  times when 
their brethren of the Hills were in a state of hostility against British 
~ubjects. The Plain tribes are tlie Nootkanees, Loonds and Dreshuks, 
all of them well conducted ; they can muster a certain number of fighting- 
men, but they are unable to resist effectually the marauding aggressors 
of the Hill-men, and are victimized by such tribes as the ~ozda i s  and 
Goorchanees. 

9'7. The last tribe is that of the Muzarees ; they formerly dwelt in 
the Hills, and migrated to the Plains, where they 

The Muzarees. 
have since remained, and have been a thorn in the 

side of successive Governments. They can muster 4,000 fighting-men, 
and more than a hundred horsemen Their head-quarters are now at 
Rojhan, below Mithunkote, and near the confines of Sindh. When 
~ i t h u n k o t e  was conquered by the Sikhs, they harassed the new-corners 
and laid waste the acquisition. The vicinity of Mithunkote still bears 
traces of desolation. A strong Sikh force moved against them, and 
thus the lower extremity of the Derajat, down to Shahwullee, was the0 
added to the Sikh Dominions, and at  annexation became included in 
British Territory. Maharajah Runjeet Sing subsequently received the 
Muzaree Chief at  Lahore. The Muzarees are not disloyal subjects, 
and aid in keeping the Murrees in check, against whom they are bit- 
terly opposed. But they are unfortunately addicted to cattle-lifting. 
I n  fact they carry on more or less an organized system of theft, not only 
in our Territory on both sides the Indus, but also in Brthawulpoor Ter- 
ritory. To prevent this, the formation of a River Police has been com- 
menced, and their depredations have begun to diminish. 

98. T h  independent and dependent tribes having been thus describ 
ed in detail, it may be well to give a summary of their respective forces. 



streogth of the inde. 9 9  The numbers of fighting-men of the inde  
p d e n  t t rib-. pendent tribes may be thus estimated :- 

Tribes on Huzara Frontier and near the Indus 
... ... North of Peshawur, . . . . 8,000 

... ... Swat, and its dependencies, ... ... 20,000 
... ... ... ... Momunds, ...... 12,000 

... ... ... ... ... Afreedees, ... 20,000 
...... Orukzyes and other Tribe3 on Kohat Frontier, 30,000 

... ... ... Wuzeerees, ... ... ... 20,000 
Sheoranees and others in Dehra Ishmael Khan District, 5,000 
Beloch Tribes on Dehra Ghazee Khan border, ... 20,000 

Total, ... ... 1,3.5,000 

100. Besides the above, there are other warlike Tribes within 
Strength of the depend- British Territory with the following. numbers of 

ent Tribea fightin,- men :- 

Fighting-men. 

Turnoulees (including Jehandad's,) ... ... .*. 8,000 - 

Other Tribes of Huzara, ... ... ...... 10,000 - 

Eusufzy e, ... . . ... ... ... ... 25,000 
Khuttuks, ... ... ... ... 12,000 ...... 
Bungushes, ... ... ... ... ... 15,000 ... 
Derajat Tribes in British Territory, ... ...... 10,000 

...... Total, 80,000 

101. The aggregate may appear large, but i t  is to be remembered, 
that only a very small portion of these forces would ever be arrayed against 
at one time and in one place-it is but rarely that even two or three 
Tribes can combine against us. When one Tribe, or section of Tribe, is 
hostile, it generally happens, that another Tribe or section is friendly. 
Situated as we now are, the support of some Tribes could be always count- 
ed upon in the event of hostilities. Any thing approaching to a g e n e d  
combination is a contingency quite beyond the range of probability. 



102, In the five Frontier Districts, the British Government at i]re. - 
Number of Troops em- sent maintains Troops at  the following strength 

played on the Frontier. of all arms :- 

Regular. Irregular. Total. 

... .. ... Huzara, ... ... 0 1,584 1,884 
...... ... ... Peshawur, .. 10,754 2,538 13,292 

... Kohat, ... ... 67 ... 3,559 ... 3,626 
... Dehra Ishmael Khan, 0 ... 3,204 ... 3,201 
... ... Dehra Ghazee Khan, 0 1,615 .. 1,615 
-- --- -- 

Total, ... 10,821 12,800 23,621 

103. The following is the resume of expeditions that have bsen 
su,mq of expedi- undertaken from annexation to the present 

tions. time :- - 
No. 

Eusufzye, 
Afreedees, 
Meeranzye, 
Momunds, 
Raneezye, 
Osmankheyl, 
Kaghan, 
Oomerzye Wuzeerees, 
Hussunzyes, 
Sheoranees, 
Kusranees, 
Boree Afreedees, 
Michnee Momunds, 
Meeranzye, 
Raabeuhkheyl Orukzy 

British, ... 
~nde~endent ,  . 
British, ... 
Independent, . 
Ditto, ... 
Ditto, ... 
British, ... 
Independent, . 
Ditto, 
Ditto, ... ... 
Ditto, 

l 
S.. 

Ditto, ... 
Ditto, ... 
British, ... 
Independent, . 

I t  appears then that military operations have been decisively carried 
out on fiftee~ occasions during six years : of these eleven were against 
independent Tribes and the four against British subjects. 



104, The political relations of the British Government with each 
every Tribe or Chief on the Frontier have now been st3ted. E ~ -  

deavour has been made to mention all material facts briefly, yet 
fairly, so as to illustrate the con(luct of lwth parties and to explain 
the causes of disturbance where any such existed ; but the 
narrative has not been encumbered by any comment or digression. It 
were therefore perhaps not amiss now to offer a few geueral remarks 

certain points of importance which arise out of the matters which 
have been set forth. 

105. I n  the first place it were well to consider what is the character 
and conduct of the independent Tribes beyond the Frontier. 

106. Now these T~ibes are savayes, noble savages perhaps, and not 

of the Hill without some tincture of virtue and generosity, but 
Tribes. still absolutely barbarians nevertheless. They have 

nothing approaching to Government or Civil Institutions. They have 
for the most part no education. They have nominally a religion, but 
Mahabomedanism, as understood by tthem, is no better, or perhaps is 
actually worse, than the creeds of the wildest races on earth. I n  their 
eyes the one great commandment is blood for blood, and fire and sword 

for all infidels, that is, for all people not Maho- 
Their fanaticism. 

medaus. They are superstitious and priest-ridden. 
But the priests (Moollas) are as ignorant as they are bigoted, and use 
their influence sinlply for preaching crusades against unbelievers, and 
inculcate the doctrine of rapine and bloodshed against the defenceless 
people of the Plain. The Hill-men are sensitive in regard to their 
women, but their customs in regard to marriage and betrothal are very 

prejudicial to social advancement. At the same 
Tlicir predatory habits. 

time they are a sensual race. They are very avari- 
cious ; for gold they will do almost anything, except betray a 
guest. They are thievish and predatory to the last degree. The 
Pilthan mother often prays that her son may be a successful robber. 

They are utterly faithless to public engagements, 
Their fitithlcss~icss. 

it would never even occur to their minds that 



an on the Koran was binding if against their interests. I t  must 
be added that they are fierce and blood-thirs- 

Tlieir fierceness. 
ty. They are never without weapons : when gruz- 

ing their cattle, when driving beasts of burden, when tilling the soil, 
they are still armed. They are perpetually at  war with each other. 
Every Tribe and section of a Tribe has its internecine wars, every family 
its hereditary blood feuds, and every individual his personal foes. There 
is hardly a man whose hands are unstaiued. Each person counts up his 
murders. Each Tribe has a debtor and creditor account with its neigh- 

bours, life for life. Reckless of the lives of others, 
Their courage. 

they are not sparing of their 01~11. They consider 
retaliation and revenge to be strongest of all obligations. They possess 
nallantry and courage themselves, and admire such qualities in others. 
b 

Men of the same party will stand by one another in danger. To their 
minds hospitality is the first of virtues. Any person who can make his 
way into their dwellings will not only be safe, but will be kindly 
received. But as soon as he has left the roof of his entertainer, he may 
be robbed or killed. They are charitable to the indigent of their own 

Tribe. They possess the pride of birth and regard 
Their merits. 

ancestral associations. They are not averse to 
civilization whenever they have felt its benefits ; they are fond of 
trading, and also of cultivating ; but they are too fickle and excitable 
to be industrious in agriculture or any thing else. They will take 
military service, and though impatient of discipline will prove faithful, 
unless excited by fanaticism. Such briefly is their character, replete 
with the unaccountable inconsistencies, with that mixture of opposite 
vices and virtues, belonging to savages. 

107. Such being the character, wllat has been their conduct towards 

Their towards US i )  They have kept up old quarrels, or picked 
theBritish Government- new ones, with our subjects in the Plains and 
Valleys near the Frontier ; they have descended from the Hills and 
fought these battles out in our Territory : they have plundered and 
burnt our villages and slain our subjects ; they have committed minor 
robberies and isolated murders without number ; they have often levied 
black mail from our villages ; they have intrigued with the disaffected 
every where, and tempted our loyal subjects to rebel, and thcy have for 



regarded the Plain as their preserve and its inhabitants aa their 
D 

game, When inclined for cruel sport, they sally forth to rob and murder 
and occasionally to take prisoners into captivity for ransom.  hey 
have fired upon our own Troops, and even killed our own Officers in 
our oivn Territories. They give an asylum to every mal-content or pro- 
claimed criminal, who can escape from British justice. They traverse 
at will our Territories, enter our villages, trade in our markets ; but 
few British subjects, and no servant of the British Government, would 
dare to enter their country on any account whatever. 

108. In  return for this, what has been the conduct of the British 

Conditd of the British 
Government towards them? It has recognized 

Government towards their independence ; it h u  asserted n o  jurisdic- 
them. 

- - 
tion in regard to them ; it has claimed n o  revenue 

from them, and no  tribute, except in one case, and that as a punishment. 
But it has confirmed whatever fiefs they held within its Territory ; it has 
uniformly declared that it seeks no fiscal or territorial aggrandizement ; 
and that it only wants, and is resolved to have, tranquillity on the Frontier. 
It has never extended its jurisdiction one yard 1)eyond the old limits of the 
Sikh dominions. Nothing has been annexed that was not a portion of 

the Punjab as we found it. Whatever revenue 
Its forbearance. 

has been paid to the British Government was 
equally paid to its predecessors, only at a higher rate. I n  one solitary 
case has it accepted tribute in satisfaction for offences; in all other 
cases of misconduct, it has avoided making any pecuniary demand on its 
own behalf. I t  has claimed no feudal or political ascendency over the 
independent Hill Tribes ; it has abstaiued from any interference in, or 
coonexion with their affairs; it has taken no part in their contests, and 
h a  never assisted either party ; it has striven to prevent its olvu sub- 
jects from entering into disputes with them. Though permittillg and 
encouraging its subjects to defend themselves at  the time of attack, i t  
has prevented them from retaliating afterwards and from making repri- 
sals. Though granting refuge to men flying for their lives, it has never 
allowed armed bodies to seek protection in its Territory, nor to organize 
resistance or attack. It has freely permitted Hill-people to settle, to 
cultivate, t o  graze their herds, and to trade in its Territories. It has 

accorded to such the same protection, rights, privi- 
friendly demeanor. 

leges and conditjons as to its own subjects. Its 



Coarts have been available and its Officers accessible to them. Its 
marketa have been thrown open to them ; all restrictions on trade and 
transit, all duties (except one) which would be imposed under any Native 
Government, have been removed and remitted for them. I t  has freely 
admitted them to its Hospitals and Dispensaries ; its Medical Officers 
have tended scores of them in sickness, and sent them back to their 
mountain hoirles cured. The ranks of its service are open to them, and 
they may eat our salt and draw our pay, if so inclined. What more cana 
civilized Government legitimately do for its rude neighbours than the 
above ? 

109. There is perhaps one method to which the Government might 
resort more extensively than it does at  present, 

Impolicy of black mail. 
and that is the payment of black mail. I t  does 

indeed purchase the good offices of the Tribes round the Kohat Pass. It 
does permit a section of the Momunds to hold a fief, and more unworthy 
feudatories could not be found. It does also make payments to certain 
Derajat Chiefs, such as the Bozdars. But the other Chiefs who receive 
money are British subjects, and really perform responsible Police duties 
in return. I n  the case of the Afreedees, Momunds, and Bozdars, however, 
the Government only continued a concession originally granted by its 
predecessors. I t  has originated no new grants of black mail, though it 
enhanced one grant. There is reason to believe, that such grants would 
embolden rather than ward off depredation ; once bought off, the Hill- 
people would molest us with greater zest than ever in order to be bought 
off again. They would actually resort to plundering as a means of ex- 
torting black mail. The appetite once gratified would become sharpen- 
ed. Such concession would be regarded by the Tribes as a confession of 
weakness, and would absolutely operate as an incitement to mischief. 
Certain Chiefs are known to commit depredations in the hope of being 
bought off by fiefs, and one mode of avoiding annoyance is to let it be 
known, that under no circumstances will the Government be induced to 
compromise by grants of black mail. 

11 0. But when kindness, conciliation and confidence, all fail ; when 
outrages from their serious character, or from their 

Coercive measures. 
constant repetition, exceed the bounds of toleration ; 

when the blood of our subjects cries from the ground ; when our Territory 



has been invaded, and our sovereign rights flagrmtly violated, and 
this in the utter absence of provocation ; then we either make reprisals 
from, or hy  an embargo upon, or use military force against, the offending 
Tribe or section of Tribe. 

111. When reprisals are made, cattle and men are seized, and a 
message is sent to the head-quarters of the Tribe. 

Reprisals. 
Pending a settlement of the Government claitn for 

the reimbursement of its subjects who have suffered the property is de- 
tained as security, and the men as hostages. Usually the Tribe do 
come to terms ; if they do not, the property is sold in liquidation, and as 
soon as the account is cleared, reprisals cease. I n  such cases the Govern- 
ment seeks to realize no fine, but merely to reimburse its own subjects. 

112. When an embargo is declared, the mouths of the Passes belong- 
ing to the Tribe are closed and watched as far as 

Embargo and interdict. 
practicable. All Governmeu t Officials are required 

to seize all persons and property of the Tribe wheresoever found in Bri- 
tish Territory, and all places of mercantile resort, such as salt mines, 
markets, &C., are closed against the offenders. This process is continued 
till the Tribe comes to terms. Tbe persons and property seized are 
released as soon as satisfaction has been obtained. 

113. In this paper it is not necessary to describe the usual course of 

Practicability of suc- 
expeditions into the interior of the Hills-suffice it 

cewful .. -... expeditions into to say, that they are found to be quite practicable 
tne H ~ U .  

and successful in a military point of view. Good 
Troops and good Commanders are required, and the Government fortu- 
nately can find both. Experience proves beyond doubt that the Hills 
can be penetrated, and that the Hill-people can be punished in this man- 
ner. The same measure of success may not have attended every expedi- 
tion ; but no expedition has ever yet failed, and in no case have t,he 
enemy escaped serious damage. Several expeditions have been brilliant- 
ly successful and have been proudly acknowledged by the (2ovsrn- 
ment. 

114. I t  can be readily seen, that the policy of these expeditions is 
reasonable and just. If murder and robbery still 

Policy of expeditione. 
go on, in spite of patience, of abstinence from pro- 



voc,ztioll and of conciliation, then what but force remains? Is the loss of 
life and property and the consequent demoralization to continue, or to be 

stopped? If it can only be stopped by force, then is not force to be ap. 

plied ? If reprisals and embargo prove insnficient, or cannot be adopted 
in ,a particular case, as may sometimes happen, then what but an ex- 
pedition remains? When an expedition is undertaken, then i f  the 
enemy were to assemble in force and take up a position and offer battle, 
they could be attacked and defeated, and their discomfiture might suffice 
as a. punishment, without any further measure. In t l ~ o t  event the affair 
~ ~ ~ o t ~ l d  be conducted after the manner of regular warfare. I n  civilized 
kt-wfare, force is directed against the armed enemy and his defensible 
poiitlons, but not against his country and subjects, who may be morally 
unconcerned in the hostilities and innocent of offence. But this is not 

for civilized wa$ure ; the enemy does not possess 
villages. Troops that stand to be attacked, nor defensible 
posts to be taken, nor  innocent subjects to be spared. H e  has only 
rough Hills to be penetrated, robber fastnesses to be scaled, and 
dwellings containing people, all of them to a mcm, concerned in hosti- 
lities. Thew i s  not a single man of thent who is inqzocent, who is 
not, or has not been, engaged in offences, or who does not fully support 
the misconduct of his Tribe, who is not a member of the armed banditti. 
The enemy harasses the Troops as they approach threading the defiles, 
and leave the village carrying off every thing that can be carried, 

abandoning only immoveable property, walls, roofs 
Houses and grnin of 

the enemy not to be and crops--what are the Troops then to do ? Are 
spared. they to spare these crops and honses, losing the 
only opportunity they are ever likely to have of inflicting damage on 

the enemy ? Marching back to their quarters, without effecting any 
thing amidst the contempt of the Hill-men, who would attribute the 

sparing of the property to nothing but their incapacity ? These villages 
and g a i n  are the resources and sinews of guerilla warfare and the basis 

of operations. They are as much the property of the enemy as the 
stores, convoys, arms and munitions belonging to an army in the field. 

The latter would never be spared ; why should the former ? To spare 
these villages would be about as reasonable as to spare the commis- 
sariat supplies or arsenals of a civilized enemy. 



115. The effects of these expeditions are just as happy m .  the policy 

Effects of the expedi- is reasonable. I t  might be supposed, that the 
tions. Hill-people would be exasperated, but not over- 
sned-such is not the actual result. The Tribe, after chastieement, 
u8ua11y professes repentance. They exhibit less, instead of greater, 

hostility than before ; their hard hearts can only be won by display of 
prowess and valour ; they recognize no virtues except those connected 

bravery ; they do not comprehend forbearance ; they regard 
might as the greatest of merits. If we beat them in style, they 
begin to regard us with something like esteem. They enter into en- 
gagements, and .for the first time keep their faith. They do not repeat 
the offences which brought on the punishment, such has proved to be 
the rule almost invariably. There have been fifteen expeditions against 
different Tribes. In  almost every one of these cases the Tribe behaved 
badly before, and well af ter  the expedition. In  one case only has a 
Tribe ever misbehaved after  undergoiug a regular expedition, and the 
solitary instance was that of the Kohat Pass Afreedees. The four Tribes, 
viz., the Pindee Alee Momunds, the Busseekheyl Afreedees, the Muhsood 

Wuzeerees, and Bozdars, that are n o w  misbehav- 
Deterring influence. 

ing have n o t  as yet been attacked in their Hills. 
Two sections of the same Tribe are both equally fierce and predatory by 
nature, the one has suffered an expedition and behaves well, the other 
has not suffered an expedition and behaves badly. There can be but 
one inference. The above proposition is amply illustrated by the case 
of the Oomerzye and Muhsood Wuzeerees, the Boree and the Bussee- 
kheyl Afreedees. I n  short. the moral effect of every  expedition has 
been vast and beneficial. 

11 6. From what has been urged regarding the policy and effects of 

Rea~ons why expedi- these expeditions, the conclusion is that they are 
tions are a b s u ~ u t ~ l y  nc- essentially and absolutely necessary for the peace 
cessary. 

of the border, and that without them our own sub- 
jects cannot be adequately protected. A reformation in the habits of 
our Hill neighbours in their external relations is not to be effected by 
lesser means. I t  is not the object of this paper to treat of the history. 
of these Tribes prior to annexation. If it were, then their antecedent 
conduct might be shown to hare be3n fas worse than it has been 



8ubsequently. When the Territories of the Sikhs passed into the hands 
of the British, these Tribes had been accustomed for ages to plunder in 
the valleys and to defy successive Governments. They then proceeded to 
treat us as they had treated our predecessors. It is not to be expected 
that our mere presence will induce them to desist, nor that a defensive 

system will alone suffice to keep them otf The British Government has 
indeed organized an excellent defensive system, it has built or fitted up 
no less than fifteen forts, an;l fifty posts of various kinds on this Frontier : 
it has caused many hundreds of miles to be patrolled. But the unvarying 
experience of six years has proved that success cannot thus be attained, 
though doubtless the mode of defence is good and useful in its way. 
The independent Hills are in  the closest proximity to the line of 

defence ; however well the posts may be placed, there will be villages 
and cultivation in front of them, that is, between them and the Hills; 
every where there is inhabited Territory within easy reach of the 
enemy ; in many places our subjects live within a mile or two of their 
tormentors. Uuder such circumstances, what human vigilance and 

Insufieiene,, of defen- arrangement can avail to entirely prevent the 
sive measures. Hill-men plundering in the valleys and the plains 

then escaping to their fastnesses with impunity 1 The assailants may 
often be foiled, but they will as often succeed. To thoroughly prevent the 
Hill-people b y  this method alone, it  woold require nothing less than a 
Chinese wall securely manned for 800 miles ! But in fact the fears of these 
people must be worked upon ; the root of the deeply-seated evil must be 
reached ; and the head-quarters of the offending Tribe must be attacked 
in the Hills. They have already desisted partially from the fear of these 
expeditions ; if they were to become relieved of that apprehension, they 
would begin to harrass and plunder again worse than ever. 

117. If then i t  be shown, that the policy of expeditions is consistent 
with reason and humanity, and if their conse- 

Eventual saving of 
life and property effect- quence is proved by repeated instances to be that 
ed by expeditions. of deterring the Tribes from rapine and murder, 

ought they not to be resorted to l I s  it not clear that the lives of 

our innocent subjects are hereby saved and their property secured ? 
Tlre amount of subsequent saving in these respects vastly over-balances 
tlre destruction to life and property caused by an expedition. For the 



number of lives and the amount of property lost in fight, ten-fold that 
number and that amount is saved thereafter, to say nothing of the moral 
dvantages. I s  i t  not then due to our subjects that these expeditions 
Bhould be undertaken 1 Are they to suffer while our enemies are upared ? 
An expedition and the like should not of course be resolved upou with- 
out ample cause, without a conviction that nothing short of this remedy 
will sdce .  If too frequently undertaken, expeditions might perhaps 

and basbarize, just as Draconic laws, punishi~~g minor offences 
death, would fail of their effect. But if undertaken with good and 

sufficient cause, they are just as efficient as capital punishment and im- 
prisonment are for the repression of social crime, and they rest upon 
moral grounds equally valid. 

118. I n  fine, the whole argument terminates in this, that if expedi- 

Final argument for tions were not resorted to, then all the Territory 
expeditions. within a night's run from the Hills would vir- 
tually be given over to devastation. If the latter event were to happen, 
and if the Government were not to be willing to chastise the Hill Tribes, 
then our own Trans-Indus subjects would lose confidence, and would 
cease to be loyal, while the enemy gained heart. There would be some 
general combination against us, and sooner or later we should evacuate 
the Trans-Indus Territory and the right bank of the Indus If the 
right bank were lost, then the river itself would pass from our control ; 
and then, with the loss of the Indus, there would be a sacrifice of ad- 
vantages, political, physical, commercial and moral, which it  is not with- 
in the scope of this paper to describe. But in fact the British Govern- 
ment has every encouragement to maintain its position beyond the Indus ; 
for situated as it  is, the representative of civilized strength, in the midst 
of Tribes which are rude and savage a t  present, but possess the elements 
of good and are susceptible of moral impression, it has, under Providence, 
a noble mission to fulfil and a purpose of regeneration to accomplish. 

This paper has been prepared under direction of the Chief Com- 
missioner of the Punjab by 

RICHARD TEMPLE, 
Secretary to the Chit$ Commissioner. 

LAHORE, 
The 31st January 1856. 





DISTRICT MEMORANDUM. 

D E R A H  ISBMAEL K H A N .  





DERAII: ISHMAEL KHAN. 

FRoM 
MAJOR REYNELL G. TAYLOR, 

Late Deputy C'omntissioner, 
To 

MAJOR J. NICHOLSON, 
Deputy Commimiomr, 

District of Deroch Ishnmel Khan, Trane - lAs .  
SIR, 

IN accordance with a wish expressed by the Pre~ident of the 
Board of Administration, I proceed to furnish you with a few memoranda 
on the affairs of the District of Derah Ifihmael Khan, lately under my 
charge, which, though they may convey but little new matter or infor- 
mation to you now, may yet I hope be of use as a record of my opiniorls 
of individuals and suhjects connected with the District, after an experi- 
ence of some years. 

During my own employment in the district, I became fully aware of 
the advantages of being possessed of a thorough knowledge of the views, 
projects, and opinions of my predecessor, Major Edwardes, with regard 
to the various leading characters in the district ; though, of course, those 
which I myself subsequently formed did not always coincide with them, 
and thus, though I have no hope of greatly assisting your judgment of 
men and affairs, and though I had an opportunity in most instances of 
communicating to you my impressions on subjects connected with the 
district before I left, still I am sure that you will not be sorry to possess 
an official record of them, let their practical value to you in your future 
management be what it  may. 

I have addressed this paper to you because my doing so mill enable me 
to speak more freely than I otherwise could of fimall men and matters of 
mere local importance, mention of which would appear out of place in a 
formal Report addressed to the Board of Administration. 

I shdl notice the various points on which I have remarks to offer, in 
the following order : 

1st. General remarks on the Border tribes, their strength, power of 
injuring us, &c ; difficulty of making the men of the plains assist Go- 

9 



vernment in protecting the Frontier line ; our mode of holding a frontier 
district contrasted with that usually adopted by a Native Government; 
general treatment I would recommend for the hill tribes, &c. 

2 j ~ d .  The Wuzeeree tribe on the Uunnoo border, numbers, armament, 
influence, &c. ; general conduct of the nsmerous sections of the tribe 
since our occupation of the valley ; influential and trustworthy hlullicks 
of the sections ; salt mines as bearing on Wuzeeree politics ; the Khut- 
tucks of Luttuininur, Bahadoor Khail, &c. ; the Manjiti Nusruttee and 
Shinva lilluttucks ; relations of the Wuzeerees with both classes ; 

Wuzeeree cultivation on the Thul and in the Tuppahs ; cultivation of 

the Othmanzye Wuzeerees on the South-Western border of Bunnoo; 
revenue settlements of the Bukkee Khail and Janee Khail tribes ; 
Wuzeeree revenue generally. 

3rd. Outposts of ~ u n n o o  village, defences, &c. 
4th. Bunnoochees, influential Mullicks and men, settlement, new 

cultivation, &c. 
5th. Murwut, influential Mullicks and men ; prospect of settlement, 

new cultivation, &c. ; Berat of Mullicks, relations of the Murwuttees with 
Shinma Pukkee, &c. ; Moosakhail Tuppah, village of Drukkah, village of 
Mullezye ; Bain pass ; post a t  Amankhail ; Syuds and religious classes of 
Murwut; Siltunder Khail Mullicks. 

6th. Esakhail, Mahomed Khan and family ; Shere Khan ; settlement, 
Nuzzuranah, extra cesses, &c. ; Alum pits, Chicalee pass, Meer bihree, 
gold washing. 

7th. Kala Bagh, Allyar Khan and family, Bungee Khail, Shukur- 
durruh pass to Kohat. 

8th. Pezoo pass, Shaikh Buddeen. 
9th. Border tribes of the elaquahs South of the Pezoo pass, Wuzeerees, 

Sheorances, Usteranahs, Kuseranees, Powinduhs, border posts, Tanlc 
fort, &c. 

10th. Nowab of Derah, and other influential men and bodies in the 
district. 

l l t i ~ .  Intelligence department. 
12th. Police force, horse and foot ; force required for the district, &c. 
I n  treating of the hill tribes generally, it will be difficult for me to 

General remarks on write as earnestly as 1 would wish, with a view to  
the Border tribes. urge the necessity of constant care and watchful- 



fiess in our dealings with them, without on the other hand appearing to  

T ~ ~ L  power make too much of their powers of ir,jurirrg us, and 
of iuj uring us, &C. of their political importance generally. I feel 

confident, however that you will not be inclined to weigh my remarks en- 
tbely by a standard having referenceto the exact light in which the prowess 
or strength of the tribes happens to be viewed at  t'he time these notes 
may reach you, iu which case, should they have been long pacific, or have 
lately suffered defeat, it is very possible that my estimate of their powers 
of giving annoyance to Government may appear too high, you will find, 
if you have not done so already, that one of the chief difficulties in 
dealing with these men is to avoid a certain iuconsistency both in your- 
self, and those above you in estimating their powers of mischief, an error 
which may lead to serious evils by inducing a t  one time a rash harsh- 
ness or indifference to the feelings and prejudices of the class, a t  another 
an inclination to over-estimate their strength and the difficulty of 
controlling them. With regard to this, I can only say (without referring 
to other tribes in other quarters, the men of which have shown appa- 
rently a more determined feeling of hostility towards us:) that as far as  
the Wuzeerees, a very powerful clan enjoying among all Afghans a 
high character for courage, are concerned, though they possess powers 
of combination and unanimous action superior to those of other tribes 
together with innumerable advantages of position, &C., they are still, 
only formidable as warriors, where intimate knowledge of local advan- 
tages affdrded by ground for fighting or retreat gives them confidence, 
and also that the efforts they have hitherto made a t  war on any thing 
like a grand scale, have failed most signally. The fact I believe being 
that though they have the bravery to make spirited attaclis, they have 
not the constancy to sustain the effort after a first unsuccessful attempt, 
and therefore, that careful precautions and good defensive arrangements, 
will always keep them fairly a t  bay, while a t  the same time I would 
strongly deprecate their ever being driven to try their \lrorst, \\-hieh 
might yet astonish us were they to adopt the simple expedient of falling 
on several points at once, and turning the Government post,s, instead of 
throwing themselves upon them as they have hitherto done. 1 believe 
it would be perfectly possible for the Wuzeerees (and 1 could not name 
another tribe likely to be able to act together so well) to make simul- 
taneous attacks on Bahadoor Khail or Luttummur, the Shoranee tup- 



pahs, the Meeree tuppahs, and on Tank, which would cover a line of 
70 ndes in extent, and I think you will agree with me that such an 
effort would greatly embarrass our troops in Bunnoo and Derah. 

To account for the iinportance of the question concerning the treatment 
of the tribes generally, it is only necessary to draw attention to the fact, 
that they possess the whole hill tracts bordering on and overlooking the 
cultivated plains, which are covered with open villages, herds of camels, 
cattle, &c. That possession of the hills gives them command of all the 
passes issuing on the plain below, and that a party of hill-men that a 

company of infantry would defeat in the plain could without risk to them- 
selves inflict severe loss on a much larger force advancing up one of the 
passes. That in form, feature, dress, and language, they in most instance0 
differ materially from the men of the plains, rendering it easy for them to 
recognize a stranger or spy in their country ; while from the fact of their 
being allowed, according to our usual costom, to trade freely in our toms, 
and cultivate tmheir hereditary lands under our rule, they have every 
facility, not only of gaining most accurate intelligence about proceedings 
in the plain, but it would even be passable for the very men who were 
to lead an attack on a position in the plain, to visit the spot on the 
previous day and lay their plans afher personal observation. What 
would you have given on some occasions for the same advantages? Add 
to the above, that the line of country below the hills is very extensive, 
covered as I have said with villages very seldom under our rule, prepar- 
ed and strong enough to take care of themselves, and not often near 
enough to one another to adinit of their affording each other efficient 
support, while the passes along the hill-side are so numerous that 
marauding parties can never be at  a loss for convenient means of ap- 
proach or retreat to or from any particular spot ; ancl lastly, that 
the act of surprising, over-niuoing, and firing an unprotected village, is 
the work of so few minutes, that it may be done at night even in the 
immediate neighbourhood of support, and aided by darkness, knowledge 
of the ground, hill legs, and five minutes' start, witb the avengers of 
blood in the rear, who, if placed in the position of the marauders, 
would feel that there was much risk in the matter? 

I have always been of opinion that the above considerations should in 
a great measure temper the surprize that is felt at the extent to which 
these rude, undisciplined, ill-armed, miscl~ievous, but not very daring 



are found capable of annoying a strong Government. 1 
have carefully watched the progress of events on the frontier froin Pesha- 
wur to Derah Ghazec: Khan, and am decidedly of opinion that we are 
only as yet partially aware of the trouble that these men may ent a1 ' I  on 
us, while at the same time I have seen no reason to accord them a 
higher character for courase, combination, perseverance, and other sol- 
dierly qualities, than I was at first inclined to allow them, and while 
I anticipate almost complete ultimate success in keeping them fairly at 

bay. 
The strangest part of the game perhaps is, that we find war, opposi- 

tion, and difficulty, where we come in to aid a 
Di5culty of making 

men of the native population that have hitherto been perfect- 
list Governmen' in Pro- ly able to take care of themselves, but such, 
tecting the frontier line. 

strange as it may seem, is indeed the case, and 
it frequently happens that when Government comes in to assist the 
native oolus of a village against their hereditary enemies, it encounters 
more d8cnlty in the task of preserving peace and safety than was ex- 
perienced by the community it is supposed to be assisting, before Govern- 
ment troops appeared on the stage at all. I believe this apparently 
anomalous result to be from certain causes which I shall try to explain a 
natural one, and not attributable generally to any actively evil disposi- 
tion on the part of our own ryots. In  some cases, indeed, a g e n e d  
dislike to control of any sort, and a preference for an alliance with even 
hereditary enemies to the hitherto almost unfelt reins imposed by a 
Goverument, which albeit has only succeeded one to which the commu- 
nity have long nominally owed obedience, may lead to the result in 
question ; I do not, however, conceive such to be the rule, but am in- 
clined to attribute the difficulties we experience chiefly to the following 
causes ; first, the fact that directly Government assumes the protection 
of a district or village, the original inhabitants consider themselves from 
that time forth virtually freed from the responsibility of taking care of 
themselves, and speedily relax those habits of military watchfulness and 
readiness for action on which their own safety, and those of their home- 
steads and property, had previously entirely depended, and this not from 
timidity or dislike of petty warfare, in which, on the contrary, when 
coupled with freedom and the necessity of reliance on their own resources; 
they rather gloried, but partly from a certain indoleme of character 



and p r t l y  from the fact that the presence of Government troops destrop 
the feeling of independence and pride in holding their own with their 
neighbours, which they before were apt  enough to cherish; a feeling 
which, if once weakened or destroyed, can rarely, if ever, be revived, as it 
rests chiefly on the prestige of having always dealt in a rather distant 
and independent manner with Government in matters of revenue, crimi- 
nal cases, &C., and on never having a t  any time required the assistance 
of Government against external enemieu. The day on which this foreign 
assistance is forced upon them, or they consent to call i t  in, breaks the 
spell, and all the Queen's horses and men will not avail to set that village 
community in its former position in the neighbourhood again. The result 
is, therefore, that where we assume control and place our troops, 
we must bc prepared, if not content, to play the whole game ourselves, 
and must not expect, tliat the village community will fight against 
foreign enemies and protect themselves as of yore, and yet yield to a 
new and more exacting Goverument (in the way of obedience) than 
they have hitherko had to deal with, that implicit subservience 
which i t  is part of our system to require a t  the hands of all our de.. 
pendants. Under the late native Government there always existed in 
these localities two distinct classes of subjects, namely, what were termed 
good ryots and bad, the former were completely under the thumb, and 
coulcl be screwed to any extent in the ~vay of revenue, while the Govern- 
ment was obliged to protect them from external enemies; the latter dealt 
distantly with the Government officials in revenue matters, rendered but 
a half obedieuce a t  convenie~lce in criminal cases, (though liable of course 
a t  times to revengeful spoliation and punishment,) and finally shifted 
entirely for themselves in the matter of self-protection against aggression 
from without. W e  acknowledge' no distinction of this sort, but strive and 
intend to make all good ryots, and the result at any rate a t  the com- 
meucement of the game, is not unnat,urally that we find more work on 
our hands than we can easily arrange for. 

I n  this way our method of managing a frontier province is diametrical- 

Our mode 'of holding a 
ly different from that practised by our predeces- 

frontier district contr:~at- sors, the Sikhs, who, when they occupied a district 
ed with that usually 
adopted by a native GO- even on a border, merely looked to the requisite 
vernment. facilities for collecting their own revenue, without 
the slightest reference to the safety of the villages from external 



cggmion, except on a grand scale. The ordinary method, therefora, 
dopted by them was to build a small fort somewhere in the middle of 
the district, strong enough to hold out against its population, uotil relief 

be afforded, and then to withdraw the large detachments to long 
distances, from whence, however, they could be rapidly moved up to 

the entire loss of the district, from an inroad of the enemy. Tile 
result of this system was of course to 'leave the people of the country as 
rnucll on their own resources as ever they had been before the district 
ws annexed by a strong ruling power, and as long as their petty wars 
with their neighbours produced no injury to the Government interests, 
there was little chance of their being noticed by it. Thus, the village 
communities retained their own wild laws and relations with their hill 
neighbours, aud conducted matters in their own way, in doing whichthey 
were enabled to avail themselves of many means and measures which no 
Government could with any propriety sanction, some of which 1 shall 
notice presently. Well, this independence, though coupled with the 
necessity of paying a certain amount of revenue, and also of occasionally 
attending the neighbouring Kardar's court in judicial cases, was more 
palatable to the semi-barbarous inhabitants of many of the border villagees 
than our system of complete subjection on one side, and sometimes rude- 
ly imposed assistance and protection on the other, the result a t  any rate 
was that under the Sikh rule, partly from necessity and partly of free 
will, they retained their former warlike activity and watchfulness, and 
this they will not do under us who have not the philosophy of our 
predecessors to enable us to  keep never-minding, when outrages are oc- 
curing on the border, but on the contrary feel i t  incumbent on us to render 
our protection when it is afforded as conlplete as possible, making 
ourselves answerable for every cow that is lifted, anddistressing ourselves 
about accidents and offences which would be received with little emotion 
by a native Government, as it  would consider such matters entirely the 
business of the village comm~inities themselves. Two questions will  
naturally suggest themselves after what I have said, namely, that allow- 
ing that if Government troops are employed a t  all they must do all the 
work themselves, and not look for assistance from the village communi- 
ties ; how it s h o ~ ~ l d  happen that though better armed, drilled, and 
organised, they should find more difficulty in fully preserving the peace 
of border than the village oolus did before they came on the stage ; and 



wcondly, whether I am of opinion that Government cookl revert t o  the 
Sikh or native system in the management of its border provinces ; or in 
case of our being led on into the hills and taking up new ground, whether 
we could adopt that mode of holding valleys inthe hills. The nature of 

my explanation of the first difficulty will account in some measure for 
an unfavourable reply to the second question. 

There is no conlparison whatever between the advantages possessed by 
a village population in its natural state, for resisting and punishing ag- 
gression, and those which fall to the lot of a small Government detach- 
ment which has assumed the task. The former, sons of the soil, numer- 
ous enough themselves, and probably having the sympathy of considerable 
bodies of men in neighbouring villages, thoroughly acquainted with the 
country, and with the strength, temper, ways and means, &C., of their 
hereditary enemies, and probably having friendly relations with many 
classes and indivicluals living among them, have always been able to gain 
timely intelligence of any intention to annoy them, to band unanimously 
in sllfficient numbers to resist it, and frequently to make a counter- 
attack, and punish the injury inflicted or meditated on themselves, and 
recover plundered property ; and in such cases, the population of the 
village of the plain had not to contend as we have with the whole hills, 
but merely with the immediate section of the hill tribe which had invad- 
ed its rights, and in fact, the distinction of hill-men and men of the 
plains was not so marked as a t  present : each community, whether inha- 
biting a village of the plains, or a tract in the hills, had its own particu- 
lar relations with its neighbours, and if it failed in preserving a good 
understanding with them, had its own battle to fight, and could not 
expect to be hacked inall quarrels by every section of the family to which 
the community belonged ; whole tribes of the hills, and whole com- 
munities in the plain districts, only moved when some grand question 
which interested the entire family was at issue, sections and villages 
settled their own quarrels among themselves either by war or council, 
and the rest of the tribe looked on allowing each party free passage and 
any assistance required in effecting a peaceable arrangement, and 
further, a native community in the plains, a t  war wit11 a section of a hill 
tribe, could take means of prosecuting the feud, which (and I have 
alluded to this subject before) could never be sanctioned by an over- 
ruling Government, but which were nevertheless most effective in their 



hy, is lrssarsination of individualo of the hostile tribe where* 
found, and indiscriminate retaliation on property. Euabled as thsy 

from long acquaintance with the men with whom they were deal- 
ing, and the power of gaining accurate intelligence to hunt out and way- 
lay individuals and property belonging to their adversaries, and slaugh- 
k r  and ~lunder in full confidence of the blow being bitterly felt by the 

- 

enemy, without apprehension that s transaction in common course of 
blood feud would necessarily bring down the remaining portions of the 
tribe upon them, it may be easily fancied that this was a species of 

which carried conviction of insecurity and danger to a declared 
enemy, such as was not rashly to be encountered. It is this system which 
a Government could never sanction or imitate, which renders a mm- 
pratively weak body of men-whose abodes enable them t p  infest a p m  
-so formidable to classes or troops which they could not face for a 
moment in fair fight ; and a system more difficult to deal with when 
opposed to open fighting, and law which only punishes the actual perpe- 
trator of a crime, and that only on clear evidence can hardly be con- 
ceived. I t  may be easily understood, however, how very different must 
be the position of a snlall detachment of regular troops, relieved at 
intervals, composed of heterogeneous classes, having no permanent inter- 
est in the locality, known to act merely on the defensive as far aa 
the frontier line is concerned, and the presence of which is known to be 
more or less distasteful to the community of the village in which they 
are quartered. Why, the natural rebult L, that they become an isolated 
body of men, few in numbers, and wanting even the sympathy of the 
very men wl~ose property they are placed there to protect. They can 
but ill depend for this reason on information given them, lest the object 
should be to draw them away from the quarter really threatened, and 
the result is, that they can only look out for their own safety, or act 
against the enemy, when an open aggression has taken place. 

With regard to the second point then, namely, whether we could 
adopt the native mode of holding a border or hill district, I sl~ould say 
decidedly, that we could not ; in the first place, because we would not- 
sit by and allow a system of indiscriminate retaliation and assassination 
to be carried on by men who nominally owed us allegiance, (nor should 
we, on the other hand, have a right to put a stop to it without affording 
the community in question that efficient protection which would supply 

10 



its place to them,) and secondly, because there is another reason ahicIl 
would a t  all times render it  more difficult for us to retain our illfluence 
over a village or province near which we did not quarter enough troop 
to awe it  into obellience, than it  would be fur a native Government. Our 
name is respected, even reverenced by some of the wildest and most 
refractory of these men for our known ~vish to do justice to all, and out 

known enmity to tyranny, exaction, and oppression in any sllape, while 
the power of our Goverrlment and armies is not in the least under-r;~ted 
by them, but the very kindness and consideratioll on which this favour. 
able opinion is grounded, prevents our displeasure beil~g dreaded by 
these semi-barbarous men in the way that the once provoked euinity of 

a native Government would be, we are known too well as peaceable and 
lenient., not given to severe and revengefill punishments, anxious if pos- 
sible to visit the consequences of an offence on the heads of t l ~ e  especial 
delinquents ; and lastly, prone when a certain amouiit of punishment 
has been indicted, to forget and forgive all that has happened, and let 
things go on as if the community had been a pattern of good behaviour 
from time immen~orial. All this is I believe quite opposed to the usual 
conduct of Native Governments under similar circumstances, for with 
them, when classes or individuals offended, they could never know what 
the extent of their punishment would be, when it would be inflicted, or 
wllen they could really count on the offence having been fol-gotten or 
expiated. The acinm that n Sikh never forgot or forgave an ir~jury or 
slight was given me by an officer who had served with thern the greater 
part of his life, and this principle was in  some measure put in practice 
in squaring accounts with turbulent refractory communities. If offence 
was committed, it  was pretty certain that some time or another, when it 
suited the convenience of Government, the deliilquellts would smart for 
it, and such a linowledge had naturally more effect in influencing their 
half-enlightened minds than our peace-ensuing unvilldictive mode of 
proceeding. 

The rssult of my views then is, that we can not make village com- 
munities pay us revenue and take care of themselves, and furthcr, that 
we cannot hope for much assistance from them in the task of preserving 
peace on the frontier. 

There are only two alternatives : one to farm districts to men of local 
influence, and allow them to keep up a certain body of troops on tlloir 



own terms to protect the border ; the other to occupy the whole line 
our detachments and posts, and play the whole game ourselves. 

In speaking subsequently of the Elaquah of Tank and the Western 
~ h ~ t t u c k  district, I shall have an opportunity of remarking on two 
iustances of the formar experiment which have come under my notice. 
of the latter alternative I need say but little, as the subject has been, 
and will continue to be well studied and considered by more competent 

judges What remarks i t  may appear to me worth while to offer will 
occur in writing on the border posts of the district. In thia 

Gellernl treatment of place 1 shall 1)riefly mention the general treatment 
the border tribes. I would recommend for the border tribes, premis- 
ing my remarks by saying that it  has always been my theory with 
regard to Puthans generally, that there is perhaps no class of men over 
whom a more singular influence can be obtained by an assiduous 
attention to their habits, wants, and troubles, by an officer who has 
leisure to devote to them, such leisure as Major Edwardes and myself 
had under the Resident previous to annexation, when the details of 
district management were carried on by the officials of the Sikh Govern- 
ment. Under that system we had no more interesting employment 
than to study the characters of every class of men in the district, listen 
to them, talk to them, and act as arbitrators or advisers in all their 
difficulties, and as far as my own case is concerned, I ca,n truly say that 
I have never since possessed anything like the personal influence with 
the Wuzeerees which I then had. The difficulties entailed upon me 
by accounts, and the labours attendant on first establishing new systems 
in a district, and afterwards learniug their meaning and use myself, sub- 
sequently left me neither leisure nor temper sufficient for mixing freely 
with the people, aud the result was, that I in x great measure lost the 
hold I had originally l a d  upon all classes in Buunoo, so that I possessed 
less personal influence the last year tlian the first ; but I have always 
held to the belief, that if a man have leisure to study the cllaracters of 
the men of Pultran tribes, or communities under his charge, can make 
himself acquainted with individuals and show interest in their affairs, 
knowledge of their previous history and present position, as to feuds, 

&C., that he would geuerdly be able to acquire an apparently wonderful 
amount of influence over them, and be able to control their conduct in  

great measure for good. I had, as I have said myself, a great deal of 



this influence before a~lnexatiorr, soon after that event the Wuzeerees 
and others found that I had no leisure as of yore for talking over their 
affairs, and left off corning to me, attributing the change as I heard at 

the time to the fact of our then having secured our hold on the  count^, 
and taking no further interest in their petty affairs, implying in other 
words, that our previous care and kindness had merely been exerted to 
court popu!arity on interested grounds. 

As my acquaintance with them diminished, my influence also declin- 
ed, and I attributed several of the dificlllties which subsequently 
occurred, both in Bunnoo and on the lower border, to my not having 

I 

been able to find time to interest myself in the case, and exert care and 
time in healing growing sores before they reached a dangerous pitch. 
The first thing I should recommend then is, that the oficer entrusted 
with the political management of the border tribes should as much as 
possible be left free to move about among the people, and if I may use 
the expression, waste some time in receiving them and talking over their 
affairs, and apparently interesting himself in matters of merely ephe- 
meral importance, but which his having been a party to may on some 
other more important occasion greatly increase his influence. This sort 
of exertion can only be expected from a man whose mind is at  ease about 
other district affairs, at  least the man who could do it in the half hour 
spared him from accounts, magisterial duties, and other pressing matters, 
must be differently constituted from myself, though I would yield to 
]lone in the hearty wish to make all dependant on me contented and 
comfortable ; I am confident, however, that nothing will so far further 
the ends of Government as this, ensuring that the political officer have 
leisure to study the men and tribes on his border, for the rest he must 
act to the best of his judgment, be kind and considerate without being 
ostentatiously conciliatory, treat the Government demands whatever they 
may be as a black necessity over which he has no control, but to meet 
which he is anxious in a private way to assist all parties to the utmost of 
his ability; he must be firm in not losing sight of offenders till they 
have formally appeared in court. He should carefully avoid rough 
over-bearing language, and never threaten more than he intends to 

perform, for if the fulfilment fall short of the promise, no class of men 
will more acutely compare the two, and draw an inferecce from the 
result which may finally lead them on to their own ruin ; change of 



PfJV ose or a dis~osition to relent on the p r t  of the managing 
having been mistaken for weakness in himself or his Government. 
~ b o v e  all should the officer turn a studiously deaf ear to all hints or 
mggestions of the necessity or expediency of providing by money &l- 
lowance or otherwise, for individuals or classes on the border, on the 
Ecore that they may otherwise give trouble. If ever such an arrange- 
ment be really expedient, which is not often the case, it should come 
from the officer himself after a most careful and leisurely consideration 
of the case. I am certainly an advocate for making leading characters, 
who are our own ryots, comfortable, but even this should be cautiously 
set about, and come as a spontaneoris act on the part of the civil officer, 
but suggestions of the propriety of pensioning and providing for indivi- 
duals or classes who have no interest in the soil, and no claim of long 
standing on Government, should not be listened to for one moment. I 
have not much to pride myself on in my administration of the district, 
but one thing does yield me satisfactory reflection, and that is, that 
though it was rny fate to pass through a period of considerable turmoil 
and difficulty in the district, in only one instance, namely, that of 
Swahn Khan, did I advocate a grant of money to an individual or class 
of doubtful fealty, and the boon I obtained for Swahn Khan was in 
accordance with a promise made to him by my predecessor ;* but I have 
on every occasion quietly but firmly resisted every attempt to obtain 
money allowances or undue advantages for doubtful or turbulent charac- 
ters like Munzur Khan of the Hatty Khail, Kutal Khan, Sheoranee, 
and others, though they were frequently made. 

Several requests were   referred by the Thul Wuzeerees, to be made 
custodians of the Luttummur road, receiving of course an allowance 
from Government for the duty, but I always steadily resisted any pro- 
position of the sort, knowing the evils to which it would inevitably lead, 
and though the Thul road has always caused much anxiety and trouble, 
specially when it became necessary to forward kafilahs of supplies by i t  
to the detachments of the Khuttuck country, it has still, I am sure, given 
h9 annoyance than if to save the necessity of constant care in the 

This grant was, however, in every way appropriate to S~vahn Khsn, the leading man 
of the Ruzeeree clan in Bunnoo, possessor of considerable lands himself, and agent for the 
Government roveoue on the extellsive cultivation af his clansmen. He hts, moreover, alwajm 
ben a loyal and w f u l  subject. 



matter of escorts, etc., I had thrown its protection into the hands of the 
Wuzeerees. 

Kutal Khan Sheoranee had failed for the second or third time in an 
attempt to negociate an arrangement of the sort, by which, according to 
his own proposal, he was to receive an allowance, and his son be enter- 
tained as an officer of horsemen, and earn both advantages by keepillg 
his clansmen in order, 11721en he made his last raid illto the Governinent 
lands, and inet his death by the hanil of Gholam Allee Khan Kholnchee, 
Had ICutal Khan lived I have no doubt but that he would have given a 

good deal of trouble, arid characters like him who cannot get paid to be 
quiet, will doubtless do the same to the best of their power ; but nothing 
that they can do will be as injurious to the interests of Government, as 
the admission of the system of allowancing men who have no immediate 
connectioil with the soil would be, specially as it  has not hitherto exist- 
ed in the district. I do not consider the case of the ~il la~ges under the 
Sheoranee llills, which still pay a certain share of the produce to bhe 
Sheoraaees, an exceptiou to this as that is by an old arrangement a 
remnant of border politics, when cultivators of the plain wished to brealr 
up land urlder the hills, the procluce of which they knew perfectly well 
that neither their own strength, that of their village, nor the name of a 
distant and in such matters indiflerent Government could protect from 
violence on the part of their neighbours in the hills. I n  such a case, 
as also in allowm~cing men not our immediate ryots, I would always 
permit long existing custom to  weigh strongly in favour of a continu- 
ance of the provision ; what I would always deprecate is the originating 
of any fresh grants of the kind. 

As part of this subject 1 would advise that no overtures from 
individuals beyond our border be entertained. The orders of Govern- 
ment have been issued with reference to such cornmunications from 
members of foreign governments, but they might not be considered to 
extend to petty chiefs, heads of tribes, etc. ; but as J have said before, 
I would strongly advise that any communications of the sort should be 
at once civilly but unfavourably answered. During my residence in the 
district, the Toree Bungush, the Sahebzadah of Khoht, the Kaneegorum 
and Shingee Wuzeerees, and Kutal Khan Sheoranee, have made distinct 
overtures of the kind alluded to, and to one and all I have always 
returned the same answer, namely, that I was gratified to  hear of their 



kindly disposition towards my Govrmlnent, &c. ; that they were of 
m"rEe free to come and go with otllcrs in the country, and that I should 
$,va~s be glad to see and talk with them if they came to visit me, 
but beyond that their lands and position being without our border, tlrere 
could be no connection or communication between us. 

These advances are entirely in accordance with ordinary native policy, 
the object being, I believe, in some instances, merely to obtain a friendly 
answer froin the English officer, to be shown on some future occasion 

to the leaders of an English army if the conntry should fa11 into 
our hands; in others, to prepare the way for the eternal request for 
a pension or money-allowance, which an Afghan can make without the 
remotest shadow of a claim from past services rendered, or any clear 
prospect of future ones to come. The effect of all such communications 
with men beyond our border is bad, unsettling the minds of our 
neighbours generally, and inclining them to doubt the sincerity of our 
assertions, that we have no wish to advance our border line, while it  would 
no doubt have a tendency to render the Crtbul Government suspicious and 
uneasy, and make it cast about for ways of annoying us which it  would 
otherwise not think of employing. One expedient of the sort which is 
within its reach, and would cost but litt.le expense or trouble, I mill 
mention, for instance, and that is by commissioning mischievous characters 
to stir up the border tribes against us ; for strange as it  nlay seern, the 
Cabul Government, though utterly unable to control these tribes for 
good, could a t  any time find a heap of idle hands ready tro join in 

 project,^ of mischief, for little more than the love of the thing. So, 
in my opinion, the less we have to do with even empty complimentary 
communications with individuals or classes in the hills the better, 
as supposing it possible we could be induced to attempt serious intrigue, 
we shoulci fincl the to all appearance weak influence of the Cabul 
Governllle~~t more than we could cope wit11 anlong these very tribes that 
have time out of mind repudiated its authority. 

1 must briefly notice the matter of apprehension of offenders where 
they belong to border tribes or village communities of doubtful loyalty, 
and with regard to such cases, 1 have always follo~ved the plan of making 
the seizures direct. I a t  first tried to make use of Swahn Khan and the 
other ihillicks in such matters, bnt soon found it  was of no use depend- 

on them, ancl ratllcr foresaw that in the end it would lead to the 



Mullicks themselves getting into trouble and perhaps being obliged to f l ~  
to the hills. The fact is that the Mullicks and influential men of 
tribes could not and would not face the obloquy and enmity which would 
be entailed upon them by their becoining the means of delivering up 
members of the family to justice, and rather than do it  they would 
(when the Civil Officer rejected the whole train of ingenious excuses of 
the delinquent having fled to the hills or taken refuge in another 
tribe, &C.,) remove bodily to their ready refuge in all difficulties, their 
mountain home, and give up all connection with Bunnoo ; and thus 
Government would lose g o ~ d ,  useful, and respectable subjects, and the 
civil officer be not one whit nearer the attainment of his object, namely, 
the apprehension of the original offenders. The best plan then I believe 
to be, for the officer to ascertain in his own way as nearly as he can, 
where the man sought or some member of his family is, and either take 
or send a party of horse under an intelligent officer sufficient to overawe 
resistance and seize the parties, the real offender if possible, if not, some 
of their relatives, or one or more men of the tribe to which he belongs, 
When the latter alternative, which is however if possible to be avoided, is 
adopted, the relatives of the captured parties will generally either force the 
real defendant to s~irrender himself, or point out where he really is, so aa 
to enable the G ~vernment officer to lay hands on him. 1 have never known 
this mode of proceeding opposed or obstructed by the Mullicks, on the 
contrary, I have ofter1 made efficient use of them by layinghands on them 
on the spot, and making them point out the offenders sought or their re- 
lations ; this they can do, then, as they appear to their fellows to be 
under constraint and una11le to help thernselves. It must, however, be 
remembered, that there is always some danger of resistance, and a scene. 
ensuing such as occurred between Major Edwardes' party and the Nassurs. 
The approach to a kirree should be made unexpectedly but not toorapidly 
so as to create alarm, and the main strength of the party should be halted 
a t  a little distance in good order, ready for action, and clear of the first. 
confusion that moulcl ensue if resistance were attempted. If a native 
officer be employed it  should be one of known sense and intelligence, ac- 
quainted with Pooshtoo and Puthans. I almost invariably went about 
these matters myself, and have never experienced any difficulty ; on some 
occasions when I was not present evasion and insolence and in one 
instance resistance was shown, which of course necessitated more serious 



meMuren subsequently to punish the parties. If the Ellropean officer b 

P all know well that there can be no mistake in the matter, and, 
that what is required will be done without taunt or roughnes, while all 
are a160 well aware of the serious consequences that must ensue if thc im- 
mediate ruler be resisted. 

I shall conclude these remarks on the treatment I would recommend 
for the border tribes by declaring myself a decided advocate for allowing 
the men of the hills to mix freely with all classes in the plain, cultivate 
lands in the plain district wherever they possess them, attend our markets, 
&c. I have seen the best possible effects from the system, and though it 
involves some difficulties and drawbacks, I feel certain that the eventual 
result will be far more satisfactory to us than if we were to attempt to 
effect a separation between the classes of the hills and plains, and confine 
the former tlo their mountain homes ; far better that they should wander 
through our well-stocked bazaars, talk with strange merchants, acquire a 
taste for clean clothes, roofed houses, and sweetmeats, and experience the 
advantages of a warm market themselves, by finding a ready sale for their 
own cattle, tobacco, and other hill produce, than that they should be shut 
up in the hills to gaze on the luxuriant but indifferently protected vallies 
of the plain, and with no better employment than to plan highway 
robbery and assassination, if not more active hostility. The argu- 
ments against allowing the hill men free access to the plains are 
first, that it gives them the vast advantage I have before noticed of 
acquiring accurate information concerning localities, and all transactions, 
in the plain below them ; and further, that it affords such facilities to bad 
characters of all sorts, whether really belonging to the hills or not, for 
carrying out plans of highway robbery or revengeful assassination, for the 
Wuzeerees and other strangers being allowed free access to the country, 
every crime that is committed is conveniently attributed tothem, and the 
general difliculties of detection in criminal cases are thereby much in- 
creased. These are I allow great evils, but though they can I believe be 
truly traced to the cause mentioned, still I am not of opinionthat it would 
be remedied by an attempt to exclude the classes of the hills fiom all 
intercourse with the plains. It will be very long before we shall esh- 

blisba frontier line that could not be passed by individuals or small 
parties night or day, and an attempt to make outside barbarians of the 
mass of men inhabiting the hill4 would make literally thousands of men 
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j~llo now pursue peaceful avocations our active enemies, while at  present 
we have only to deal with gangs of evil-disposed men recruited frequent- 
ly from both hills and plains. It is, however, useless to discuss this 
question with reference to the Bunnoo valley, where, as you are aware, the 
Wuzeerees have good valid claims to the soil, and a t  one season of the 
year form nea,rly a fifth of the population, and are so mixed up with the 
classes of the plain that it  would be impossible to separate them by a,ny 
method short of a general ejection from rights and possessions of many 
years standing, and such as we have formally recognized. 

The measure alluded to might be more feasible on the Tank and 
Sheoranee border, but would there also be, in my opinion, far from ex- 
pedient. It is by all means our policy to employ the hill men, secure the 
means of observing them and becoming acquainted with their habits, 
mode of thinking, &C., and lastly, to do all in our power to soften their 
manners and dispositions by bringing them constantly in contact with a 
more advanced state of civilization than their own, and the accornplish- 
ment of all these objects is best to be hoped for from allowing them to 
come and go freely, and if they fancy it, settle in our territories. 

My recommendations are very pacific a ~ l d  conciliatory you will 
perceive. I am aware of it, and they will be so throughout. Violence 
and coercion are a t  times most necessary and beneficial, but they should 
be resorted to only when other means have failed. The less blood shed 
the better chance there will be of peaceful amalgamation, and the growth 
of a friendly good understanding. I t  is also partly from prudent motives 
that 1 recommend a cautious, mild, but firm line of conduct as the one 
best calculated to  ensure us against sudden and injurious retrogressions 
in the game, zvllich though a petty one, not materially affecting the 
~afe ty  or even general tranquillity of our possessions, is yet difficult and 
important in its way. 

I must refer you to two reports of mine, one on the Wuzeerees of 
The Wuzeeree tribe on Bunnoo, and the other on the frontier line gene- 

the Bunnoo border. rally, written in March, 1850, copies of which you 
will filid in your office, for a full history of the conduct of the 
various sections of the Wuzeeree tribe connected with Bunnoo, from 
the period of our occupation of the valley up to the date of the 
letters in question. I n  them you will find a fully detailed account 
of the nature of our quarrel with the Omerzye Wuzeerees, and portions 



,$the Hatty Khail and Mohamed Khail tribes ; I shall here notice the 

ge nerd conduct of the sections and individuals subsequent to that date, 
J mention the present position and prospects of each, briuging such 
indiridds to your notice for their good or bad qualities, as it 
may appear to me advisable that you should be made acquainted 

with. 
I should first remark that I have a considerable respect and liking for 

the Wuzeeree character, the distinguishing features of which are very 
much what they were forty years ago, when Mr. Elphinstone wrote of 
them as he states, " on hearsay"-"They are remarkable for their peace- 
able conduct among themselves, and have neither wars between clans 
nor much private dissension. Though they are notorious plunderers 
the smallest escort secures a traveller a hospitable reception throughout 
the whole tribe. . . . Their manners are haughty and their voices 
loud and commanding, but they are gentle and good-tempered in their 
intercourse with their guests and with each other. Such is their veracity, 
that if there is a dispute about a stray goat, and one party will say it is his 
and confirm his assertion by stroking his beard, the other instantly gives 
it up without suspicion of fraud." Though Major Edwardes has taken 
exception to this last paragraph, I should say that altogether nothing 
co~ild be more truthful than these passages. The Wuzeerees are un- 
doubtedly the most unanimous of all the Afghan tribes that we are 
acquainted with ; they never quarrel among themselves, safe-guards are 
always respected by them, and though as Mr. Elphinstone says, prover- 
bially addicted to plundering ; I have known large bodies of them live 
from one year's end to another without falling into any impropriety of 
the kind ; and with regard to their veracity, as the quotation given above 
merely extends to their conduct to one another, and as every quarrel 
among them is settled by arbitration and discussion, and as I never heard 
a Wuzeeree complain of another Wuzeeree having robbed or defrauded 
him, I consider the eulogy in a great degree correct and deserved, the 
possession of such an extent of virtue would not ho~vever make it incum- 
bent on them to adhere to truth in their dealings with Bunnoochees, 
Rhuttucks or the Government Officials, the duties towards such being 
quite another affair in Wuzeeree ethics. 

The Wuzeeree tribe is nomadic, depending chiefly for srlpport on flocks 
and herbs which a felv indivitluals of the family can watch, and such 



being the case, that is, there being in every kirree* so many musculv 
lusty hands unemployed, it has always been a matter of some surprise 
me that they do not prove more mischievous than they are wont to : it 
is, if it were not that in Bunnoo they find more active employment than 
elsewhere, in the salt trade, carrying fuel to market for sale, and working 
on their lands, we should probably find them more troublesome than we 
do ; but take them for all, in all they are a fine race of men, prone to 
plunder and careless about blood-shedding, it may be but bold, plain- 
spoken, true to their friends, and not usually treacherous in their mode 
of prosecuting hostility to their enemies, for men in this aboriginal state 
must not be too severely judged for using assassination of individuals as 
a regular means of warfare, as in their eyes it is no more than harassing 
an army by cutting up its straggling parties or shooting its videttes. 
I never remember tto have heard of a Wuzeeree, or body of Wuzeerees, 
enticing an enemy into their power by false overtures and then wreaking 
their vengeance on him, nor of their undertaking to guide or guard a 
man or kafilah-f. through their country and then falling on it ; I wish I 
could say as much in either case for the Bunnoochees or other Afghan 
tribes of my acquaitltance who pretend to higher civilization, and who 
would speak of the Wuzeerees as ignorant savages, or as the often used 
expression is animals. 

The Wuzeerees are numerically on a par with the Afreedees,but there 
is no comparison whatever between their characters. When a Wuzeeree 
lets blood, there is generally either some semi-political object or private 
revenge at the bottom of it, and they do not usually rob or murder 
strangers ; but an Afreedee has so natural a relish for violence, that no 
clear prospect of gain and permanent advantage is sufficient to ensure 
his keeping his hands off a traveller when he arrives at that unexception- 
able spot in the old family durrah, where wayfaring parties have usually 
been dealt with the opportunity, locality, the ravishing edge of his 
choora, and the prospect of taking something in the shape of property by 
violence, form temptations which gome of the more elderly characters 
who have had their day and sown their wild oats might be able to resist, 
but which few young Afreedees would be likely to struggle against suc- 
cessfully. Now the character of the Wuzeeree animal as a Cabulee or 
Peshawuree would not scruple to call him is quite opposed to this. I 

K i ~ ~ e e  is ct camp of black tents. + Caravan. 



brve several instances where my own subordinates had acquired 
such perfect confidence in the good faith of the Wuzeereeq that they 
were ~illing to go any where among them on the mfeyard of the 
pullicks. Among the men now with you, Nourung Khan Gundapore ; 
Deen Mahomed Khan, one of Gholam Huseun Khan's retainers ; Sultan 
Muhmood Khan, Thannadar and Rozee Khan, a retainer of the Emkhail 
Khan's, have at  times been thus employed. Major Edwardes' old spy, 
Nizamudeen, whom you may remember by name, used to live for weeks 
together with the Bukkee KLail Wuzeerees when I was pressing them 
for revenue ; I sometimes remonstrated with him on the risk to his throat 
incurred by the proceeding, but he always replied that he could fully 
trust the safeguard of the Mullicks, and so I believe he could. 

A more singular instance perhaps was, that Bazeed Khan, the main 
cause of the Omerzye quarrel, and whose life they have often sworn to 
take, went several times into the hills and stayed there for some days at  
a time, discussing the feud with the Omerzyes and other Wuzeerees. 

The loud talking alluded to by Mr. Elphinstone, which is a perfectly 
correct trait, is the quality I should be most inclined to object to in the 
Wuzeeree character ; there is no denying that they are inclined to be 
boastful and rough in council, but for this allowances must be made, when 
we consider that until we came in contact with them in Bunnoo, they 
had never paid revenue to any Government and have never been any- 
thing but what they still are in their own hills, a thoroughly independent 
body of between twenty and thirty thousand fighting-men at  peace 
among themselves, and at  war with some of the strongest tribes in the 
country. I remember a characteristic story illustrating the estimation in 
which the Wuzeeree spirit of independance has always been held in 
Afghanistan, which was told me by one of the young Bareckzye Sirdars, 
which was to the effect that one of the kings of Cabul having had an 
argument with one of his officers about the Wuzeeree character, the 
officer maintaining that the spirit of independence was too strongly im- 
planted in them to admit of their ever submitting to Government, was 
resolved to try the experiment, and either summoned or captured a 
Wuzeeree chief and had him brought before him when sitting in full 
durbar in great state and circunlstance ; the king desired the Wuzeeree 
to make formal and final submission to Government, which the other 
confounded by all hc saw, for the first time in his life, accordingly did, 



and was removed for the time, the king proceeding to twit the officer of 

state on his mistaken views of the case ; the  officer confessed himself sur- 
prised but begged that the king would on another occasion call the man 
in and make him repeat his professions, standing on some of the soil of 
his native hills, to which the king consented, and some soil from tile 
mountains of the tribe having been procured and placed on the spot 
where the prisoner would stand to repeat his submission, the result was 
that he broke out into open rebellious language, and bearded the  king in 
the middle of his court ; the fiction is significant and somewhat poetical. 
I have heard many stories sl~pposed to illustrate the charge of barbarism 
in religion, &C., freely made by the more polished Afghans against the 
Wuzeerees, and to which I have before alluded : one I remember was of 
a Wuzeeree, who, after an earthquake, said that he really now had some 
idea that there was a God, since he had seen him shake so much earth at 
once. Mr. Elphinstone tells a story of a Wuzeeree joining in cotlversation 
in the middle of his prayers. I have heard another somewhat to the 
same effect, of a Wuzeeree who, when engaged in his devotions, heard the 
alarm cry, that a kafilah of merchants was approaching, upon which he 
left his prayers, went and joined in the attack and plunder of the kafilah, 
and returning with his share of the booty, entered the mosque and com- 
pleted the unfinished balance of his prayers. Some of the by-standers, who 
were much scandalized by this conduct, reproved him sharply for it, asking 
how he could dare to leave his prayers for so unhallowed a purpose, and 
then return and finish them ; he replied that he had been instructed that 
it was not good to pray when you had any worldly care or matter on 
your mind, and if by chance you found i t  impossible to prevent your 
thoughts dwelling on it, i t  was better to leave your prayers for the time, 
go and get the worldly matter settled, and then return with an uudistract- 
ed mind to your devotions. Now in his own case he said, that do what 
he would, he could not have helped thinking of the kafilah, and therefore 
he had deemed it advisable to go and clear scores with that before finish- 
ing his prayers. The veneration for zearuts or holy shrines is common to 
all Afghans-the tomb of a holy man is a blessing to its neighbourhood, 
all property placed near it  is safe from theft, travellers encamping near it 
are safe from injury, and even the avenger of blood must spare his victim 
if he take refuge a t  the z e a r u t i n  fact the more thickly the bodies of 
wints are sown about in a wild and troubled neighbourhood, the more 



fereil)le does it become to travel or reside in it. It wm I believe to your 
brotller that a Fukeer in the Derah district said that syuds and holy 
men did not fancy travelling in the Wuzeeree country, as they (the 
wuzeerees) were in the habit of killing them to make shrines of them. 
1 the idea because i t  is humorous and of a piece with the unfa- 
vourable stories I have above related, but I reject the whole charge 
contained in this latter story as a gross libel against the Wuzeerees. 

It was undoubtedly a terribie fall in  life for the Wuzeerees, being 
obliged to submit to have their lands measured and then pay away a, 

fixed share of the produce to Government, and I occasionally conceded to 
them the privilege of talking loud as some slight indemnification for the 
annoyance. The Mullicks and leading men who were in the habit of 
visiting me, however, had become much less rough and uncouth, both in 
manners and appearance, than they were a t  first. In  the matter of Cress 
indeed the change that has taken place among the mushirs or leading 
men of the Wuzeeree tribes since we first came in contact with them is 
very and promises well for the future. When a man becomes 
in some measure careful about his dress, i t  is a sign that he feels that he 
has a certain position in civilized society to fill and dress up to, and he 
will therefore always have an assailable point when the duties and quali- 
ties of that grade are the subject of discussion. With regard to this you 
will find it a good plan if the Mullicks do not come cleanly dressed to see 
you, to put them on the ground or stone floor, while others in better garb 
are allowed a rug or carpet. I have known the best effects from a little 
discipline of this kiud ; a man thus made the laughing stock (for such is 
the effect) of his fellows will always take care to come better dressed the 
next time. 

One other fact connected with my general mode of dealing with the 
Wuzeerees I may mention here, though from difference of constitution, 
manner, &C., you may not think the hint of any importance to yourself. 
Hajor Edwardes bequeathed to me the  custom of receiving the Wuzeeree 
Mullicks in large bevies headed by Swahn Khan or some chief of influ- 
ence among them, they were allowed to sit round the tent or room in a 
ring much ss they would at one of their own cauncils, and any order that 
w~ given or proposal made was fully discrlssed as in their own Jirgah, 
and the heads of each tribe proceeded to deliver their opinions on the 
point at issue, and if opposed to the proposition to argue the matbr  with 



the presiding officer with all the ingenuity and acuteness, sllarponed by 
long ~ractice in such discussions, which they possess. This was all very 
well with Major Edwardes, who could always hold his own in the debate 
and turn the argument, or failing that, the laugh against the best orators 
of the kizhdee,+ but I was more easily non-plused and confounded by 
some of their very home arguments, retorts, queries, &C., and surrounded 
by numerous indifferent or not over well affected spectators, wh9 rather 
enjoyed the joke, I have at  times found that the Wuzeeree conclave had 
the best of it. I aiso observed, that though there was much talking there 
was little business done on these occasions, and also that men like Swahn 
Khan and others, who were willing enough to work for Government at 
other times, always sided ostentatiously with their countrymen on these 
occasions, and lived in a perfect halo of applause from them for the trrlly 
noble and Wuzeeree sentiments of which they delivered themselves, the 
same being entirely in opposition to their every-day language, to the 
interests of Government, and to the real interests of their tribesmen, as 
being calculated to impede the great object in view, namely, to induce 
the whole family to bow quietly to the yoke, and prevent by orderly good 
conduct the necessity of resuming their lands and ejecting them from 
their grazing grounds. For these reasons, though myself liking the 
principle of receiving them in bodies, and hearing all they had to say, 
I found it more advisable to summon the heads of each section at 
a time, tell them what was wanted, receive their opinions, and either 
direct the thing to be done at once or dismiss them with the intention of 
consulting others first. In  this way I found that I encountered less 
opposition to reforms, and arrived a t  the opinions of all parties 
unobscured by oratory with more rapidity. 

As an instance of their natural quickness in reply, I shall conclude 
with relating an answer that I received on one occasion myself from a 
Wuzeeree Mullick at  one of their Jirgahs. Part of the council had 
requested leave to say their prayers which had been granted, and they 
were performing their devotions in the verandah of the tent, while 
I carried on a dusultory conversation with the remainder. Looking 
at the men praying, I said to the chief, that it was a pity that men who 
were so particular in their religious observances should be so careless 

* The black tent in which the Wuzeerees live. 



some of the cardinal virtues advocated by all religiond, such m 

speak ing the truth, SO that the very men who were then on their knees 
rnuld presently come before me and not scruple to attempt to deceive me 
&bout their crops, revenue, &c. The Mullick replied immediately, that i t  

be so; I was no doubt correct, there was probably some radical de- 
ht in their religious conduct, as God had thought fit to confer a Hakim* 
on them after so many ages of independence. 

The Wuzeerees connected with Bunnoo may be divided into two 

General conduct of the 
classes, namely, those who cultivate on the Northern 

terione sections of the side and Thul, and those settled on the South- 
trih. Western border ; the former are the Ahmedzye 
family, the latter are Othmanzyes. The chief tribes of the Ahmedzya 
are as follows : The Hattee Khail, Soodun Khail, Mohmund Khait, 
Beezund Khail, Sirkee Khail, Omerzye, Paenduh Khail, and Bodeen 

since ol,r ,,oocupation Khail of these the Omerzyes are at present ejected 
of the vde;. from Bunnoo, and their lands are sown for Govern- 
ment. The original cause of quarrel you will be well acquainted 
with from the account of it given - in my former Report, since the 
writing of which the O~nerzj-es have several times made overtures 
with a view of obtaining rardon for their offences, and permission 
to return to their lands, but though I have in accordance with instruc- 
tions received from the Board of Administration on such ocwionrs, 
prescribed what might be considered under the circumstances lenient 
terms for them, they have never been able to agree among themselves 
about accepting them. The terms I was empowered after reference to 
offer to them, were to pay a fine, restore plundered property, and give 
good security for future good conduct. For a long time the Omerzyes 
had a number of their tribe prisoners in our hands, these were men that 
were aeized on the day that they as a tribe absconded to the bills. I t  
was part of the terms offered them, that when they had fulfilled the pro- 
posed articles the prisoners should be released, but owing to want of 
unanimity, they were unable to raise the proposed fine 700 rupees at once 
while at the same time I was aware that the relations of the majority of 
the prisoners were ready to pay their share of the fine ; I therefore, as it 
was an object to us too to get rid of them, divided the amount of fine 

* A Goverubr, meaning " to nul~jject them to  a, Government.* 
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over the eleven prisoners, and gave notice to the Omerzyes, that on the 
required eleventh share of 700 rupees being paid for any of the prisoners, 
he would be released. This was gradually accomplished for all but one 
man, whose friends were not I suppose prepared to ransom him. At any 
rate his case was still unsettled when the Omerzyes, in November 1850, 
banded with the Mihsood Wuzeerees, and made an attack on the outpost 
in the Shoranee tuppahs, and were driven back from it with considerable 
hss, since which the unhappy prisoner has remained in hopeless imprison- 
ment. On a subsequent occasion, when the Omerzyes again sued for 
terms, I put their fine at  the amount of the remaining sum due for the 
last hostage, the rest having in fact been realized, but at  the same time 
refused to receive his ransom, unless it was the distinct wish of the tribe 
to obtain pardon, make peace, and give security for the future. The fact 
is that the Omerzyes suffer very heavy pecuniary loss yearly by being out 
of possession of their Bunnoo lands, besides losing the advantages of a 
grazing ground on the Thul, and the power of trading in our markets. I 
shouId recommend that they be allowed to make their peace on any fit- 
ting occasion when they may again sue for terms, and that Government 
should not be too hard with them in the matter of terms, and I should 
also recommend that the first opportunity be taken for releasing 
the prisoner still in our hands. The Omerzyes have certainly not made 
a very good thing of their opposition to Government, having lost 
about 3,000 rupees yearly by their crops, and having had a considerable 
number of men killed and wounded since the commencement of 
hostilities. 

The Omerzyes number about three hundred men, The chief Mullicks 
of the tribe are, Meer Sullam, Muddut, Mehrab, Mangh, Atul, &c. ; 

their lands are as you are aware chiefly in Bazeed Khan's tuppah, near 
the new post in front of the Goomuttee pass ; they also possessed a 
portion of the Sudarawan tract bordering on the Jhundoo Khail tuppah. 

The two Spirkye tribes of Soodan Khail and Mohmund Khail, 
numbering together about one thousand men, have continued to behave 
well, especially the former, which has never given any trouble. Swahn 
Khan may be said to be the head of the Soodan Khail, though he is really 
only the Mullick of a small section of the tribe, but being the most 
influential Wuzeeree in Bunnoo, he naturally heads the whole family of 
Soodan Khail, and has always kept them in admirable order. I have 



full opinion of Swahn Khan in my former Report, and have seen 6 
,o~so n  to change it ; he is a t  present I think thoroughly disposed to be 
loyal &nd content with what he has received 

A pad of the Mohmund Khail under Ulxnur Khan were concerned 
in the first attack on the Shoranee tuppahs as described in my first 
Report; the rest of the tribe have behaved well, paid their revenue 
regolarly, and refrained from plundering. Khanee Khan brother of 
Poorsil Khan, formerly head of the tribe, may be looked upon as the 
leading man of the Mohlnund Khail ; he is a shrewd, intelligent indivi- 
dud, of quiet insinuating address, not a safe mm, but very useful, and at 
times active in the Government interests ; he has several times given me 
good useful information when attacks were threatened from the hi& . 

The Hattee Khail is a strong and important tribe, numbering one 
thousand men, and occupying a rather distant position from our head- 
quarters a t  Bunnoo, which makes them more difficult to control. 
The Hattee Khail cultivate lands on the Thul under the Burghonutto 
and Chushmeh springs, and also in the neighbourhood of Joor. Their 
grazing grounds extends from Burghonuttoo on the one side to near 
Zerkye in the Khuttuck range on the opposite side of the valley. 
The Hattee Khail employ themselves very much in the salt trade, and 
are not by any means an ill-disposed tribe generally, but they have so 
many idle hands, that it is not wonderful that some mischievous characters 
should be found among them, but their misdeeds are generally confined to 
cattle-stealing. The chief Mullicks of the tribe me Azeem Khan, 
Belluch Khan, Heibut, Sullor, Zumturrah, Munzur, Shumadee Khojah 
-Meer, &c. 

Azeem Khan is the most influential and useful man of the number, 
and though a wild rough brigand of a fellow, he has on many occasions 
shown a decided good-will towards Government, and has made himself 
actively useful in collecting Government revenue, settling disputes, &c. 

Belluch is a quiet man, well disposed, but of little influence. Khojah 
Meer is a bold, shrewd, energetic little man, but too much occupied with 
his quarrels with the Powioduhs to attend to the Government affairs, and 
this leads me to notice a very difficult class of case, which you will not 
uafrequently have brought before you, namely, where Powinduh Inerchants 
come into court and claim camels ss their property, which are a t  the 
time standing in Wuzeeree kirrees. In these eases I have always refuscd 



to listen to any claim which was not founded on the fact of the camele 
having been stolen from the Powinduhs, when encamped within our 
territory. The Powinduhs and Wuzeerees as all the world knows are 
bitter enemies, and being both powerful tribes there is little to choose 
between then1 as to who oppresses and who is oppressed, it is not therefore 
fair to allow the Powinduhs the use of the law in obtaining redress 
for loss inflicted on them in fair warfare in the hills. I had a case 
of this sort before me a short time before I left, in which the Mull& 
above mentioned, Khojah Meer, was the defendant. I n  the course of the 
enquiry, I was pressing him rather hard to make some restitution t o  tile 
Powinduhs, saying that he ought to be ashamed to make so much ado 
about a few head of camels, when I had seen about three hundred head of 
cilnlels his own property in his kirree only the year before. He looked up 
quietly and said, " Ah, you saw those camels, did you not ? a fine lot ; 
well, I have not ten of them left, the rest are all standing in the Powin- 
duh kirrees." Under the restriction laid down, the plaintiffs always take 
care to declare that the camels were stolen within the Government limits, 
and the test for ascertaining the correctness of this assertion is to enquire 
whether notice was given at  the nearest Thannah or outpost at the time 
of the loss, a question which can always be cleared up by reference to the 
Thannahdar's diary, or the officer in charge of the post. Munzur Khan 
of the Hattee Khail formerly owned the land under the little chushmee 
on the Thul, where he had a small mud fort; this Mullick never came in 
either to Major Edwardes or myself, but fearing to remain in the coun- 
try relinquished his land on the Thul and removed to the hills behind 
the Chunghozeh pass, where he has always since lived, assisting occssion- 
ally in the attacks made on the Government lands, but he has not moved 
a t  all for a long time now, and like the Omerzyes he has, I fancy, rather 
wearied of a game from which no profit but considerable injury was to be 
reaped. 

The lands of the Sirkee Khail tribe are in  the neighbourhood of Joor. 
You will find an account in my first Report of the offence committed by 
this tribe in conjunction with part of the Hattee Khail, in the first year 
of our occupation, and of the fine levied on them in consequence ; since 
that period they have behaved well; they number about two hundred 
nand fifty men ; the chief Mullicks are La11 Meer and Murwut, the former 
is an intelligent and tolerably well disposed man. 



The Paenduh Khail and Bodean Khail arc two small tribes that have 
al,mys acted implicitly under Swahn Khan's orders, The head man 
of the Paenduh K h d  is Zuwer, and that of the Bodeen Khail, 
LIlghmro, The lands of these two tribes are mixed up with those of the 
Spirkye on the Dhummye Thul. 

The Beezund Khail is a very well behaved respectable tribe. The 
chief Mullicks are Sullat and Shaikh Peob ; the Beezund Khail aim culti- 
vate some land in a valley within the hills called Peeng, which lies fo the 
north of the Goornuttee pass between that and Bhurghonuttoo, but 
this we have of course no concern This tribe has never joined in any 
xt of opposition to Government, and I have always looked upon them 
r a very respectable body of men. 

The above are the Ahmedzye tribes. I have not thought i t  necessary 
to give the minor divisions of each tribe, because they are fully detailed 
in my former Report. 

The Othmanzyes, whoselands and grazing groundslieon the South- West- 
em border of Bunnoo, are divided into two large tribes, the Bukkee Khail 
numbering one thousand men, and the Janee Khail about four hundred. 

The Bukkee Khail have some land on the left bank of the Tochee 
River, on the very edge of the Bunnochee cultivation ; they have also a 
considerable tract of cultivation on the right bank of the Tochee, and their 
grazing grounds extend from the Great Baram water-course opposite the 
Mundee Koneh pass into Dour, to the lands of the Jaoee Khail, neat 
Walee. 

The Bukkee Khail have always been an excessively well behaved.tribe ; 
have always paid their revenue regularly, and have not only refrained 
from theft and plunder themselves, but have always refused a road to the 
evil disposed through their kirrees. There are three minor sub4ivisiona 
of the Bukkee Kbail, which, as they are a good deal separated from one 
another, I shall mention distinctly, namely, the Tukhtee Khail, whose 
lands lie on the edge of the Meree tuppahs on the North bank of the 
Tochee, and round the Tochee outpost, and below it opposite the Nudun 
Tuppah on t b  South bank. The chief Mullicks of the section are Dud- 
dur, son of Khanazad, deceased, Jan Bahadoor, or as he is urnally called, 
Jan Buddur and Adil Shah. Duddur is a particularly respectable, well 
behaved mm, as his father was before him ; the other two are also good 
useful men. The Surdee Khail is the second sub-division ; their lands lie 



in the centre of the large Thul between tlie Tochee outpost and the Janee 
Khail lands. The chief Mullick is a Sirdar, a good man, active and useful, 
but not possessing much authority in the tribe. Reza Khan has influ- 
ence, but is not much disposed to use it for good. Wuzeer, of whom I do 
not know much, and Ghasseem, not a very fine character, who has been 
deprived of all power by Sirdar and the rest of the tribe. 

The third division is the Nurmee Khail, whose lands join those of the 
Surdee Khail ; the chief Mullicks are Nowaz Khan and Tazee Khan, the 
first is the only one that I am at all acquainted with, and he has always 
conducted himself well. 

When I say that the Bukkee Khail have never given trouble, I use an 
incorrect expression, for they have at  times given me an infinity 
of trouble and annoyance, and have occasionally been guilty of muti- 
nous and improper acts, such as turning off the water from the Meeree 
tuppahs, declining to pay their revenue, &c. ; but on these occasions I 
have always treated them like children, sometimes putting several of 
the Mullicks into confinement for several days, until the rest of the tribe 
came in a humble way to obtain forgiveness and sue for the release of 
their Mullicks, obtaining which, they would, after a friendly conversation 
with me, (in which they would laugh much at  the imprudence and 
uselessness of their whole conduct,) go off to their kirrees in high good 
humour, as if they had rather cleverly adjusted a difficult affair, not 
a t  all attributable to their own folly or misconduct in the first instance. 

The Janee Khail are a less well-conditioned tribe than the Bukkee 
[(hail, their position is very distant from our Bunno head-quarters, they 
have always been at  feud with the men of the Moosakhail tuppah 
of Murwut, and they are naturally addicted to cow-lifting and theft of 
all sorts. However, they have always paid their revenue, and on the 
whole have given very little trouble. The chief Mullicks are Shahbaz 
Khan, Alladad Khan, Ruza Khan, and Shiewan ; the three first aregood 
men, the last is a rather refractory and turbulent character. 

The above are all the Wuzeeree tribes that have any direct connection 
.with Bunnoo, by cultivating lands or occupying grazing grounds within 
'our border ; of those beyond our boundary the following are the most 
important, namely, the Mihsoods and Toroe Kliail on the South-Western 
border, and the Cabul Khail, Khojul Khail, Gungee Khail, Hussein 
Khail, and Tazee Khrtil, on the Northern side. 



S he Miheood ie the most powerful among the Wuzeeree tribes, they 
hhsbit a hrge tract of the hills West of the Ghubbur mountain, which 
,tan& between the Bunnoo and Tank valley. They have always been 
noted as a great fighting tribe : I believe that for any great movement in 

the whole tribe were interested they could muster ten thousand 
fighting-men with ease, while half that number could be turned out 
thoroughly equipped with matchlocks, &c. The country they inhabit is 
f i ~  dfghau marches from the Bunnoo border, but they ou one occasion, 
at the instigation of t h e  Omerzyes, made the whole distance in so short 
a time, that they were within a march of the border, five or six thousand 
strong, by the time that information sent from Dour had reached the 
merchants in the town of Bunnoo. The Mihsoods made a failure of 
that expedition and have never actually moved since. When they 
do espouse the cause of any discontented tribe, and show an intentiou 
to attack us, the affair may be considered an important one, requiring 
care and vigilance and stronger preparations than are usually considered 
necessary when only the smaller tribes are banded together against us. 
The Mihsoods are governed like other tribes by a conclave of Mullicks, 
the chief of whom, Jungeh Khan, is a noted character, said to be wise in 
council, and bold and business-like when the tribe is involved in war. 
It was this Mullick aud his fellows that so heartily aided Alladad Khan 
Kuttee Khail, when a fugitive in the hills, in his efforts to annoy and injure 
the Mooltanee Khans, to whom the Sikhs had entrusted the elequah of 
Tank. On several occasions they reduced the Mooltanee Khans to great 
straits, and once hemmed them into the fort and burned the town of 
Tank under the walls of it. 

The Toree Khail lie between the Bukkee Khail and Mihsoods, they 
are not an important tribe, and my acquaintance with them is small ; 
,there is an old feud between the Toree Khail and Mihsoods, the only 
instance I am acquainted with of feud between two Wuzeeree tribes. I n  
my recollection there h a ~ e  been several solemn Jirgahs held with a view 
of arranging matters, but though a partial arrangement of differences 
h a  been more than once arrived at, the reconciliation has never been 
somplete or lasting. 

The four tribes of Cabul Khail, Khojul Khail, Eussun Khail, and 
Gungee Khail, muster about eight hundred men between them; they 
inhabit lands on the banks of the Khoorrum about Thul and Bilund 



lillnil, are always deeply engaged iiu the salt trade, and are apparently 
al~vays ready to join in any mischief or trouble that is going forward, 
They are not, however, in a position to annoy us much in Bunnoo, in 
the neighbourhood of Bahacloor Khail, or near their own homes on the 
Khoorrum, they would of course give more trouble. It was the Cabul 
Khail tribe, assisted by part of the Tajee Khail, that in October 1851, 
attacked the village of Bahadoor Khail and were beaten back with loss 
by the villagers. 

The Tajee Khail we do not often hear of in Bunnoo, some 
members of the tribe occ,zsionally join with the four tribes above 
mentioned in some expedition, having for its object the molestation of 
some of our less well protected villages, but the camps and grazing grounds 
of the tribe are removed from our Bunnoo border, though they approach 
more nearly to our general boundary in the neighbourhood of Togh and 
Theree. The tribe is, I believe, generally a trusttvorthy and respectable 
one. I have heard Khoajah Mahomed Khan himself and his official 
apeak well of it. 

The valley of Dour, which lies to the west of Bunnoo, the nearest part 
of it being about fifteen miles distant from our Tochee outpost, contains 
a population of eight thousand men, similar in character to the Bunnoo- 
chees, and quite separate from the Wuzeerees, who in the cold weather 
overrun the hills surrounding the valley. Dour has always been the refuge 
for Bunnoo fugitives from justice, and when we first occupied the latter 
valley, the Dourees (stirred up by the Buanoo refugees to the belief that 
our next step would be to absorb their country also, (were constantly in 
a state of ferment and unrest, and for a long time threatened to join with 
the hill men and attempt to rescue Bunnoo from complete subjugation, 
with the conviction, however, that though we had in reality from a 
humane policy finally subdued the valley of Eunnoo, to put an end to 
the misery created by the Sikh mode of collecting the revenue of it bp 
making periodica.1 raids into the country, we had no wish whatever to 
advance further unless obliged to do so, the anxiety of the Dourees died 
away, and with the exception of a party of the clan that accompanied 
Dilassah Khan from the hills, and fought bravely with him in an attempt 
to raise the siege of the inner fort of Dhulleep-gurh, in which Mullick 
Fotteh Khan was beset, the Dourees have not appeared on the plains of 
Bunnoo, and the whole family have kept clear of the aggressive attempts 



that have been from time to time made by the Wuzeeree tribea about 
them, I do not consider the community answerable for the acts of the 
bigand called the Sukhun Peer and his gang of cut-throats ; this man 
was a well known desperado long before we came to the country ; his 
favourite haunt was the wild bit of ground near the Baram water-course, 
where he ou one occasion cut up a party of five unarmed artillery wag- 
gon men ; on another he made an unsuccessful attempt to waylay and 
murder the Meeree Thunnahdar, who saved himself by his own gallantry, 
though he lost a horse in the fray ; and lastly, in the summer of 1851, 
the Sukhun Peer made a bold attempt to carry off the camels of the 
Luttummur detachment, and for this enterprise he hadmustered as many 
as sixty horsemen and marched them with such rapidity from the confines 
of Dour through the hills to the back of Luttummur, that though Khanee 
Khan of the Momund Khail sent me immediate information when they 
passed the Khoorrum on their way up, and intelligence was seut off by 
horsemen to Lut t~~mmur,  the attempt had been made before the warning 
arrived in camp, and the Sukhun Peer and his horsemen had been beaten 
off by the guard protecting the camels a t  graze, and had left his own 
horse and arms on the spot ; tied to his saddle-bow was found his koran, 
and between t.he leaves of it some of his private papers, among others, I 
discovered a kind of roving commission from Sirdar Mahomed Azim 
Khan to his trusty and well-beloved well-wisher, Sukhun, directing him 
to be active in the service, and warning all parties to assist him with 
food, supplies, &C., as they valued their good name with the Cabul 
Government. No particular service was alluded to, and you are aware 
that a document of this sort is often given by a native governor to 
characters known to be stirring and useful in difficult times without any 
exact signification, or the prescribing of any especial duty t o  be perform- 
ed, but merely as a sort of retaining notice to the individual to secure his 
services when necessary, and to be shown by him when employed on any 
Government duty as a voucher for his trustworthiness. Such a paper 
was this no doubt which was found in the Sukhun Peer's koran, but it 
may in some measure be taken as an instance of the kind of irons which 
might on occasion be put in the fire to cause us annoyance and unrest, 
without the execution being a matter of the least trouble or expense to 
Our enemies. The Sukhun Peer has not re-appeared on the stage since 
hi6 last adventure. 

13 



One of the most important subjects bearing upon the position ofthe 
Wuzeeree tribes in and about Bunnoo is that connected with the salt 
mines and the traffic they give rise to. The chief mine in the neigh- 
bourhood, that of Bithadoor Khnil, supplies the whole of Western Afgha- 
nistan with salt, and the Wuzeerees are the chief traffickers in the same. 

Before annexation the Bahadoor Khail mine and others were included in 

Salt mines as bearing on the farm of Theree, which Ichoaj ah Mahomed Khan, 
wuzeeree Politics. Chief of the Western Khuttucks, held from the Ba- 
reckye Sirdars of Kohat. Sirdar Sultan Mahomed Khan was well aware 
of his own inability to enforce a remunerative salt duty from the Wuzee- 
rees, who traded a t  the Bahadoor Khail mine, or even to coerce the strong 
oolus of the valley itself. Khoajah Mal~omed Khan therefore paid but 
little for the mine in his rent, and with good reason, as he realized little 
or nothing from it. The village oolus of Bahadoor Khnil and its depen- 
dencies being too st,rong for him, and in fact the chief part of what was 
realized from traders a t  the mine as price of the salt, or of the labour of 

extracting it, fell to the share of the village community, who had fre- 
quently to enforce payment by armed demonstration, occasionally actual 
fighting, in which, from the great strength of the position of the mine, 
they possessed advantlages which the strongest of their adversaries found 
it difficult to cope with, and thus the villagers of Bahdoor Khail made 

an excellent living from the mine, and occupied a most distinguished 
position in the neighbourhood. 

After annexation, we assumed direct managelnent of the salt mines, 
but for some time paid but slight attention to Bahadoor Khail. In  the 
autumn of 1849, the sale of salt at t,he Bahacloor Khail mine was 
suspeuded until a rate of duty should be fixed for the whole of the mines, 
Two rupees per maund, the same rate as that of the Cis-Indus mines, 
was the first scale decided on, but it being found that so high a rate had 
the effect of completely stopping the trade, it  was first reduced to one 
rupee without however producing the desired effect of re-opening the 
trade. Thousands of men, usually engaged in extracting or conveying 
salt from the mines to all parts of the country, were thrown out of em- 
ployment, and some disturbances occurred a,t Kohat and Bahadoor Khail, 
but passed off, tranquillity was restored, but the hill men had relinquished 
the salt trade which, on account of the high duty, they considered beyond 
their reach. Things were in this state, when in &lay 1550, the rate of 



duty finally reduced to a scale which was calculated to tllrow ' the 
dttrade open to every idle man in the hills and elsewhere, who chose to 

it. This scale has been the rule ever since, and as far an 

~ ~ b ~ d o o r  Khail, Nurree, and Khurruck are concerned, I should advise 
its never being altered. We have now certainly put a good serviceable 

P ost at Bahadoor Khail, and are fifty times as strong a t  that point as me 
mere when the present rate of salt duty was fixed, and it  is a l ~ o  undoube 
ellly true, that by increasing the rate of duty we might very possibly, 
nitboot causing ditficulty, increase our income form the mines by fifty 
thousand or even a lakh of rupees, but i t  is also extremely prohable that 
it, would give a great impetus to salt smuggling from petty mines, which 
exist in the hills in considerable numbers that we are aware of, but I 
suspect in far greater numbers that we are not apprised of. The result 
would be the necessity of stronger preventive measures, and preventive 
arragemente must in those parts be carried out with regiments, not police 
companies, and a regiment of infantry costs a lakh and ten thousand 
rupees yearly and a cavalry regiment two lakhs. I hope that any 
change in the present arrangements will be well considere(1 before it is 
adopted. Our hold on the wild tracts of country between the Bahadoor 
Khail and Meerauzye vallies, the ridges of which are full of salt, is 
anything but complete at, present, and our lrnowledge of tlle Blunjaie 
and Lowsghir Khuttncks is imperfect, in fact, m y  meaning is tha.t we 
have a good deal to do in quietly bringing every inch of hill and valley 
between our chief points under thorough command, without running the 
risk of raising universal discontent and opposition by premature attempts 
to realise a higher income from the salt mines. I have not had much 
opportunity of studying the exact bearings of the case as regards the 
more Northern mines. nor do I unclerstalld exactly how the present state 
of the traffic affects the large Afreedee clan, but the position a ~ ~ d  politics 
of the Southern mines is simple enough, namely, that hundreds, if not 
thousands, are a t  present engaged in the traffic, which employs them 
thoroughly, and takes them away for weeks together int>o the hills and 
to other places, who, were the duty raised, would either throw up the trade 
Or strive to get salt from some other spot in the hills unknown to the 
Government officials, and thus evade the duty altogether; and under 
these ~ i r ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  it would in my opinion be most impolitic to meddle 
aith the existing scale of tax until we are  a t  any rate ~ r e ~ a r e d  ta 



establish a far more complete exterior preventive line than we have 
hitherto found necessary. 

The Khuttucks of Bahadoor Khail and Luttummur are of the same fa- 

mily, and have always fought and sided together; the 
The Khuttucks of Lut- 

tumrnur and bhadoor three most remarkable Mullicks of Bahadoor 
Khail. are Kukkur, Delassah, and Wuzeer. The first is a 
double-dealing, bold, stirring character ; the second is a scholar, and like 
Pope's tradesman, '' meek, and much a liar," the most dangerous cllarab 
ter of the two no doubt-in fact, Kukkur and Dilassah together are enough 
to embroil, or if they chose, keep in order any community, but I fear 
their tastes are rather in the way first named : Wuzeer is a fine old red 
beard, meaning well, but led by the nose by the other two. There are 
four or five other Mullicks, of whom 1 at this moment only remember 
two, Khutmul and Zullye, but though heads of certain sections of the 
community, they are all led by the triumvirate above mentioned, and are 
therefore of not much importailce individually. The chief Mullicks of 
Luttummur are Douran and Nusrut, the former a good man and almost 
entirely ruling the oolus of the village. 

The inhabitants of Luttummur have suffered a good deal of annoyance 
of late years, that is, since we occupied the fort in October 1850. I t  is 
a dry, desolate spot, and water is only procurable in the hot months by 
scraping up the sand in the bed of the water-course ; the presence 
therefore of soldiers and especially horsemen puts the inhabitants to 
real inconvenience and difficulty, and the result has been that the Lut- 
tummur people have several times petitioned me to allow them to 
remove their houses elsewhere, which petition I have always refused, 
and I mention the subject to advise you to do the same. They must be 
encouraged to remain where they are, care must be talren to prevent 
their suffering any real unnecessary annoyance, but they must be 
kept up to the collar, as should they desert the locality, i t  would be a 

hard matter to feed the detachment quartered in the fort, and the whole 
of that part of' the Thul would sufYer materially by the removal of the 
old known and populous village of Luttummur. The village is properly 
in the Kohat district, but being immediately on the Bunnoo border, and 
garrisoned from Bunnoo, 1 write as if it were really within the district. 
I n  the same way I have a few words to say about the Nurree and 
Khurruck salt mines, and the Munjae and Nusruttee hills, though they 



in Khoajah Mahomed Khan'a country and part of 

district of Theree. 
Nupee I merely mention to solicit your good ofFices for Ahmed 

Khan, Yar Khan, and the rest of the Mullicks, should it ever be in your 
power to be of use to them. It was once necessary to quarter a consider- 

body of men a t  Nurree to watch the Bahadoor Khail valley, this 
was a great infliction to the Nurree people, but owing to the judicious 
andconciliatory conduct of Captain ITaughan, who commanded the party, 
the Mullicks, and in fact the whole community, put tllemselves entirely 
at the service of Government, and behaved so admirably on all occa- 
sions, that I have always remembered it with pleasure and gratitude, 
and numbered i t  among the instances of that influence which can be 
gained over these people by care and kindhess. 

The Khurruck mine was not opened till some time after the othera 
had been in full play, the occasion being when the ahadoor  Iihail 
villager had behaved ill in October 1850. The opening of this mine 
was calculated to separate the interests of the Thul Wuzeerees from 
those of the Bahadoor Khail oolus, and also to lessen the press of custom 
and traffic at the Bahadoor Khail mine. The quality of tbe Khurruck 
salt is very fine, and the mine is conveniently situat,ed and easy of 
control. . 

Before crossing the valley to the Mui~jae hills, I must notice the 
Soordak pass from the village of that name two miles from Luttummur 
through the chain of hills bou~ding  the plain Chounterah to Bahadoor 
Khail. The mountains on either side for the first two and a half miles 
are of great height, and if held by an enemy, could not be assailed and 
cleared without great loss to the atkacking party ; two miles further on 
comes a steep* Kothul, the road over which is very rugged and bad; 
were this strongly held, it  would be a difficult matter to force it. You 
will remember that a Jemadar's party was attacked last year while 
returning from Soordak through this pass, after having escorted Lieute- 
nant Pollock from Bahadoor Khail to Soordak ; the Jemadar was killed 
and several of the party wounded, though they behaved well, inflicting 
loss on their opponents and bringing off the Jemadar's body. I do not 

myself think it  likely, that holding Bahadoor Khail and Luttummur, we 

Kothul is the term applied to a pass surmounting a high ridge or mountain. 



should ever have very large bodies of men to deal within this pass, 
though in the year 1851 our force of six hundred men at Luttummur 
was several times molested, but were we to use tlie Soordak pass as 
means of communication for supplies, &C., we should be constantly liable 
to have the kafilahs attacked, or if guards were sent (unless the labori- 
ous operation of crowning the heights on every occasion were adopt- 
ed) to have men of the escorts shot from the hills commanding 
the pass, while straggling individuals, camp followers, &C., would 

be in danger of assassination. It would not be feasible 
to protect the whole road by a line of posts on account of the 
want of good water, all that is found being strongly impregnated with 
salt, and I believe that the only plan tliat would afford a reasonable 
hope of protecting the road would be t l ~ s t  of placing a strong post at 

the Soordak mouth of the pass, where there is water to be found in tlie 
bed of the nullah. This would command one of the worst parts of the 
whole durrah, and the garrison might be strong enough to furnish escort 
from the post to the Kothul, which in dangerous times should have by 
previous arrangement been crowned and occupied by a detachment 
of troops from tlie Bahadoor Khail side. In  this manner the durrah 
might be safely made use of on important occasions, but straggling 
wayfarers, merchants, $C., should be warned, that unless they choose to 
wait for the escort of troops, they must either take the longer route, 
vid Chounterah and Nurree, or go through the pass at their own risk. 

Tlie position of the Munjaie Khuttucks, and those of the Loaghir 
The Munjnie Nusruttee valley, and the villages of Zerkee, Showa: Shenwa, 

and Shenwa Khuttucks. and Pukkee, 7s peculiar. They are properly 

sol~jects of the Khuttuck Icllan of Theree, but before we came to the 
country, his power over them was next to nothing. When we occupied 

Bnnnoo, Khoajah Mahomed Khan began to recover his authority over 
them to a certain extent. On the occasion of annexatiou I summoned 
the Mulliclis of the four villages of Zerkee, Shown, Shenwa, and Pukkee, 
and they all came in to me at Bunuoo, and I had a long talk with then) 
in presence of Khoajal~ Mahomed Khan's naibs, tlie result of which 
was that they formally took the yoke upon them, undertaking to pay 
their revenue to the Khan without difficulty or demur, and to render him 
due obedielce in all matters, at the same time I arrange(1 with I<hoajal~ 
Yahomed Khan that he was to build a post at Luttummur while I put 



Dhummye, which would form grand strides towards bringing the 
of the then raw tract of border country from Bunnoo to Cliountt.rah 

under subjection : the posts were built and from that tillre up  to 
lsst year the whole of the Khuttucks of the range of hills in which tllo 
pbove-named villages are situated and which divides the Bunnoo Thul, 
from the Esakhail district have behaved most peaceably and well : last 

9 ,a however, some of the men of Pukkee, in conjunction witll some 
Wuzeerees, re-commenced their former practices of highway robbery, 
plundering, &C., and though I hope the notice taken of this at the time, 

the punishment which the chief Mullick underwent in several 
months' confinement, may have had the effect of checking it. I fear it is 
probable that they may from time to time break out in the same w y  
Should this be the case Khoajah Mahomed Khan should be made to take 
the whole tract more completely in hand than he has hitherto done. 
Wheu the Bahadoor Khail post is built aud garrisoned, neither he nor 
we shall have any anxiety about that formerly troublesome locality, and 
the Khan should then be made to put a small post at or near Zerkee, 
and to depute an influential motubur capable of keeping G the communities 
of these villages in order, we might at the same time put a small post 
at Duddianwallah on the Thul, and these two controlling points would 
be sufficient to ensure peace and safety to t21e whole line. I think under 
any circumstances it would be a good plan to establish a strong police 
post at Duddianwallah. There is a large tract of country from 
Michen Khail in Rlurwut to our Border line, which is but ill cared for ; it 
is covered with Wuzeeree camps, and the road taken by merchants from 
the Derajat to the Khuttuck salt mines lies directly through it ; it is 
natural that the Wuzeerees should wish to monopolise the salt trade on 
that side, as far at  any rate as the passage of the Thul is concerned, but 
there is no reason why they should be allowed to do so ; in pursuance of 
that object however, they would gladly encourage the idea that the road 
was unsafe, and without a good supervising post at or near Duddianwallah, 
we could not well control and check this improper project on their part, 
The system has indeed generally been that the Wuzeerees have carried 
the salt from the mines to Duddianwallah and there sold it to the 
merchants of the lower Derajat, Powinduhs and others, and a very good 
division of labour and profit too. We must merely be careful that the 
Wuzeerees do not resort to improper means to ensure to themselves 



a mouopoly of the Thul traffic, and that if the other merchants prefer 
go to the mines themselves, they may be able to do so in safety. 

The post a t  Duddianwallah should be rather a strong one, forty 
or fifty men, of which twenty should be horsemen : I mention this, 
because t,he men of the post would have to act in the open over a large 
tract of country. They should also have a tower or entrenchment in or 
near t,he village, where they may leave their property, when obliged 
to turn out, under a small guard in safety. 

The chief Mullicks of these Khuttuck hill villages are Eazeed Khan 
of Zerlree, a man of considerable character and influence, and from what 
I have seen well disposed ; Jehangeer Khan and Sheerukh Khan of 

Showa, of whom the first is the most intelligent and was the most in- 
fluential, but I believe he has of late been ousted by a rival clique. 
Ruddut Khan and Hussein Khan of Sheuwa, and Bungee Khan, Hattee 
Khan, Hakeem Khan, and Abootee Khan of Phukkec ; of these Bungee 
Khan was once a noted freebooter and troublesome character, and the 
whole of the men of Phukkee enjoyed but an indifferent character in tho 
country ; they have however, behaved quietly and well under us till lately 
in the instance before alluded to. There was formerly a good deal of 
buddee or feud between the Wuzeerees encamped on the Tllul and the 
Khuttuclcs of the hills and Chounterah plain, but that has very much 

nelatiolls of the \vu- died out. The Hattee Khail camps now stretch 
zcerees and lihuttucks. to points close under the hills, and I believe thd 
Azeem Khan is on excellent terms with Bazeed Khan of Zerkee. 

The man best acquainted with these Khuttucks under you is Sultan 
Mihmood Khan, Polieedar of Moosah Khail, who is also as you know a 
very intelligent sensible man, he is personally acquainted with most of 
the Mullicks I have named, as well as with their history, present position, 
former feuds, &c. 

Frorn the Chounterah plain a pass by name Chichalee lends directly 
through the chain of hills to Kotkee in the Esakhail district; the defile 
is a very narrow and difficult one ; a t  one spot the daylight over head 
reduced to a narrow streak between precipitous rocks of gigantic height; 
the hills are not thickly inhabited in the neighboorhood, and the pass is 
now scarcely thought of. I notice it to advise you at any rate not to en- 
courage its being used, as in case of merchants or travellers adopting it, 
the facilities afforded for highway robbery in it  might tempt even men 



had reached an advanced age in peace and honesty and therefore 
muet be wholly irresistible to mountaineers with Afghan blood in their 

veius. 
The Wuzeeree cultivation on the Thul is assessed at one-sixth share 

Wuzeeree cultivation of the produce, of this ten per cent., as in all Bun- 
ou the ~ h u l .  noo, is returned as mullickanah. In  the case of 
those tribes, the revenue of which is collected by Swshu Khan, the mul- 
lickanah is paid to him. Azeem K h ~ n  has generally acted as agent for 
the Hattee Khail, and I have generally given him a present equal to one- 
fourth of the amount collected through him ; in the same way the mul- 
lickanah of the revenue of the Mohmund Khail, collected and paid in by 
Mullick Khanee Khan, is made over to him, and he, as an influential and 
useful Mullick, has also generally received a similar gratuity to that given 
to Azeern Khan, but in both these cases I have carefully explained to the' 
parties that this extra allowance is only given in reward for actual service 
done, so that if the recipients flagged subsequelltly in their activity, and 
others became more zealous and stirring in the Government service, the 
favours above mentioned would be transferred to them. I have always 
thought this plan better than irrecoverably alienating a portion of the 
revenue in favour of an individual who, considering the summit of his 
hopes gained, would thenceforward relax his efforts, and relapse into 
apathy and uselessness. All the Wuzeeree lands in the Bunnoo tuppahs 
pay a one-fourth share to Government, the same scale as that taken from 
the Bunnoochees. 

It is necessary always to keep a careful watch on the Hattee Khail and 
Sirkee Khail crops a t  Burghonuttoo and Joor, lest any attempt should 
be made to defraud Government by cutting the crops, removing the grain 

the hills, and then turning up the ground as if for the following 
hawest, and denying that a recent crop had been taken from it. The 

Wuzeerees are respectable savages in their way, but t411ey would not be 
above a trick of this sort. The best mode of dealing with the matter 
is, before the crops are ripe, to summon Azeem Khan and the chief Mul- 
licks, and send the Jereebkushes* with them to measure the crops, the 
estimate of the produce C ~ U  be made subsequently, when the grain is 
nearly ripe. The Yulliclcs must be ca.lled on to give security for the 

' Measurers employed to estimate the crops, 
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payment of the revenue ; if Azeem Khan takes it  upon hiinself well and 
good, he has often done so, and has never failed to make good a promise 
of this sort ; if lie however object to do this the best plan is to take host- 
ages from the sections of the tribe which he distrusts, the same to remain 

in confinement till the revenue is paid. 
The same system must he pursued with the Mohmuncl Khail re- 

venue, the tribe being disunited, and not over well disposed to be 
led entirely by Khanee Khan. From those sections of tlre tribe, for 
which he says he will be answerable, i t  is unecessary to demand fur- 
ther security ; if however he decline to be responsible for any tribe or 
section, especial security or hostages must be demanded. 

The cases of Wuzeerees holding land in the tuppahs should be care- 

Wnzeeree cultivation fully watched in those instances, especially where 
in the Tuppahs. they pay their revenue through the Bunnoochee 
Mullicks as there is dauger of the Buunoochees treatiug them harsh- 
ly. Wherever I had discovered this to be the case, I would at 
oncc separate the Wuzeeree from the Bunnoochee Mnllick of his 
tuppah, and allow him to deal with Government direct ; where they con- 
tinue on good terms wit11 the Alulliclis, i t  saves niuch trouble, and more- 
over has a beiieficial amalgamatory effect that they should continue to 
pay through them. 

The Rulikee Khail :~nd Janee Khail tribes have made money settle- 
ments, records of wliich you will find in your 

Settlements of the 
Rukkee Khail and Jailet: office ; they have nlso given good permanent secu- 
Khail. 

rity for the f'ulfill~lent of their agreements ; this is 
a great step in civilization ailcl saves a great deal of trouble to the otEicer 
in charge, at the same time it does occnsioi~ally occur that t,he crops of 
these tribes which are raised in stony arid soil, in a great measure fail, on 
such occasions, after due enquiry, a renlission of part of the settlement 
shoulci be made. 

The settleiiients made with these tribes include the lands of the 
Tukhtee Khail on the left bank of the Tocllee, and all lands in fact in the 
possession of the tribe at the period when tlre agreement was concluded. 

The tribute of doombahs, for the privilege of grazing on the Thul, is 

Tribute of doom- collected froin the Ahmedzye Wuzeerees through 
bahs. Swahn Khan or Azeem h'.han. The original num-. 

ber was 250 sheep, of which the Hattee Khail paid 160, being the largest 



tribe and richest in flocks. the. nlisconduct and defection of the 
Omerzyes and part of the Hattee Khail, the number of sheep due by' 
these tribes was excused to their better-behaved fellows, who remained, 
the number thus deducted amounted t,o twenty-seven, that is, nineteen 
due from the Omerzyes, and eight from the Hattee Khail, leaving 223 to 

be collected. 
I think under the present state of thil~gs this duty  falls rather heavily 

on the Wuzeerees, especially as the Bunnoochees pay no tax or tribute. 
for the same privileges. However, I am not a11 atlvncate for remissions, 
especially to Puthans, and anytlring of the sort should be done grudging- 

ly, I would therefore, in this case, only recorninend that the 223 doom- 
bahs be taken at one rupee a head, or if sheep be taken, that the number 

be reduced to 100 or 150. This tribute falls particularly and injuriously 
on the Hattee Khail, and all for advantages which the Eunnoochees, 
Khuttucks andothmanzye IVuzearees on the Southern horrler e~\joy gratis. 

Of the outposts of Bunnoo, I shall say but little, as I have often dis- 
cussed them with you in private intercourse: and 

Outposts of Bunuoo. 
you are therefore fully aware of my opinions on 

all points connected with them ; three tliillgs however I wish to notice, 
namely, first, that I think it  will be eventually necessary to place a 
post at Burghonuttoo to form a connecting link between Goomuttee 
and Luttummur ; secondly, that better water arrangements than at  pre- 
sent exist are required in the Luttummur post, where the water of the 
present well is undrinkable ; thirdly, that though the border of the 
Shoranee tuppahs and the heed of Burlnoo are fairly cared for by posts, 
1 have long been aware that the South-Western border of Bunnoo is 
completely open and raw, with regard to which I have I believe to you 
used the expression that it would not have sr~rprised me a t  any time to 
be roused in the night, and be shown the whole of the Meeree villages 
in flames, and this is not in the least exaggerated. Were we to quarrel 
with the Bukkee Khail they -xould call in the Mihsoods and Toree 
Khail, and this is the side they would naturally assail, and there is no 
disguising that they might work their will on the whole line of villages 
long before any assistance could be afforded to them. A6 long as we re- 
main on good terms with the Bukkee Khail, I believe that there is no 
chance of any attenlpt being made on that side, and in regard to this it 
is worthy of remark, that when the Mihsoods made their grand attack iu 



Novelnber 1850, they ~llarclled round the wllole of the Northern end of 

Bunnoo, crossed the Khoorrum and attacked from the Goornuttee pms 
9 

whereas it would have been far easier and nearer for them to have fallen 
on the Meeree tuppahs The Meeree villages have indeed always beeu 
allowed to keep up certain defences, and the Mullicks and oolus have a]- 
ways borne a good fighting character : these are some grounds of safety, 
but I could not lean on them if any real danger threatened. The defences 
are merely the ruins of the former walls, imperfect in many places, and the 
warlike Mullicks and villagers have so long been used to peace, that they 
are lulled into security, and their arms are mislaid or rusty and ill-appoint 
ed, and should a night attacktake place, you would see that the resistance 
offered by the villagers wonld be next tonothing; though wellarmed and with 
their oolus equally well appointed a t  their backs, Mullicks Meer Baz and 
Ghazeewould give a good account of their assailants. Rely upon it that 
if we quarrel with the Bukkee Khail, one of two things must be done at 

once, either we must occupy the whole line with our own troops, with good 

supports in the rear, or we must supply the Meerees with arms and 
ammunition, bid them look to their defences, and take care of themselves. 
To do the former permanently we should (you are acquainted with the 
extent of country) require half as many troops again as we at  present 
have in Bunnoo, while the latter plan would be undoing Major Edwardes' 
labours in reducing the valley, and form a step backwards in improvement 
and civilization, and perhaps lead to some difficulty in subsequent deal- 
ings with the class : it is a choice of evils, and the question must be decid- 
ed by the general spirit and intention of Government arrangements on 

the rest of the frontier : thus, if in every case the principle acted upon be 
to occupy the border with Government detachments and play the whole 
game ourselves, then I should say at once on danger threatening, let 
Government detachments be placed in the Meeree villages till posts can 
be built for them ; if however, the general plan be to economise troops, 
and allow whenever it is feasible the people of the country to care for 
their own safety and fight for it, then I would adopt the second plan, alld 
feel very well assnred, that the Meerees, with good arms in their hands, 
could at any rate take care of themselves and hold an attacking body in 
play till assistance reached them from head-quarters. With the conse- 
quent evils which I have mentioned as likely to occur, the officer in 
charge must deal at his leisure. 



You are aware, that after several attacks had occurred on the Northern 
border of Bunnoo, I, in aiccordance with directions 

VJlqe dcfenccs. isfiued by the Most Noble the Governor General 
himself, allowed one line of villages on the outer circle of Bunnoo to 

in gome measure their defences, and also supplied them with somr 
of the old matchlocks and muskets formerly belonging to the 
sikh corps, a measure which decidedly tended to render the whole line 
more secure, and acr the villages in questiou re-built their defences by 
order, were in one continuous line, and all in the immediate neighbour- 
hood of the roads connecting the posts, no evil effect is likely to ensue, 
but I would caution you to keep a careful watch on the propensity inhe- 
rent in the Bunnoochees to surround themselves with walls ; uever allow 
any village wall, garden, enclosure, &C., to be erected without its having 
been first inspected by one of your myrmidons, and distinct sanction hav- 
ing been had and obtained, otherwise you will find some day, on riding 
through the tuppahs, that the ~ L n n o o  of former days (when the whole 
suntry was a chess-board of forts, and the view in every direction was 
impeded by mud walls) is springing up again about you : this is a matter 
that has given me constant trouble, the more so that the crowds of Ghil- 
eyes and Jhundrans that visit the country in the wider especially employ 
themselves in building walls for low hire, and if the Bunnochee taste 
were uncontrolled, and he could afford it, he would have a mud wall five 
feet high round every field, if it were only to prevent his rival seeing how 
his corn grew. To keep this evil in check, I was in the habit of periodi- 
d l y  sending an intelligent Native Officer through the whole of the tup- 
pahs with orders to report on any new ~valls that had been built or were 
in course of erection. I n  any flagrant case I went and inspected the new 
building myself, and if it were in any way in the form of a defensive 
work, and had been erected without leave, I had it levelled a,oain without 
mercy. No inhabitant of any village within the outer line can plead the 
excuse of danger for this morbid desire to wall themselves in ; it proceeds 
I believe entirely from the life they have led from childhood, ever living 
nithin four square walls twenty feet high ; but the propensity must he 
combated, as there are many potent reasons which would render it most 
impolitic to allow them to re-build their old defences and retire within 
mud walls again. 



The Bunnoochees 

Bunnoochees as a class. 

taken as a class are very inferior to their neighbours, 
the Wuseerees, small in stature and sallow and 
jvizend in appearance, they always reminded me 

of the lives they had led in youth, of which their appearance is in 

,fact but a natural result. When we first arrived in Bunnoo, it \lras a 
common thing to find s man that had never in his life been more than 
two miles from his own village, the village possibly being- at war 
with its neigl~bours, which rendered wandering in the fields in the 
neighbourhood a service of danger, while within the walls it is sad to 
think of the heat, dirt, squallor, and stagnation that must have existed, 
The villages in those days walled up to the sky, so that no air could reach 
the houses below, must illdeed have been hot beds of all that was enervating 
and demoralizing, and the characteristics of the full-grown Eunnoochee 
weed correspond but too well with the nature of its origin and training 
Here and there a fine character may possibly be found, and they no doubt 
have some domestic virtues, which in some measure redeem their public 
and social immorality, but taken as a class, they certainly are the worst 
dispositioned men I have ever had to deal with ; they are vicious, 
false, backbiting, treacherous, cruel, and revengeful. I have never known 
or heard of men so utterly regardless of truth, even in cases of the 
most vital importance ; for instance, a t  Bunnoochee, either from private 
spite or some petty object of his own, or perhaps merely to oblige 
a friend, will deliberately give false evidence in court, such as for aught 
he knows or cares may lead to the execution of one or more men under 
trial, and this without a shadow of compunction ; they are also the class 
most naturally addicted to assassination that I have met with, having 
that fatal attachment to the use of the short knife or dagger, which 
more than anything stamps the character of the true assassin. A Bun- 
noochee idea of n successful field is, time, midnight, and the long sought 
rival or enemy asleep under his vine in the open air, no witness but the 
moon, and leisure given for three well planted blows of the small broad- 
backed knife, which makes a deadly three-cornered wound like that of a 
bayonet, under which a man may linger long enough to drink the f d  
bitterness contained in the krlowledge of his enemy's triumph, but the 
effect of which must eventually be fatal. This shall occur a t  midnight, 
and the next morning the magistrate will be engaged in the harassing 



perplexing task of trying to arrive a t  rronie clue to iha identity of 
the murderer through the mass of contradictory, false, arid tl i~rding 

procurable on the spot, the friends of the deceased hesitating 
,t no assertion in the hope of criininatir~g the known enernies of the 
Murdered man and thereby defeating their own object, while the fjecret 
favourem of the assassin throw quietly every obstacle in their power in 
be way of the investigation ; the feeling common elsewhere of hornjr a t  
the crime, pity for the victim, and desire to see the offender punished, 
which aids the ends of justice by inducing men to volunteer evidence, 

assist in tracing out the guilty, is here wholly wanting, and the in- 
vestigating officer has indeed a hard and almost hopeless task to extract 
useful practical evidence from a mass of by-standers, the only uninterested, 
and therefore partially trustworthy, portion of whom are wholly indifferent 

as to his success in the matter in hand. It is consequently a very difficult 
thing under such circumstances to convict offenders against whom there 
is the strongest presumptive evidence. The result is that crime goes 
unpunished, and the evil consequences usual in slrch cases naturally 
ensue, and so utterly rotten, and so studiously false, is all evidence pro- 
curable in Bunnoo, that unless we occasionally consent to punish on 
strong suspicion, i t  will be found a hard matter to remedy them. 

One thing I must say for the Bunnoochees is that they are good 
ryots in the way that the term is made use of under a Native Govern- 
ment, that is, they are quiet and orderly, obedient to the police officials, 
and submissive and punctual in revenue matters. 

On the whole1 think it is unlikely, that even with favourable opportunity 
the Bunnoochees would wish to throw off our yoke, the dream could only 
enter their heads when we were engaged in some great difficulty and 
obliged to leave Bunnoo very ill-guarded, and then they could only hope 
to accomplish their object by calliug ill the assistar~ce of the hill-men, 
and between them and the Wuzeerees there is perhaps less possibility 
of sympathy and fellow-feeling than between the Bunnoochees and 
ourselves. The B~innoochees and Wuzeerees have never intermarried, 

the wolf would as fioon take a mate from the sheepfold as would a 
Wuzeeree think of asking a Bunnoocllee woman in marriage, and for 
this and other reasons the sheep might as well invite the wolves into the 
fold to help them break penn as might the Bunnoochees call in the aid 
of the Wuzeerees to off our hold upon them. There is little or no 



danger of it, though by a strange concurrence of circumstances it h,, 
once occurred in my memory. The Bunnoochees, after being once 
completely under subjection, were again for a time free, and on that 
occasion, after passing through various hands, they were I believe really 
glad to get us back again. They had had several different master, 
Bunnochee, Wuzeeree, and Dooranee, in the interim, and found them 
all considerably more exacting and harsh than they knew we were ever 
likely to be, so they returned with a good grace to their original 
subjugators. 

I shall here mention the names and characters of the chief Mullicks of 

Influeutial ruullicks and B u ~ ~ o o ,  though 1 am well aware that you had 
men. acquired a considerable knowledge of them even 
before I had left the district. The two chief Mullicks are Jaffier Khan 
ofthe double tuppah of Tuppie, and La1 Baz Khan of Bazar. These two 
were each heads of old goondees or fighting associations in the days of 
Bunnoo independance, and first brought themselves into notice by their 
zeal and activity in the Government service on Major Edwardes' first ar- 
rival in the district ; thev have always since acted up to the good charac- 
ters they then established, and may be looked upon as the safest and most 
loyal men in the country. Jaffier Khan I have a particularly high opi- 
nion of thinking him very true to our interests, and an honest well-inten- 
tioned man in all things. La11 Baz Khan is deeper and less fathomable ; he 
lived formerly in more intrigue, trouble, and bloodshed than Jaffier Khan, 
aud is therefore surrounded by more secret enemies, who are anxious 
enough to work his downfall, and against whom he occasionally tries to 
spring counter-mines. His principal and natural rival and enemy is tho 
son of Dukkus Khan, former possessor of the tuppah of Bazar, whom 
La11 Baz Khan killed and then took possession. I mention this to warn 
you not to be led into taking up this boy's case against La11 Baz Khan, 
who is the man whom we found in possession and have always recog- 
nized. I t  would have caused a complete game of change seats, had we, 
on assuming charge of the country, gone back a few gears iuto Bunnoo 
history to ascertain m110 had murdered whom and possessed himself of a 
third's village and property. 

Jaffier Khan's especial rival and enemy is his own nephew, Alladad 
Khan, who claims one of the tuppahs of Tuppie, but has no right to it ; 
this man behaved very ill during the rebellion, was one of the first to 



jdn the ~ikhs ,  and after them the Dooranem and Meer Alim Khik 
When I recovered possession of Bunnoo : Alladad Khan fled to the hills 

remained in exile up to last year, when he was allowed to retura 
and settle on the newly cultivated land on the Nar, on the strict condi- 
tion and understanding that he was not to annoy his uncle by reviving i 
&im, which Major Edwardes had not allowed in the first instance, and 
which his (Alladad's) own subsequent conduct had put out of the ques- 
tion ; it was also expressly stipulated that he should reside on the Nar 
snd not in his former house in Jaffier Khan's tuppah, though his own 
land in the tuppah was to be made over to him. I have no doubt but 
that Alladad Khan will attempt sooner or later t o  evade these restrictions 
snd will petition to be allowed to occupy his former quarters, b ~ l t  for the 
sake of peace and quietness, and with a due regard to Jaffier Khan$ 
safety and comfort, I would advise you to enforce the above conditions 
withoutIany abatement. 

Both Jaffier Khan and La11 Baz Khan behaved well during the re- 
bellion ; Jaffier Khan assisted Futteh Khan Tewannah and the Esnkhail 
Khans as much as lay in his power against the Sikh troops, and when he 
could do no more, took refuge with the Rlullicks of Drukka in Murmut, 
in preference to making his submission to the new masters of the land, as 
most of the others did ; he subsequently joined me at Esakhail, and did 
good service by assembling a force and occupying t'he Eastern tuppa,hs 
of Bu~noo, from whence he could watch and in a great measure control 
the proceedings of Meer Alim Khan, whom the Sikhs had left in charge 

- 

of Dhulleepgurh, preventing his collecting the revenue of several tuppahs 
and curtailing his powers of doing mischief in many ways : this was when 
I was employed in the attack on the Fort of Lukkee. When the Af- 
ghans came down Jaffier Khan was obliged to retire and join me at 
Lukkee. 

La11 Baz Khan had been previously put in irona and carried off by the 
Sikhs, and he did not re-gain his liberty till after the battle of Guzerat 
In addition to the five per cent on the village revenue fixed for all the 

petty Mullicks, and five per cent. on the tuppah revenue for the head 
hiullicks, these two men receive one-fourth of the revenues of their res- 
pective tuppahs, La11 Baz Khan of his tuppah of Bazar, and Jaffier Khan 
of one of his tuppalls of Tuppie, or-one eighth of his whole collections. 

pheee grants were recommended by Major Edwardes to the Resident in 
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Jaffier Iihau's case, on the strength of an old sunnud held by him, 
in L$! Baz Khan's on account of good service and zeal in the Govern- 
ment service. 

The character of Mullick Delassall Khan of Daoodshah is well 
known to you, he always bore the highest reputation as a wmior 
among the leaders of the Bunnoo Goondees ; he several times 
resisted the Silrhs, and on one occasion actually defeated a strong 
Sikh force, which retreating in disorder from the walls of his mud 
fort, never stopped again till it reached Lulrkee. On another occasion, 
he defended his fort for several days, and at last made his way with his 
followers through the Silrh army and escaped to the hills. 

On the first occasion of Major Edwardes entering Bunnoo with a Sikh 
army, Delassah Khan came in and made submission, but after a time for 

some unknown cause fled from the camp and took to the hills. On 
Major Edwardes' second visit, when the valley was finally subjugated, 
Delassah Khan would not come in but remained in Dour, and his sons 
were extremely active, in attempts that were made at the time to 
accomplish a general conlbination of the hill men to assist the Bunoo- 
cheese in ejecting us. Delassah Khan was a personal friend of Futteh 
Khan Tewannahs, and when the latter was besieged in Dhulleepgurh, 
Delassah Khan brought down a large body of hill men and joined 
the Esalrhail Khans and loyal Bunnoochees in their attempts to raise 
the siege ; directly Sirdar Mahomed Azim Khan retreated from Bunnoo, 
Delassah Khan came straight in to me at Lukkee, and has ever since 
conducted himself in the nzost quiet orderly manner. I have a great 
respect and liking for the old man-respect for his known courage and 
feats of arms, and liking for his quiet modest bearing, so far removed 
from the usual loud and vaunting tolie of a Puthan brave, who, whatever 
he may do in the field, generally rather over-acts the character in the 
council or market-place. Delassah Khan is only really Mullick of one- 
fourth of the Daoodshah tuppah, but in consideration of his name in the 
country, I have always treated him as head Mullick, his son, Khojeh 
Khan, an active, shrewd, stirring man, generally does the working part 
of the duty for his father. Khojeh Khan is not a very fine character, 
being grasping, quarrelsome, and vindictive. Delassah Khan has two 
other sons, Mawe Khan and Shaikh Sitar, but they generally reside in 
Dour ; my impression of both is, that they are rather mischievous evil- 



dkPOBed ~haraoters, but they have given us no trouble whatever sinm 

their father finally made his submission. The other Mullicks of Dnood- 
shah are Meer Alim, son of Futteh Khan Mushir, Ursula Khan, and 
zulfer Khan ; the latter was engaged in a plot to  assassinate Major 
Edwardes, or was strougly suspected of being 60, he is a deep-dealing, 
dangerous individuaL Meer Alim and Ursula are harmless, but they 
all quarrel among themselves and with Khojeh Khan about water and 
other points. 

Bazeed Khan Shoranee was one of the great leaders of fight,ing goon- 
dees in the olden time, and he looks the character well, you mill find the 
nature of his quarrel with tbe Omerzye Wuzeerees fully set forth in my 
former Report; I need only mention here that Bazeed Khan has a right to 
qeat consideration and sympathy at  the hands of the Government officers e 

from the fact of his having lost his eldest son in the fight at the mouth 
of the Goornuttee pass in 1849 ; he also did his best to assist Futteh 
Khan Tewannah when besieged in the fort ; I have on these accounts 
always treated him kindly, but have never been able satisfactorily to 
make out whether he was our well-wisher or not. 

Zubburdust Khan and Khillut Khan, Shoranee Mullicks, are men 
of no character ; they perform their duties as tuppah Mullicks fairly, but 
in troubled times they showed an unhealthy alacrity in assisting our 
enemies, and altogether they are not to be depended upon for a moment. 

Nezum Khan and Zabtah Khan, also Shoranee Mullicks, are better 
men. I have always liked the former and thought him a good man. 
Theset wo Mullicks favour the pretensions of Dukkus Khan's son to 
the Bazar tuppahs, and therefore are declared enemies of La11 Raz 
Khan. 

Shere Must Khan of Jhundoo Khail is a good man not rery intelli- 
gent or useful, but well disposed towards us ; he is like most ~Iullicks 
provided with a rival and enemy in Paenduh Khan, with whom he has 
long been at issue the division of certain inherited property ; the 
case was formally settled once by moousiffs, with the consent of both 
parties, but they still manage to quarrel about the interpret'ation of 
certain passages of the decision. You will I doubt not have had the 

me  before you several times ere this reaches you. 
Shukurullah Khan, always Mullick of three-fourths of one of the ttlp- 

pahs of Mudao, now acts also as Mullick of the one whole tuppah former- 



ly held by the rebel Meer Alim Khan. Meer Alim Khan waa Mullick of 
oneof the tuppahs of Mudan, Shukurullah Mullick of three-fourths of the 
second tuppah, and Khan Soubah of the remaining quarter. Meer Alim 

Khan was always an ill-conditioned and dangerous character, he became 
in some way that I did not clearly understand a great friend of Sirdar 
Ram Singh Chapuhwallah, then commanding the Ghorchurahs of tho 
Sikh force in Bunnoo, and who afterwards headed the rebellion, and this 
proceeded to such an extent that Ram Singh advanced money t o  Meer 
Alim Khan to enable him to pay up his arrears of revenue, concerning 
which he was at the time likely to get into trouble. I remember hearing 
of this at the time, but it  did not then strike me as suspicious, nor do I 
now think, that what subsequently occurred was necessarily connected 
with it further than as it might be the natural consequence of Meer Alim 
llaving received kindness from the Sikh chief. However this may be, it 
is certain, that on the first outbreak of rebellion among the Sikh soldiery, 
of which Ram Singh was no doubt one of the chief instigators, Meer 
Alim Khan openly joined him and remained throughout the agent, 
through ~vhom all transactions with the Bunnoochees were carried on by 
the Sikh rebels, and when the latter marched to join their brethren on 
the Jhelum, they left Meer Aliin Khan with money, provisions, ammuni- 
tion, and a certain number of men to hold Dhulleepgurh in their absence. 
It was Meer Alim in a great measure who induced Sirdar Aiahomed 
Azim Khan to descend iuto Bunnoo aud attempt the relief of Lnkkee, 
the garrison of which place he had all along buoyed up with hopes of 
speedy succour. When the Afghans retreated, Meer Alim Khan went 
with them and has remained in exile ever since; be has constantly pre- 
ferred requests to be allowed to return, and once sent his children to me 
to sue for pardon, but I have alivays returned au unfavorable answer to 
his overtures; apart from his misdeeds, he is, as E have said, an ill-con- 
ditioned dangerous character, likely to make dissension and difficulty 
where no real cause existed for either, and I would not recommend his 
ever being allowed to return; he is now living a t  Khost and llas obtain- 
ed some influence there, and he has always had the countenance and 
support of Sirdar Mahomed Azim Khan to hack him ; i t  is possible there- 
fore, that acting as a sort of agent to the Cabul Government, and stirring 
up the hill men to annoy us, he may occasionally be the cause of our 
being more disturbed by them than we otherwise should be, but he will 



not be able to do us material injury when in exile, he migllt do IV, ~ a e  
8 treacherous subject dwelling in the country. 
~hukurullah Khan before narned is a man of little character, he played 

fast loose during the rebellion like the rest, he is deceitful and cun- 
ning; I suspected him strongly of having instigated or connived a t  a 
murder that occurred in his tuppah not long before I left. 

Khan Soubah is a well disposed man and bitter enemy of Shukurul- 

lahs. 
Moosah Khan of Sikunder Khail is another of the exiled mullicks ; he 

sided with the Sikhs and Afghans and fled on our return ; his brother 
Nu~nrez Khan manages his tuppall. Moo~ah Khan I think might be 
allowed to return to Bunnoo at  some future period, on his furnishing 
good security for orderly behaviour in time to come ; neither his offences 
nor his talents for mischief are equal to those of Meer Alim Khan. 

Meer Baz of the Barekzye Meeree tuppahs, and Ghazee of the Nurrir 
tuppah, are two influential men, who formerly carried considerable weight 
in Bunnoo politics-they have always behaved well under us. 

Shahwullee Khan of Homeyd I recommend to your care and consider- 
ation, as a fine-tempered well-dispositionecl old mau. 

The above are the Bunnoo hlullicks that I think worthy of being 
brought to your notice either on account of their merits, demerits, or of 
events connected with their former history. The Alullicks of Kukkee 
Bhurut, Mandeo, Mamakhail, &c. small Meeree tuppahs, and Namawur 
Khan of Fatmuhkhail, Mutseh Khan of Kalekhail, Ameer Khan, and 
Nourung Khan of Mummushkhail, are all decent characters in their 
way, but not remarkable enough to require separate notice; I may ex- 
cept Merh Khan of Amundee, whose sons I believe to have been con- 
cerned in more than one murder, and if so, no doubt with the full cogni- 
zance of their father. Merh Khan is always feigning great alarm at  the 
Wuzeerees, with whom he has I believe in truth an old feud, but his 
real object has been to obtain permission to re-build his defences and arm 
his followers to secure himself against his immediate Bunnoochee rivals, 
or plot mischief against them. 

With regard to the settlement of Bunnoo, one of the greatest difficul- 
ties occurs from the fact of part of the community being assessed a t  one- 
forth of tlie produce, and part a t  one-sixth. When Major Edwardes took 
possession of the valley, the whole of the religious classes of Bunnoo 



claimed total exemption from taxation on the strength of old royal sun- 
nuds, and the fact of the Bunnoochee laity having, they asserted, never 
attempted to make them assist in paying the kullunk or arbitrary money 
assessment imposed by the Sikh army when it marched into the country. 
I n  support of these claims of immunity, sunnuds bearing the royal sea, 
and sign were produced, by the wording of which it appeared that certain 
individuals the fathers or grandfathers or great-grand-fathers of the pre- 
sent claimants had been made free of all demands, while all Government 
officials and others were warned not to molest them, and further the 
syuds and moollahs brought forward the Bunnoo Mullicks and laymen 
who corroborated the statement that it had never been the custom to 
take a share of the Sikh kullunk from the religious classes. One thing 
however was apparent at the time, and that was that the wording of the 
sunnuds was most vague ; that many of them, or probably all of them 
were given when the ruler who professed to make the grant had little 
or no hold on the valley of Bunnoo, and further, that the relationship 
of parties then living to those named in the sunnuds (thirty men per- 
haps claiming as great-grandsons of one name in the original sunnud) 
was doubtful, while it would be next to impossible satisfactorily to as- 
certain its correctness. Under these circumstances Major Edwardes 
recommended to the Resident that the religious classes of Bunnoo should 
be assessed at one-sixth instead of one-fourth which was sanctioned, and 
then the difficulty ensued of ascertaining who had a right to share in 
this privilege, and there can be little doubt but that a good many names 
found their way into the lists thbt had no right to be there, every man 
who could read a few verses of the Koran claiming exemption as an 
akhoond or moolah. Before settling the revenue of the Bazar and 
Tlippie tuppahs, therefore I was obliged to summon every iudividual 
claiming to be a syud or moollah before me and decide upon his claims 
after a summary investigation, and after hearing the opinions of the 
Mullick and chief religious characters of his tuppah ; when these lists 
were finished, the settlement could be commenced upon. The tuppah 
of Bazar and the syuds, nine villages with the two tuppahs of Tuppie, 
had been settled before I left. Bunno is a country in which a settlement 
ought to auswer well, as there is a fixed and certain irrigation, and the 

produce consequently varies so much less than in other places. The 
cultivation of Bunnoo did increase very considerably in the years 1850 



1851, but owing to the immense increase of grain all over the coun- 
which caused a glut in the market, the price at  which the grain waa 

into money in taking the revenue was so much lower than in 
p n v i o ~ ~ ~  years that the increase of income to Government was compara- 
tively small. Care must be taken to encourage the growth of the rich 
crops of sugar and turmeric which thrive so well in the Shoranee t u p  
phs; all that is necessary however is to assure the cultivators that the 
poduce will he converted into money at  the market price when the crop 
is ripe ; from the cause I have mentioned above the market prices of 
both descriptions of produce have progressively fallen so much in the last 
few years that (the cultivation being expensive and laborious) the farm- 
ers will not put these crops in unless they are assured of fair consi- 
deration at the time of harvest. 

With regard to the Wuzeerees who have land in the tuppahs, it was 
my intention if they feared taking the settlement under the Bunnoo 
Mullicks, to give them their leases separately, but I should by all means 
advise their being left under the Mullicks if they make no objection to it 
themselves. Those W uzeerees, whose revenue Swahn Khan has been 
in the habit of collecting, must pay the amount of their settlement 
through him in money or kind. I t  would be a good opportunity at the 
time of the settlement to insid on money payments from all parties 
owing lands in the tuppahs, which would not I think press hard upon 
them now that they understand the thing better than they did. I would 
not yet press the matter with the Wuzeerees on the ThuL The whole 
item realized by the Thul crops is so small, and the crops themselves 
are so poor and uncertain, and the men who sow them are still so wild 
and ignorant of the ways of the civilized world, that I should deprecate 
any particular point being made of the matter. As long as they duly 
pay the requisite share of their produce, and bring it to our doors either 
in grain or money, the Government object is gained, and their obedience 
and allegiance is fully demonstrated. This with regard to the Thul crops 
those few Wuzeerees in the tuppahs who do not at present pay in money 
might be directed to do so at the time of settlement. 

I have alluded above to the old royal sunnuds of immunity from pay- 

Claims of immunity nlent of revenue held by many individuals in 
on Royal sunnuds. Bunnoo ; before leaving the district I informed 

You of the state of the case regarding these deeds, I shall here briefly 



allude to it again. When Major Edwardes recommended to  the Raideat, 
to sanction an assessment at one-sixth for the religious classes of Bunnoo, 
it was under an implied promise that each individual case should be 
subsequently investigated, and if there appeared grounds for granting a 

total immunity it might yet be done. I was aware of this promise, and 
though it was my opinion, that scarcely in any case would the sunnu& 
bear out the claims of the parties, still I have always been most anxious 
to carry through the investigation and settle the matter one way 0, 

another ; but owing to the complete employment of my own time in 
accounts and other things of more pressing nature, I was never able to 
carry out my wishes and intentions in the matter. Shortly before 
leaving, I sent you the misls in the cases of all claimants belonging to 
the Bazar tuppah and the syud's nine villages, and at  the same time 
wrote you my opiuion on the extent of weight which I considered due 
to the vague and unsatisfactory wording of most of the sunnuds. As the 
promise of investigation was given however, I hope that you will be 
able to find the time which I could not to carry it out, but I should 
recommend your warning the parties not to indulge hopes of advantage 
therefroin, as you feel pretty well assured that in very few cases mill it 
appear necessary or proper to exceed the indulgence already granted, 
namely, the assessment at one-sixth of the produce instead of one-fourth. 

There are not above three or four cases of dhurmurth in Bunnoo 
itself, these are grants originally made by Konwr Nou Nehal Singh, or 
the Sikh Generals commanding armies sent to collect revenue in Bunnoo, 
and are worthy of favourable consideration. 

I recomlnend the young Kazee Hyder Shah, son of Kazee Mahomed 
Kuseem, the old Kazee of Bunnoo, to your especial care ; his father was a 
loyal, zealous, and useful man, who declared boldly for us during the 
rebellion, and was very useful to me then in procuring intelligence both 
concerning affairs in Bunnoo and also of the progress of events above 
the passes. His son will have the same connections and correspondents, 
and may be useful in the same way that the father was when necessity 
occurs. You will find his case duly set forth in paragraph 18 of my 
memorandtlm of the claims of certain individuals in the district, to which 
are appended notes and replies in the handwriting of the President of 
the Board of Administration, which paper I forwarded to you in original 
from Bombay. 



Since tile subjugation of the valley of Bunnoo, two very extensive t rmh  

ooltirBtion on the of country, which were formerly more waste j uo- 
stir lands. gle, have been brought under cultivation. Tlle re- 
claiming of the first tract called the Nsr was projected by Major 
Edwardfis and was effected by considerably enlarging an old aque(luct, 

cutting a new channel to connect it with the land in question, which 
had in a great measure lain uncultivated on account of its unpro- 

tected position, which owing to the enmity between the two classes, 
rendered it impossible for either the men of Murwut or Bunnoo to 
undertake the task of raising crops upon it. General peace having been 
established by the advent of a paramount power, this difficulty vanished, 
and the Bunnoochees gladly adopted a project so much to their advantage. 
Some interruption occurred in the completion of the plan caused by the 
rebellion and our losing possession of the valley for a period, but on our 
return the works were resumed and completed, and rt final allotnlent of 
the tract made. The Tehseeldar has a detailed statement of this distribu- 
tion, signed by me, of which I also possess a copy. 

The whole amount of land brought under cultivation by this first 
effort was about 20,000 beegahs. This land, as I have said, was termed 
the Bunnoo Nar. Since that, by a plan devised by the Tehseeldar of 
Bunnoo, Rae Tehil Ram, another large tract, called the AIurwut Nar, 
adjoining that of Bunnoo, and subsequently named Gulzar for distinction 
has been apportioned for cultivation, the only difficulty being irrigation, 
and that having been arranged for, partly by enlarging the origiual canal 
of the Bunnoo Nar, and partly from the water of the Zunllaelah, a 
water-course which irrigates t,he Tuppie tuppahs and other lands a t  that 
end of Bunnoo. The whole of the Gulzar land, which will be brought 
under cultivation by these arrangements, will amount to  al)out 19,000 
lnore beegahs. You will find a detailed st,atement of the allotment of 
this land, together with a copy of the terms on which it has been made 
over to various parties for cultivation, both signed by me, in the hands of 
the Tehseeldar above named. Should any doubt or question arise, I shall 
be able to clear i t  up by reference to papers in my possession. 

Formerly, a large tract of jungly ground intervened between Bunnoo 
and Murwut, which, in the olden time, bore the worfit cl~a~racter for rob- 
bery and murder, now from Runnoo to Murwut the whole will be covered 
with hamlets and cultivation. 
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I n  both tlrese divisions a fair share of the la id  has been reserved fijr 

the zemindars of Bonooo and Murwut, that done I have given a1lotinents 
of the remainder to numerous individuals of other classes, who appeared 
to me entitled to consideration a t  our hands, or whom i t  was an object 

to Government to induce to plant villages and settle on the spot. Most, 
various indeed are the classes that have solicited and obtained improving 
leases in this tract, ranging from Wuzeerees and Fakeers to Putllan 
Sirdars, but the effect of all is in a great measure to provide employment 
and subsistence for a number of deserving men, some of whom have fought 
for us in the field, and further, to colonise a tract of country hitherto only 
inhabited by unruly half-reclaimed Afghan classes, who have been but 
a few years subject to any Government a t  all, with a strong body of loyal 
and civilized men belonging to proviilces long under strict subjection, and 
t.herefore likely to side with order and discipline against sedition, trea- 
'chery, hill influence, &c. A considerable number of the Pnthan officers, 
who served with Major Edwardes and myself in the late troubles, have 
gladly accepted lenses of portions of this land ; these are men of some 
cousideration, in many cases possessed of other means, and in several 
instances they have with considerable exertion established good substan- 
t i ~ l  villa.ges on the lands allotted to thern, and have collectecl inen from 
the neighbourhoocl ant1 have suminolled others from their own homes to 
carry on their farms, all which has led to the wild tract in question being 
quickly warmed up by a tribe of busy hopeful settlers. I consider it a 

most advantageous thing that respectable men of name and weight should 
have thus acquired an interest in the soil i11 that before rather raw and 
ill-famed strip of country. 

The elaquah of Murwd requires little notice, it  is divided illto three 

Murwut. 
large tuppahs, namely, Dreypelarah, Baram, a d  

Moosahkhail. The chief M ullicks of Mllrwut are 
Aboolsummund Khan and Surw ur Khan of Dreypelarmh, I~ungrir Khan 

of Paharkhail, Poordil Khan, Fukeer Khan, and 
Influential men. 

M.ahomed Khan of Totezye. Some of the more 

important minor Mullicks are these, of Si kunderkhail, namely, Gouer 
Khan, Hattee Khan, Hakeern Khan, aild A b h s  Khan, also Druk Khan, 

Sikunderkhail, and Sahebdad, and Feroze Khan of Paharkhail : all the 
above are of tbe Dreypelarah and Raram divisions, while of the Moosah- 
b a i l  tuppah the following are the chief Mullicks, Akber Khan of Gerzye, 



Clsbmere Khan, Saheb Khan of Glindee, Zuffur Khan of Murnakhsil, 
~ ~ ~ l t , a n  Khan of Murwundee, Sikunder Khan, Mahorned Yar Khm, 
ed Wuzeer Khan of Drukkah, Tor Khan and Hakeem Khan of Walee, 
~ ~ k h m u l  and Ztehmiit Shah of Ahmedzye, Summund Khan and &hhut 
Khan of Adumzye, &c. &c. 

poordil Khan is quite a boy, the other four first-named Mullicks Abool- 
Bllmmund Khan, Surwur Khan, Lungur Khan, and Fukeer Khan, who 
are certainly the chief Mullicks of Murwut, are no great favourites of 
mine, because at a time of need I tried to get them to occupy a portion 
of the ground round Lukkee to complete the investment of the place, 
and they hesitated, made difficulties, and at length excused themselves 
from the task on the plea that they were not fighting-men ; the real 
reason of their backwardness not being fear, but lukewarmness in our 
cause, or in fact in any cause that was not more clearly the winning one 
than ours was at  that time ; they were in fact watching the course of 

events, and were therefore unwilling to be made to declare themselves 
openly on either side prematurely, while in the interim it was greatly 
to their advantage that the fort, the key of the district, should remaiu 
unreduced, as then neither party would have leisure to press them for 
revenue. I was sorry for this unworthy conduct on the part of the chief 
Mullicks, as I had before had rather a high opinion of them. The duty 
which they had thus avoided was taken up and well carried through by 
the Mullicks of Sikunder Khail before mentioned, and I hope you will 
ever remember this to their credit and show them any kindness in your 
power; the times were gloomy when they came forward to do service, 
aud though investment working of course under cover was all that was 
required of them, they might at  any moment have had to fight hard had 
the garrison or their friends from without attempted to surprise or 
break through their portion of the line. In  recognition of the good 
service performed by these Mullicks of Sikunder khail on that occasion, 

the Board of Administration recommended them for a pension of 120 
rupees monthly, or 1440 rupees a year, this was nominally 30 rupees 
a month to each of the four men I have named above, but ns in reality 
they only acted as officers or leaders of a considerable body of men of 
the same family, several members of which were as deserving of 
consideration as themselves, I, with the consent of all parties, finally 
made the fullowing division of the grant, which I mention in 



detail here, lest at any time dissension should arise on the subject. The 
120 rupees &ntlrly to be divided thus- 

Rupees. 
Gouer Khan, - - - - - 24 
Hakeem Khan, - - - - 22 
Futteh Khan, - - - 20 
Hattee Khan, - - - 20 
Dewanah Khan, - - - - 10 
Abbas K l m ,  - - - - 10 
Mallomed Khan, - - - - 7 
Ameer K.han, - - - 7 

120 
The following sums are paid to the Mullicks of the elaquah of 

Murwut, being the same fixed by Major Edwardes when he reformed 
the revenue system. 

To the following Mullicks per harvest in money :- 
Rupees. 

Aboolsummund Khan, - - - 250 
Surwur Khan, - - - - 250 
Poordil Khan, - - - - - 200 

Lungur Khan, - - - - 17.5 
Mullicks of Moosahkhail, - - 200 

Total per harvest in money, - 1,075 
To ditto ditto in grain :- 

Mds. 
Aboolsummund Khan, - - - 150 
Surwur Khan, - - - - 150 
Poordil Khail (Ghuzneekhail,) - SO 
Lungur Khan, - _ - - 20 
Mullicks of Moosahkhail, - - 100 
Eusrut Khan, - - - - 10 
Poordil Khan (Begookhail,) - - 10 
Bluddut Khan, son of Aboolsun~inund 

Khan, - - - - 10 
Azeem Khan, son of Ursulah, - 10 



Azeem Khan (K ljoueodndkhail,) - 10 
Meer Kullum, - - - - l 5  
Shaik Paenduh, - - - - 5 
Meean Omur Fukeer, - - - 15 

Total amount in grain per harvest, 585 
On account of suwars the chief Mullicks receive- 

Suwars. Rupees. 
Aboolsummund Khan, - - 6 360 
Surwur Khan, - - - 0 360 
Poordil Khan aud Mahomed 

Khan, - - - - 0 360 
Lungur Khan, - - - 4 240 
Feroze Khan, - - - 2 120 
Mullicks of Moosahkhail, - 6 3G0 

Total per harvest onaccount of suwars, . . .1,800 
These suwars are not kept up, the Murwut Mullicks are ill provided 

for with reference to the revenue realized from the elnq~id,  and also as 
compared to the provision made for men of their class in other elaquahs, 
and this item for suwars, which they have always received, serves as well 
as any other head under which to afford them something to live upon 
and fulfil the duties of their position with. 

Before the Sikhs gained possession of the Trans-Indus provinces, 
the elaquah of Murwut was held by the Nowab of Derah in much the 
same manner that the Sikhs subsequently dealt with Bunnoo, that is, that 
no troops were kept 11p in the district, nor were the people interfered 
with in any matter but that of revenue, and to collect this it was always 
necessary to send a force into the elaquah, and on these occasions the 
Mullicks of Murwut always made a good harvest, acting as agents 
between the commander of the troops and the people of the country, 
for which duty, in addition to any profits made in their own way in the 
course of business, they received, at  the close of the proceedings, 
handsome gratuities and khilhits, and at  all times were treated with that 
consideration and distinction which Native Governments and their 
officials usually show to men who have it in their power to be useful in 
dealing with subjects disposed to be refractory. The system I have 



mentioned was in a great measure kept up by the Sikh officials, to whom 
tile management of the ehqual~ was entrusted, though after Futteh Khan 
Tewannsll had placed a fort in the middle of the district, the people 
of course under more complete sul~jection than they had been. one 
tuppah, however, that of Moosahkhail, always remained in rather a wil,l 
ill-controlled state, and Lukkee Mu1 Kardar of Derah, aud his son 

and successor, Doulut Rae, were both more than once under the neccs- 
sity of sending a considerable body of troops to enforce payment of re- 
venue, &C., from the Murwuts of Moosahkhnil, on such occasions the 
services of t.he head men of the two more loyal tuppahs were always put 
in requisition and always rewarded with honour and khilluts. 

I t  may be easily conceived that the position of the head Mullicks of 
Murwut under such a system was much more to their taste than that 
which they at present hold with fixed unvarying allowances, little con- 

sideration, and no marks of especial favour-add to this that the amount 
realized by the Nowab of Derah from the elaquah of Murwut amounted 
to about one-third, and that which Dewans Lukkee Mu1 and Doulut Rae 
took to two-thirds of the sum which we now collect yearly from it, and I 
think you will agree with me that the head Mullicks are not too well cared 
for. Major Edwardes himself was of opinion, that about 65,000 rupees 
would be the proper assessment of Murwut. The revenue in the last 
four years has ranged from a lakh and ten to a lakh and twetlty thon- 
sand rupees yearly. The accession of income is attributable partly to 
increased cultivation and partly to the effects of t,he chauge in the 
system of assessment, by which every individual has to pay a certain 
share of his profits in revenue, the former mode of taxation, though felt 
to be more irksome, did not reach all parties as the present does. 

The case of the syuds and religious classes of Murwut you will find 
syaas reliniolls fully explained in paragraph 19 of my mcmo- 

classes of Murwut. randum, of deserving individuals in the district to 
which I have before alluded. I hope you will kindly exert yourself to 
get what I have proposed for them confirmed. 1 think the grant would 
be politic and proper in every way. 

There are not above three or four cases of Dhurrni~rth in Murwut. 
The settlement of Murwut is a diacult question ; the revenue is a t  

present collected by Kunkoot ; a plain one-fourth of the crop with five 
per cent. Jereeb or measurement cess (calculated to cover the expense to 



Government of men employedin measuring and e~timating the crop) 
the one per cent. road fund being taken. The evil8 of a mrasure- 

merit system iu a country like Murwut, where the c r o p  cover the grolnld 
like a sheet, undivided by fences or even marks apparent to the unimi- 
tiated, are very great, and the opportunities for fraud and deception, both 
on the part of the zemindars a d  officials entrusted with the duty of 
measuring the crops infinite, but it  has two undoubted merits, it sits 
lightly on the people, while a t  the same time i t  enables us to reali~c e 

larger revenue from the country than we could ever venture to take by n 
fixed settlement. I have mentioned that the revenue of the elaquah has 
greatly increased since Major Edwardes remodelled the system of assess- 

ment, abolishing several obnoxious cesses and raising the rate from one- 
sixth to one-fourth, and yet I am confident that the pavment of revenue 
presses less hardly upon the zemindars generally now than it  did in 
those times, when a smaller sum was taken in an irregular way, and the 
head Mullicks were the parties through whom the collections were made. 
You will by this time have learned enough of the Mururut character to 
know that the complaints they make and the trouble they give at the 
time of measurement do not invalidate my theory in the matter. I have 
constantly taken up their cases and examined carefully into the charges 
of over assessment frequently preferred by them against the Tellsee1 offi- 
cials, and have almost always found them ungrounded and frivolous. Tn 
such matters the Murwuttees, though a better clase of men than the Bun- 
noochees, have not n shadow of principle, and will band together to declare 
their crops did not produce twenty seers per kinal, which when tested 
would prove to yield one and half maunds. These complaints, under t,he 
present svstem, as they occur only at the immediate period of measure- 
ment, can be dealt with and examined before the proofs are removed, as 
even a Murwuttee can comprehend, that as all his crops press under re- 
view he must make the struggle when their value is being estimated, 
then or never, but under a settlement this would not he the case, the 
crops would be first removed and cared for, and then, and not till then, 
the zemindars would adjourn to your gate and rend the air with lamenta- 
tions on the utter impossibility of their making good the amount of their 
rents, when you will have the opportunity which I do not envy you of 
trying to work on their feelings by argun~ellts founded on reason, com- 
mon sense, propriety, high feeling, &c A d h w  of this sort is often 



undertaken by a village community as a good joke even under the pre- 
sent system. All work on the crops being a t  an end, and most of the 
hands at leisure, and i t  being known that the village accounts for the harm 
vest are about to be closed in the Tehseeldar's office, they think it worth 
while to try the effect of a grand supplicatory visit to the Deputy 
Commissioner in hopes of obtaining some little abatement on the 
whole demand. The picture drawn in the petition concocted for the 
occasion of the tyranny of the Tehseeldar's acts, and the hopelessness 
of their future prospects, when the Government demands shall have 

necessitated their disposing of the last articles of furniture, stock, 
which have escaped former distraints of the same nature, is gloomy 
in the extreme, and altogether they conduct themselves like men 
in the last stage of destitution and despondency, when really in their 
hearts they know that the Government demand is far short of 
what i t  might rightfully be. You may imagine that i t  is quite 
hopeless to reason with men under such circumstances, the best way is 
to select five or six of the head men, keep them with you, dismiss the 
rest, and summon the Tehseeldar and his officials connected with the 
a&ir with their books, khusrah-papers, &C., and then go over the 
whole accounts with the parties confronted, and i t  will be generally found 
that as I have said the demand is under what i t  might have been, and the 
petitioners will change their request for justice to an insinuatingly pre- 
ferred one for kindness and consideration, something to illustrate in their 
individual instance the generosity for which the British Governnlent is 
so famed. I have just sketched a case of the kind to explain my mean- 
ing, when I say that in Murwut, where such attempts are made when the 
matter under disp-~te is fresh and easily dealt with, it will be a far more 
difficult task to dispose of complaints of over assessment under a settle- 
ment, the more especially as from the nature of the soil i t  does so happen 
in this elaquah, that where in one year 5,000 rupees worth of grain is 
produced, 500 rupees worth may not be forthcoming the next, so 
that though the revenues of the last four years show a nearly equal 
average for the whole elaquah, an examination into the accounts would 
prove that the produce of the various tuppahs has beell most uncertain, 
and that frequently a great deficit in the value of one has been balanced 
by an equally large and unexpected increase in that of another. I have 
never seen any district to equal Murwut in this way, the productive part 



of it is a large mound of sand falling from the Shaikh Buddeen range of 
hills to the Goombelah River on one side, and to a ravine running from 
the Pezoo hills to the Goombelah on the other. I t  is, as I have said, 
mere sand, (so destitute of water that the communities who live in the 
large villages situated on it have to fetch their drinking water daily 
either from Lukkee or the springs in the Pezoo pass,) and on this the 
seed is sown, with care enough, for it is the only operation that requires 
the least care or attention, once sown it depends entirely on the rains 
vouchsafed by Providence, whether in the spring the sand be hidden by 
a luxuriant crop of the finest wheat, barley, or grain to be found in the 
whole country, or whether it remain as barren and profitless as if it had 
never been touched. How this peculiarity is to be dealt with in a 
settlement, I do not know, the only plan I can propose as likely prac- 
tically to meet the difficulty is that a triple scale of value per kinal 
should be fixed for each description of grain, with a corresponding value 
in money calculated according to the market price of the amount of 
grain that would fall to the share of Government from each kinal, and 
that the lands should then be measured, and the amount of fist, second, 
or third rate kinals, for which a man was answerable, be entered in the 
khusrah, this would save some of the quarrelling and discussion which 
at present takes place a t  the time of measurement, while it would still 
enforce complaint being made while the crops are to the fore or never. 
This is the nearest approach to a fixed rate of assessment which I can 
fancy answering in Murwut without a great and needless sacrifice of 
revenue, a t  the same time I must say that I offer this as the opinion 
of a man of little or no experience in such matters, practically unac- 
painted with the working of the settlement system, and rather from 
having only seen their operation in frontier districts opposed to settle- 
ments in any locality where the crops are not rendered almost infallible 
by certain irrigation. 

I should have mentioned in another place, that Aboolsumrnund Khan, 
and in fact most of the Mullicks of Murwut, but especially Paenduh of 
Michenkhd, have considerable acquaintance with the Shinwa and 
Pukkee Mullicks of the neighbouring hills, the cause being that the 
Xhuttucks used formerly to make a trade of stealing the Murwut cattle, 
carrying it off to the hills, and then returning it to the owners on the 
payment of a certain arnoun t per head ; this system, which is \\re11 known 
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in tile country, is styled recovery of stoleu cattle by the payment of 

boongab. The acquaintance thus originated between the men of the 
Khuttuck hills and the Murwuttees of the plain below went no ful.ther 
than mere occasional communication about stolen property, except 
in the cases of Aboolsummund Khan himself and Paenduh Michenkhail, 
the former is a great friend of Bungee Khan, Khuttuck of Pukkee, and 
the latter whether he be friend or no is not to be trusted in matters 
affecting Bungee Khan, or any of the men of the Khuttuck villages in 
his neighbourhood, as either from fear or favor he will neither act nor 
speak against them. These are always useful points to be acquainted 
with. As regards the rest of the Murwuttees 1 believe there is little 
sympathy, and a good deal of distrust and dislike between them and the 
Khuttucks, and it is as well that i t  should be so. 

The Moosahkhail tuppah of Murwut which as I have said was for- 
merly so unruly is now quiet enough. Among the Mullicks Akber of 
Gerzye is a stirring energetic fellow whom you may find useful in many 
ways but must not trust too far. Akber was a t  the head of the men in 
the Moosahkhail tuppah, that carried on buddee or feud with the Janee 
khail and Bukkeekhail Wuzeerees, and the influence that he still has 
over the men of these tribes is a tolerable proof that he conducted matters 
with spirit and determination. Akber was opposed to us during the 
rebellion, and would always adhere to the side the success of which afford- 
ed him the best hope of independence and immunity from paying 
revenue, etc., still he ig not an ill-dispositioned man, and can and will 
make himself useful at times. Saheb Khan, of Gundee, Zuffer Khan, 
of Mamakhail, and Moultan Khan, of Murwundee, are three influential 
men, formerly turbulent and evil-disposed characters who were Inore or 
less concerned in all highway-robberies committed on the road between 
Bunnoo and Lukkee ; they are now more respectable and orderly, but 
must still, to a certain extent, be held answerable for the safety of tbe 
road, one of the most unprotected portions of which is that which tra- 
verses the lands of their villages, while the extensive wastes in the neigh- 
bourhood are made use of as grazing grounds for the Government 
camels. Bukhmul, of Ahmedzye, the position of the Thannah, is a good 
man. The Thannah of Ahlnedzye is in rather an exposed position in 
front of the Buttunnees and Wuzeerees, a part in fact of the defenceless 
state of the whole South-Western side of the valley which I have previ- 



ously spoken of. Nothing has yet occurred there, shd we may go on 
for years with accident, but when on one occaaion I received an exprese 
in red ink from the Thannahdar to say that he believed that the tuppah 

be attacked that night by the Yihsoods and Ruttunnees, I felt 
truly that the thing was most possible, and how ill prepared we 

were in that quarter, and also how very difficult it must always be to 
send efficient aid to it from Bunnoo with any hope of its being in 
time to prevent mischief. I recommend Sikunder Khan, Mahomed 

Yar, and Wuzeer Khan, of Drukkah to your favor- 
Village of Drukkah. 

able consideration ; Drukkah was formerly a tho- 
roughly Yaghee* nest of villages, and constantly fought the Nowabs 
and the Derah Dewan's forces. The villages are strongly posted among 

- 

deep ravines with a hack ground of rugged hills. To sweep the ravines 
and villages of Dnlkkah and punish the inhabitants, backed as they 
would be by the hill men would not be done without loss, but the villages 
themselves would not be .tenable under cannonade from the side of the 
plains. Ever since we have held the country these men have been 

thoroughly amenable, and I have always been much pleased with the 
respectable orderly conduct of the above three Mullicks ; it was with 
them that Ja6er Khan, the Bunnoochee Mullick, took refuge when 
driven out of Bunnoo by the Silih rebeis. Walee, near Drukkah, is even 
a wilder spot, situated in the midst of a perfect nest of ravines which 
make it wholly unapproachable from the Bunnoo side. The only way 
to get at it with a force would be by a circuit through Drukkah and the 
ravine in its rear ; I have travelled by both roads, and while infantry, 
horse, and zumboorahs might undoubtedly be taken by the route I have 
mentioned to the back of Walee, it would, I think be madness to throw 
them into the ravines through which the direct line from Bunnoo to 
dhmedzye would lead. Tor Khan Mullick of W alee is a very respect- 
able well-behaved man who has made hiinself useful on several occa- 
sions. Sultan Mihmood Khan, Thannahdar, is well acquainted with him, 
md will give you his character and history when necessary. There is a 

freebooter on this part of the border known by the name of Ghuza 
Buttunnee, he employs himself and his followers chiefly in cattle-stealing, 
generally restoring the property on the payment of boongah ; his home 
is in the Gubbur hill at  the back of Drukkah. 

* Rebellious. 



1 forget at this moment whether the village of Mullezye be. 
longs to the Moosahkhail or Baram tuppah, its isolated site on 
the South-Western side of the ridge which divides the Bunnoo 
and Tank vallies is so anomalous that it affords no guide to my 
memory by its geographical position, however, mention of Jlullezye is 
naturally connected with Drukkah and Sultan Mihmood Khan. Mulle- 
zye is a large village belonging to Murwut, but stituated strangely on the 
Tank side of the hill, and not above fifteen miles from Tank itself. 
Mullezye, like Drukkah, has always been reputed mutinous and unruly ; it 
is a strong village as to population, but the natural position is not diffi- 
cult, not to be compared to Drukkah or Walee : it is situated in the elbow 
of the hills made by the junction of the ridge that runs from the Pezoo 
pass to the Gubbur mountain in the main Wuzeeree range. There has 
always been more or less difficulty about collecting the revenue from this 
village, and that of the Wuzeerees and Buttunnees who descend from 
the neighbouring mountains and cultivate the strips of Thul land under 
the hills. The Xullezyes themselves have always paid their own revenue, 
but the collection of that of the hill men has led to more than one skir- 
mish. The Puthans of Mullezye are assessed like the Murwuttees at 
one-fourth the produce. The Wuzeerees and Buttunnees who cultivate 
the Thul at  one-sixth like their brethren in Bunnoo. Sultan &Iihmood. 
Khan has always been employed to support the Tehseeldar's arrange- 
ments on these occasions, and has always conducted matters with great 
judgment and determination. To watch over these proceedings Sultan 
Mihmood Khan had to be constantly passing between his thannah at 
Ahmedzye and the village of Mullezye, in which place he occasionally 
left a party of his men intending to return to them immediately, for at 
first regard being had to the former character of the village, it was not 
recognised as advisable to leave a detachment quartered in i t ;  by degrees, 
however, the feeling wore off; small parties of men were left in the 
village for long periods without apparently provoking any ill feeling OR 

the part of the Mullicks and people, but still the arrangement was not 
sanctioned ; I was aware of the state of affairs and had got used to it, 
and did not think it worth while to interfere. About June 1851, a 
Mullezye Mullick absconded to the hills leaving a portion of his revenue 
unpaid, and his property, stock, &C., was consequently confiscated ; a 

short time after this the small party of horsemen in the village was 



in the middle of the night, twomen were killed and five wounded, 
this was no doubt the work of the fugitive Mullick assi~ted by the hill 
men, but there was also room for strong suspicion that the other Slullicke 
had aided and acquiesced in the attack, and had certainly not shown the 
interest and alacrity in assisting the attacked party that they might have 
done ; I therefore seized the whole of the Mullicks of Mullezye but one, 
and after a careful investigation recommended that one who had failed 
to convey a call for assistance sent through him by the commander of 
the hor~emen should be transported for seven years, two more for luke- 
warmness, indifferent conduct for three years, and also that the village 
should be fined 400 rupees, which decision was confirmed by the Board 
of Administration and carried into effect. The one Mullick who, as I 
have mentioned, was made an exception on the occasion was one Bahadoor 
Khan, who from the first had given the horsemen good intelligence and 
assisted them when wounded and in trouble, and subsequently had lent 
every assistance in his power to the Thannahdar when endeavouring to 
obtain a clue to the actors and instigators of the affair. I think this 
Bahadoor Khan ought to receive some especial provision beyond his 
fellows as a mark of favor from Government, and shall be glad to hear 
of your having so far agreed with me as to recommend him for it, a 
small extra berat or mullickanah allowance would be well bestowed on 
him, as apart from what he has done he may be very useful on future 
occasions, and there is no doubt but that he has incurred much enmity 

The Bain or Mullezye and dislike by the line he has adopted. The 
pm% &lullezye pass you have seen, it is not a very 
formidable one, as the heights on either side can be crowned without 
much labour, and the position of men holding t.hem could be turned ; it is 
also a certain distance from the lofty hills, so that a large body of men 
would not be able to occupy it without some notice and leisure, and that, 
if possible, should never be afforded them when there is an intention to 
make use of the pass ; this durrah would, however, never be safe for a 
permanent line of communication, nor should horsemen be sent back- 
wards and forwards through it as it exposes them to be waylaid and 
assassinated. If a message is to be sent through, the best plan is to 
forward it by a foot-runner from one of the villages on either side of the 
pass ; these men know the locality and the men likely to infest it, and are 
known by them, and incur little or no risk. Sultan Mihmood Khan has 



always been very anxious that I'should order Lungur Khan, the Murwut 
hIullick, who himself resides at  Paharkhail, to establish a hamlet in 
the middle of the Bain or Mullezye pass and make him responsible 
for the road, but I have always been rather averse to the plan, the 
spot is not a safe one for an open village, and if a fort is to be built it had 
better be built and cared for by Government, but the whole arrange- 
ment does not seem to me of sufficient importance at  present. We do 
not want the road for traffic, messengers between Ahmedzye and Aman- 
khail go by the Siggee pass, and if a force is to be sent through it can 

make its own arrangements without requiring the 
Fost at Amankhail. 

aid of a Mullick's gurree in the middle of the pass. 
We have at present a large police post at Amankhail about two miles 
from Mullezye. When I laid hands on the Mullezye Mullicks I was 
unable to leave the detachment (which I could not at the time arrange to 
support) in a wild disloyal village like that of Mullezye with no entrench- 
ment or protection, so on the same day sent it with the wounded men 
to the neighbouring village of Amankhail in the Tank elaquah, and 
there it has been posted ever since, a mud enclosure and small tower 
or keep having been erected to keep the party from surprise. This is 
a very good position for the post to occupy till it be deemed expedient 
to place a regular frontier fort in the neighbourhood of Mullezye. 

You will find a full account of the family of Mahomed Khan Raiees 
of Esakhail, in the eighth chapter of Major Ed- 

Esakhail. 
wardes' "Year in the Pui~jab," and also a brief 

notice of his case in paragraph 23 of my list of deserving individuals 

Mhorncd Khan and before alluded to. To the fact mentioned by Ma- 
family. jor Edwardes of Mahomed Khan's having lost his 
ablest son in the charge made by the Puthan horse on the rebel artillery 
at  Kineree, I have to add a brief notice of the actively loyal and meri- 
torious conduct of himself and the rest of his family during the progress 
of the campaign. When the rebellion at  Noultan first broke out, and 
I was under the necessity of detaching a large portion of the force occu- 
pying Bunnoo%of which I was then in charge, to the assistance of Major 
Edwardes, partly to supply their place and partly with the object of 
increasing the number of Mahomedans in the force around me, I directed 
Mahomed Khan, of Esakhail, to raise 500 men in his dlstrict and neigh- 
Lourhoocl, ancl send them to mc under the command of his sons. This 



order was obeyed with great speed and alacrity by Mallonled Klrnn, and 
the body of men he raised were good efficient soldiers fit for any work : 
and when by an arrangement of Major Edwardes I quitted Bunnoo fo; 

Derah Ishmael Khan, and made over charge of the former elaquah to 
Futteh Khan Tewannah, this body of Mussulman.ns formed a strong and 
appropriate addition to his own body-guard of irregulars, and one ealcu- 
lated to be useful to him in emergency, as was indeed subsequently the 
case, though their presence was not sufficient to avert the final catas- 

trophe that occurred. 
When the Sikh troops in Bunnoo broke out into sudden rebellion, 

murdered Colonel Holmes, and gained possession of the four light artil- 
lery guns which had been withdrawn from the bastions for the purpose 
of being despatched to Moultan, Futteh Khan Tewannah, taken by 
surprise by the extent and suddenness of the event, found himself in s 

very short time hemmed in in the inner enclosure of the fort of Dllulh- 
leepgurh. With him among others was Mahomed Khan of Esakhail. 
The second brother, Mahomed Ayaz Khan was not able to join his 
brother a t  the conlmencement of the difficulty, and remained outside 
with the remainder of the family levies, with which he immediately 
joined himself to such individuals as he believed loyal and likely to 
assist Futteh Khan Tewannah to the utmost, those were the Bunnoo 
Mullicks before mentioned, namely, JaRer Khan, Bazeed Khan, Dilassah 
Khan, &C., in company with whorn and some Wuzeeree and Dour 
volunteers brought by Dilassah Khan and Swahu Khan ; Mahomed 
Ayaz Khan made several bold attempts to raise the siege of the inner 
fort in which Futteh Khan and his own brother were beset. The attacks 
made by this body of men although quite undisciplined, ill-armed, ancl 
without cannon, were found to be any thing hut contemptible by the 
Sikh regulars, who for a considerable time suffered themselves to be 
driven to the defensive, and allowed the town of Dhulleepgurh to be 
plundered and occupied under their very guns, at length, however, they 
assumed the offensive, and the superiority of their force soon turned the 
scale. The Mussulman party were worsted with considerable loss, and 
all hope of relieving Futteh Khan was at atl end. After s gallant 
resistance of ten days prolonged after the only supply of water in the 
inner fort formed by pools, collected for moistening the mud for build- 
b g  purposes, had failed (the present well which is 130 feet in depth 



had then only with constant working, reached a depth of 60 or 50 feet) 
9 

the besiegers gained possession of the fort, Futteh Khan and his lieute- 
nant were killed, and Mahomed Alim Khan, of Esakhail, was made 
prisoner, and remained as such in the Sikh camp till after the battle of 
Guzerat. Mahomed Ayaz Khan, the other brother, seeing the game at 
an end drew off to the hills for a time, and afterwards joined me when I 
arrived at  Esakhail from Moultan, and he and his brothers Abddah 
Khan and Surfuraz Khan were with me during the attack on Lukkec, 
altogether the whole family were distinguished as hearty t h ~ r o u ~ h - ~ o i n ~  
well-wishers of our cause during the whole movement, and I hope that 
this will always be remembered in their favor, as well as the fact that 
their zeal was in a great measure attributable to the effect of the politic 
and generous liberality with which they had previously been treated by 
our Government, coming, as it did, after years of harsh and careless treat- 
ment at the hands of our native predecessors. I may mention that Ma- 
homed Urn Khan received a grant of 1,000 rupees from Government as 
compensation for his losses in horses, tents, &C., on the above-mentioned 
occasion. I would beg particularly to call your attention to the 23rd 
paragraph of my memorandum of deserving men in the district in which 
the case of Mahomed Khan, of Esakhail, is noticed, and to recommend 
that the sunnud therein mentioned be obtained for him. 

Shere Khan, of Esakhail, cousin of the other Khans, and their natural 
rival and enemy, has been a loyal partizan of ours, 

Shere Khan. 
and has many useful qualities, not the least of 

which is decided bravery ; he was also shut up with Futteh Khan Tewan- 
nah in the inner fort of Dhulleepgurh, and subsequently carried off as a 
prisoner by the Sikhs, and not released till after the battle of Guzerat,. 
Shere Khan received 800 rupees from Government as indemnification for 
his losses during the campaign. Shere Khan afterwards did good service 
when in command of the Luttummur out-post. At  the time when it wns 
necessary to supply the detachments in the Khuttuck country with grain, 
&C., from Bunnoo, and by a road which passed for miles along an ex- 
posed frontier, an arrangement which caused constant anxiety and 
difficulty ; Shere Khan was constantly in the field, and underwent most 
harassing and incessant duty, was frequently engaged with the Wuzeerees 
and always conducted matters with great spirit and success, altogether 
he is a good useful man, a strict adherence to truth is not amongst his 



but he ha9 many that may be made available despite that failing 
rhich I fear is not confined to himself in Esakhail. Shere Khan is the 
fifth rnan mentioned in my list of deserving characters before alluded to. 

It is probable that ere this reaches you the settlement of Esakhail 

Settlement, N U ~ Z U ~ B -  will have been completed ; an arrangement for 
nah, &c. the remission of half the irksome nuzzuranah cess 
was made before I left, you will find the matter explained in the 20th 
pragraph of my memorandum, to which also Sir Henry Lawrence's 
upinion on the subject is appended. The system of collection which had 
prevailed in Esakhail for years was so complicated that I felt i t  difficult 
to meddle with it  without going thoroughly into the matter, and that I 
never found time to do, hampered as I was by more pressing cases, 
accounts, &c. The state of the Esakhail revenue was simply this, that 
while many of the villages were assessed nominally a t  rates far below 
what it is customary to take in other elaquahs, the full Government 
demand was in fact made up by extra cesses, bearing all sorts of arbitra- 
ry designations the true origin and nature of which it was difficult to 
arrive at, but which it  might always be dangerous to abolish without 
careful examination and inquiry. The plan I would willingly have 
adopted was to have assimilated the collections to those of JSunvut by 
demanding a clear one-fourth share from all parties and abolishing all 
extra cesses, and this as a preparatory measure to the introduction of a 
settlement, but whenever it  was proposed I always found so much alarm 
expressed by a large proportion of the community a t  the prospect of 
their rate being raised perhaps from one-sixth to one-fourth, without 
apparently a coontervailing feeling of satisfaction a t  .the abolition of the 
extra cesses, that I was induced to abandon the idea of making this 
change, aud to defer any alteration in the system till I coiild go 
thorougllly into the case in all its bearings, this I never found time to 
do, I hope you have been more fiuccessful. There can be no doubt 

but that the assessment of Esakhail generally requires considerable 
lightening 

The alum pits at Kotkee, which village is situated at the lower 
extremity of the Chichalee pass, have lately been 

Alum pits. 
repaired and re-opened, Mahomed Khan exerted 

himself considerably in the mattel; and though of course it was for hic 
own interest, I consider his energy and perseverance meritorious. By his 
old sunnuds he was entitled to a relnission of one-third of the Govern- 
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nlent duty on the alum levied a t  the pits, and this h a  been continued 
to him, together with one-third of the zemindaree or actual profits 
of the pits, this decision of mine was confirmed as a temporary arrange- 
ment by the Board of Administration in their letter replying to a report of 
mine on the subject of the settlement of the affairs of Kala Bagh, which 
you will find in your office, it must bear date, April 1852. I would recom- 
mend that no alteration be made in the plan I adopted. The amount thus 
granted by Government in accordance with the spirit of former privileges 
is amere trifle. Mahorned Khan is a deserving man, and i t  is an object 
to Government to have the mines worked and the locality frequented. 

I have before noticed the Chichalee pass which leads from Kotkee 
through the Khuttuck hills to the Chounterah 

Chichalee pss.  
plain, i t  is one of the wildest and st,iffest defiles 1 

have ever seen, one part of it is so narrow that i t  used in former times to 
be closed by iron bars, the sockets for which are yet visible. This pass 
is a t  present within our boundaries, and the Khuttucks about it are 
quiet and amenable, but as I have before said I strongly recommend that 
it should be used as little aspossible as a line of communication, and that 
merchants should not be encouraged to frequent it, the result of which 
would be that robberies would occur for which the tribes bordering on 
the pass must be made answerable ; their hills are very strong, and their 
coercion would involve more expense a n d  trouble than the whole matter 
at issue would be worth. There are many places like this on an Afghan 
border. I t  just amounts to this, that during the whole time I have been 
in the district the pass has hardly been heard of, and the men about it 
have had no temptation to mischief, though when occasion required the 
road has been used by myself and ot,hers, but were i t  adopted as a regu- 
lar line of communication by merchants, I know well that in avery short 
time it  would grow into considerable notoriety. At  the same time the 
pass can always be made use of as a means of rapid communication 
between the Esakhail valley and Chounterah and Nurree in cases of 
urgent necessity. The whole defile is about thirteen miles in length, 
the road from Kotkee to Sirobe a distance of nine miles is up the bed of 
a water-course. Sirobe is a small village where grass forage can be pro- 
cured, nothing else must be hoped for ; from Sirobe to the Chounterah 
plain is about four miles, and on this part of the road there is a steep 
kothul to be surmounted, the road over which, however, is naturally good 

and might be greatly improved by a few hours' labour. 



I will mention here two matters connected with the management of 
Meerbihree or ferry the river, namely, the meerbihree or ferry duties, 

~QLL and the gold washing ; the former has given some 
trouble owing to the fact of the boatmen of the river having always in 
former times received a much higher rate of ferry toll than is cornmon on 

other rivers. The stream of the Indus is so broad, strong, and Jangeroua 
in the hot weather, that they have always been able to exact very high 
pay for their duties during that season and the rains, and the conse- 
quence was that when the Board of Administration by a Circular Letter 
recommended the assimilation of the ferry tolls on all the Punjab rivers, 
and the adoption of the scale laid down by His Honor the Lieutenaut- 
Governor of the North-Western Provinces for the Indian rivers, and 1 
made arrangements with the ferry contractor accordingly, the conditions 
being that he was only to take the stipulated amount from travellers and 
give half to the boatmen, I soon found that the latter were sufferers to an 
extent that could not be considered fair, and that in fact they considered 
themselves ruined and were unwilling to continue their trade, I was 
therefore obliged, eventually, to revise the arrangement and double the 
amount levied on other rivers, giving half to the boatmen and halfto the 
contractor, and this if anythiug is to be made for Government by 
the ferry fund, you will find it necessary to continue. The labour 
of working boats on the Indus in the hot weather and rains is so 
great that if only the rates laid down in the Agra Government Gazette 
are taken, they will not do more than barely renlunerate the boatmen for 
their work, and leave no margin for the Government fund. I would 
advise the contracts of each ferry being given to separate individuals, 
and if' possible to the boatmen themselves ; hitherto they have rather 
shrunk from the risk not being men of any substance, but if they could 
see a clear prospect of fair profit in the matter, they would doubtless 
adopt the system of renting the ferries themselves. In all cases they 

must be bound down to keep a certain number of boats at work, as owing 
to  the great breadth of the Indus at  one time of the year the number of 
boats required is far greater than on other rivers. 

The gold washing has always been farmed out, it is not very ~roduc- 
tive and it is rather difficult to ascertain what it is 

G old washing. 
really worth. The sale of the contract by auction 

affords the best and only test. 



While speaking of the Esnkhail elnquah I wish to notice a clws of 
men whose cases in some instances deserve favorable consideration, 
these are the claimants of charitable grants by choongee, there are nore 
of these in the Esakhail elaquah than in any other, but they exist also 
in Derah proper and Murwut. The original nature of these grauts was 
this : the individual received a sunnud granting him so many measures 
out of the hur do siwah or full produce of the lands of a village or 
estate before division but occasionally specified as out of the Govern- 
ment share, or that of the ryots. In most cases these grants of grain were 
commuted a t  the time of harvest into money payments, and where 
they have existed for many years the claim for a continuance of the 
whole or a portion of the grant is, I think, worthy of some consideration. 
I have especially regard to the cases of two men, one Chiragh Shah 
Syud and the other Kunuiah La11 Ghosain of Derah ; I especially recom- 
mended both these men to your care before leaving the district, they 
are both very respectable men, much looked up to and respected by 
natives of all religions in the district, and it  would be advisable to care 
well for them, they both enjoy other grants, but their chief income was 
formerly derived from these choongee allowances which are now in 
abeyance. 

For a full account of the position, character, &C., of 31ullick Allyar 

Kda Bagh. 
Khan, of Kala Bagh, and of the final arrangement 
of his case I must refer to my correspondence 

on the subject in your office, and especially to the letter of the Board 
of Administration received by me a short time before quitting the 
district, conveying the final decision of Government in the Mullick's case 
and my reply, showing how that decision had l~een carried out; you 
will also find a Persian Roobukaree in the office, addressed to Allyar 
Khan, setting forth all the particulars of the Government orders in his 
case. Kala Bagh is rather an important spot, arld must be watched 
and taken care of. The Bungee Khail tribe of Khuttucks who inhabit 

the hill district from Kala Bagh to Shukurdurrah 
are under Mullick Allyar Khan who takes re- 

venue from them by an arbitrary money assessment styled afrohee, a 
name generally given to the proceeds of fines, confiscations, &C., but in 
this instance applied to an irregular money cess levied from those best 
able to pay ; the whole amount taken is very small, and its payment 



bb lightly enough. Through the hills of the Bangee Khail mna the 
shukurdurrah pass to Kohat, one that it is likely we may want to urn 

freqllently for the conveyance of stores, supplies BC., from Kala B y h  
to Kohat. The Bungce Khail is not a strong tribe, but they were 
formerly great thieves and highway robbers, since we have ruled the 
muntry they have behaved admirably and have given up their bad 
habits, care should be taken to avoid any change in arrangements likely 
to ~ t i r  them up to mischief again, that is I sbould say so long as Allyar 
Khan manages them well and prevents them doing injury on the roads, 
&C., let him do so in his own way and let him be supported, for insig- 
nificant as the clan ie it would cost us money and a good many men 
to watch the road, and the result would very possibly not be as satis- 
factory as the present state of things. 

Mozuffur Khan, Allyar Khan's eldest son, ie a respectable well- 
behaved man, he was in the inner fort of 1)hulleepgurh with Futteh 
Khan Tewannah, but did not subsequently keep up his character for 
loyalty as well as the Esakhail Khans, having made full submission and 
presented nuzzurs to the Sikhs he was released and admitted into favor 
with them ; again when I arrived from Moultan and became engaged 
in the Lukkee affair, both Mozuffur Khan and his father lent me active 
and efficient assistance in forwarding supplies, stores, ammunition, &C., 
and such in a great measure is their character, anxious: to keep well with 
all parties, and not bold enough to adopt one side for better for worse. 

I have named the Pezoo pass and the Sanatarium on the Shaikh 
Pezoo pass and Buddeen hill for notice. All that I wish to say on 

Shaikh Bnddeen. the subject is that I hope that no interval of 
security and freedom from accident will lead to officers proceeding to 
Shaikh Bucldeen, and encamping there without efficient armed escort. The 
mountain is connected with the main range of hills by a long uninbabit- 
ed ridge down which thieves can pass in small gangs and entirely escape 
the observation of the country people. Among the classes inhabiting the 
portion of the main range alluded to are a number of ill-conditioned 
characters long used to petty plundering expeditions by which they 
formerly lived ; these men are decidedly hostile to us as the represents- 
ttves of order, they are thoroughly acquainted with the whole loenlity of 
the Pezoo pass, which they were for years in the habit of infesting, and 
they have several times suffered a t  the hands of the Government detach- 



ments at Pezoo, Koondee, Amankhail, &C., and on a late occasion a gang 
was severely handled by some Powinduh merchants who came across them, 
lying in wait in the spurs of the Shaikh Buddeen hill. I know this class 
of men well, and how patiently they can bide their time to strike a 

revengeful blow, and I repeat that it will never be safe for officers to 
frequent Shaikh Buddeen unescorted, though the systern might be pur- 
sued through a long period without mishap. On a frontier continued 
care and caution is what I would advocate, and the result will be 
contirlued security and an avoidance of what I consider so great an evil, 
namely, the temporary alarm and over-cautiousness which is apt to suc- 
ceed an accident originally caused by a careless neglect of common sense 
pre~aut~ions. With regard to Shaikh Buddeen I am of opinion that a 
fixed post of matchlock men in a defensive tower at the top of the moun- 
tain would afford the best security, and then with a slight escort for bag- 
gage and individuals passing to and fro there would be no risk of any- 
thing untoward occurring. 

The tribes on the Tank border are Wuzeerees, Buttunnees, and Mea- 

Border tribes of tlie 
nees, the latter squatters from one of the Powin- 

elnquahs aouth of the duh tribes ; ~ a n k i s  immediately below the head 
Pezoo pass. 

quarters of the strongest of the Wuzeeree tribes, 
the Mihsood, formerly mentioned in connection with Bunnoo. The ninth 
chapter of the first volume of Major Edwardes' work will explain to you 
fully how the connection between the family of Shah Newaz Khan and 
the heads of the above tribe originated, it remains as strong as ever ; 
Shah Newaz Khan, himself the son of a Wuzeeree woman, has lately 
taken a wife from the Allezye branch of the Mihsood tribe, and has 
always been on friendly terms with them ; this has hitherto produced 
nothing but advantage, as during my employment in the district the 
Wuzeerees have never given t,rouble or annoyance on the Tank border. 
Were they inclined to be more active in this quarter they might do 
much mischief as they have proved on former occasions, when assisting 
Alladad Khan, father of Shah Newaz Khan, to annoy and injure the 
bloultanee Khans, to whom the Sikh Government had entrusted the care 
of the elaquah of Tank. 

Oar present system of posts on the Tank frontier would not be suffi- 
cient to resist the aggressions of the Wuzeerees in that quarter if they 
adopted active hostility. The posts of the Punjab irregular force run 



to Dubbrah on one side, and the village of Amankhail near Mullezye 
ib held by a detachment of police, horse and foot, on the other, a large 
s p e  between being left uncared for. Under existing circumstances this 
d ~ s  not signify. Shah Newaz Khan remains on good terms with the 
Wuzeerees and the elaquah is not molested. The occurrence of petty 
thefts and annoyances from other parties may however at any time 
render it necessary to increase the number of posts along this part of 
the border, and if possible this should be done without at  the same time 
setting aside Shah Newaz Khan's beneficial influence. Let Government, if 
it ie thought desirable, establish its own posts, making use of Shah Newaz 
Khan's local knowledge and influence in all dealings with the Ruzeerees, 
&c. this would be, I believe, the best arrangement for Government. 
Should anything make it necessary for us to remove Shah Newaz Khan 
entirely, I am of opinion that we should quickly require a stronger 
disposition of posts and detachments to protect the elaquah from inroad 
born the hills than is a t  present necessary. With a prospect of possible 
difficulty at  some future period of the above nature, I would not advise 
the demolitlion or dismantling of the old fort of Tank ; the existence of 
a fort, though it he old and dilapidated, gives a feeling of security to the 
inhabitants of the town, and the place is regarded by the hill men ns 
legs exposed to attack than they would believe i t  to he did they know 
that it possessed no stronghold of any kind. I am aware that I am 
arguing entirely on what I know to be the feelings of natives in such 
matters, but where so great an extent of frontier has to be held and manag- 
ed by as few troopsas can perform the task, I conceive it to be both 
prudent and expedient to adopt every available means of economising 
them. Tank without any stronghold would not (the present good 
feeling of the Wuzeerees removed) be safe from an inroad such as that 
by which Derah Futteh Khan was attacked, the alternative would be to 
garrison it with troops, and that would cost men and money. 

The Meanees and Buttunnees have an old feud which has several 

areanees and times nearly led to an open rupture, an ultimate 
neea. result which though the battle ground would not 
probably be within our limits, we have always tried to avert by advice 
and warming. These cases are difticult to deal with from the fact 
of each pady having lands, and large portions of the tribe actually 
reaiding &hin the hills. A short time before 1 left, both parties 



had assembled in strength with the object of open warfare, Shd 
Newal; Khan, as usual, endeavoured to mediate between them but 
failed, and &entually referred to me, mentioning his anxiety lest possibly 

the Government lands might be made the scene of the contest. To 
prevent any likelihood of this I reinforced him with some police horse 
and foot, and sent him papers to forward to the heads of each tribe, 
advising them to repair to his Shah Newaz Khan's presence and talk 
over the cause of quarrel, and this they eventually did, and after much 
discussion and recrimination finally came to an amicable understanding 
concerlling their differences, and signed agreements binding themselves 
to forget former causes of quarrel, and abstain from originating others 
for the future, since which they have been quiet, and will I hope remain 
so. Copies of their written agreements will be found in your Persian office. 

The Sheoranees, whose hills commence a short dist'ance below the 

Sheoranees. 
Goomul pass, are a numerous tribe, and have lately 
become important from their having adopted more 

active hostility to us in the last two years than they had before display. 
ed. I feel very confident however, that the strong disposition of posts and 
detachments of the Punjab irregular force, that has lately been made, 
the efficient armament of the former, projected by the Most Noble the 
Governor General, and the admirable frontier road constructed by Cap- 
tain Fitzgerald, will render this portion of the border perfectly secure, 
and keep the Sheoranees in check. Slight alterations and some addi- 
tional posts may sometimes be found necessary, but the result will I 
doubt not be completely successful. To secure success however one 
thing is indispensably necessary, and that is a good system of intelligence, 
and on this subject I shall have a few words to say in a subsequent place. 

You are aware that the chief Mullick of the Sheoranee tribe, Kutal 
Khan, was killed last year in an affray on the Drabun border. I trust that 
you will always keep an eye on the interests of the son of Gholam Al!ee 
Khan, the jemadar who behaved so gallantly, and after himself killing 
Kutal Khan lost his own life on the occasion. The boy's name is enrolled 
among the police horse and a pension was granted to bis family from 
Government. I hope that you will watch over thier interests. Gholam 

Son of Gholam Allee Allee, you are aware, was a nephew of Tehr Khan 
Khan. of K holachee ; he had several times been engaged 
with the hill marauders before, and had always behaved most gallantly. 



. While on the sul~ject of the Sheoranee border, I must mention the case 
of Shahzad Khan Nassur, a rather trouhlcsome 

shal~zsd Nassur. • 
character, made notorious by the coercive mea- 

Bures which Major Edwardes was on one occasion obliged to adopt to~vards 
him, with the details of which you are of course well acquainted. Shah- 
zad suffered considerable loss on the occasion, and was for a long time 
very cautious not to approach too near to the Government limits. In 
the spring of 1851, however, the Thannahdar of Chondhwan received 
information that some of Shahzad Khan's camels were grazing within 
the Government border line ; he therefore, with his police detachment 
assisted by the Babur zemindars of Chondhwan, proceeded to the spot 
and seized the camels ; the Nassurs turned out to defend them, and a 
skirmish ensued, in which several men on both sides were wounded. 
Shahzad on this joined himself to Kutal Khan Sheoranee, and for some 
time considerable hostile gatherings were reported in the hills, and there 
seemed a probability of a serious attempt a t  reprisal and revenge. Prompt 
arrangements being however made for the protection of the border by 
Brigadier Hodgson who was then in the district, the hill men seemed to 
think better of the matter, and after a time Kutal Khan and Shahzad 
separated, and all chance of any serious attempt at an inroad being made 
was at an end. Shahzad Khan subsequently sued for the restoration of 
his camels, and his brother and son came to Derah to urge the petition ; 
it was explained to them that the camels had been seized because they 
had been found on Government ground before Shahzad Khan had for- 
mally made his peace, but that Government had no wish of course to 
make money by seizing his camels, which would be released on his mak- 
ing due submission ; eventually the camels were restored to the son and 
brother on their furnishing good security in the city of Derah for the 
sum of 460 rupees, being s redeeming fine of either five or ten rupees a 
head, for 92 or 46 camels, I forget which, and the agreement was that 
when Shahzad was anxious to make peace with Government and return 
to his original position in the district, and should come in and give good 
security for the payment of his trinnee, &C., the amount of fine should 
be remitted, the general arrangement and orderly conduct of all parties 
in the district being the only object. This was in the spring of 18.51. 
Shahzad did not come down to the border in the winter of that year, 
but reinainod in. Khorassan. The brother, Bazeed Khan, and son 
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IIitttee Klla11, came with their kirrees and were allowed to take up their 
old quarters in the district ; they behaved well and kept their clansman . 
in  excellent order ; they attended in camp and were introduced to you 
when we were marching along the border together. I have detailed the 
whole story here lest any difficulty or misconception should arise on the 
*ubject, and at the same time to recommend that if the menof theNa,ssur 
kirrees have been behaving well, a part or the whole of the fine on the 
camels, which were originally detained chiefly to bring the parties t o  the 
s3tisfactory stato I believe thein to have arrived at, be remitted. Shahzad 
himself will probably not come down from Khorassan, or if he does will 
give no trouble while his relations are living within the Government border. 

Sirmust Khan Nassur, rival and enemy of Shahzad, is a respectable 
man, and has always conducted himself well. 

Below the Sheoranees come the small tribe of Usteranahs ; their two 
chief villages of K hooeebharah Pewar and Wuch- 

0 

Khooeebharah are situated in adjacent durrahs, and 
are not within our limits, hut the two chief Mullicks, Abdullah Khan of 

the first named village, and Futteh Khan of the second, hold lands 
within our border. These lands are on the Thul under the hills, and in 
the neighbourhood of our post at  Koorwallee. The Usteranahs pay a 
low revenue on them in kind. This assessment, which was the same 
enforced by the Sikh governors of the district, was confirmed to them by 
Major Edwardes. The Usteranahs are a very fine class of men, brave in 
fight, and quiet and well disposed in peace, and as long as they behave 
well, I would advise the rate and mode of assessment laid down in Major 
Edwardes' purwannahs beiug strictly adhered to. Their possessions, 
either in our territories or out of it, are not extensive, and their means of 
livelihood are limited. As long then as they eschew the evil habits of 
their neighbours, the Sheoranees and Kusseranees, in the way of thefts 
and highway robbery, it should be our object to leave them as well 
provided as possible. 

The Kusseranees lately brought themselves into notice by their really 
daring attack on Derah Futteh Khan. I had 

Rueserasees. 
never known much of the tribe ; like the Usteran- 

nahs they live chiefly in the hills, but hold lands on the plain, and the 
chief of the clan, Mitteh Khan Kusseranee, has always been under the 
command of the Deputy Commissioners of Derah Ghazee Khan. Eusof 



Khan, the principal man of the tribe that resided in my district, was a 

man of some note, but except on one occasion, when Luut Pearse, then 
my assistant at  Derah, succeeded under my directions, with the aid of 
Foujdar Khan Allezye, in preventing a serious quarrel between him and 
Abdullah Khan Usteranah, from ending in open wadare, his name was 
not brought under my notice and I had no personal acquaintance with 
him, and little efficient knowledge of his tribesmen. This was chiefly 
owing to my having been so much detained by other duties a t  Bunnoo, 
just at the other end of the district ; I think it possible, that had it been 
otherwise, the rupture that afterwards occurred might have been preveut- 
ed. I might indeed have acquired all the requisite information through 
my assistants, but i t  is one thing in a border district to visit places your- 
self with every means about you for acquiring accurate intelligence, and 
with all the influence of your position and the power of weighing matters 
before you, and deciding on them a t  once, checking the first attempts 
trickery, and compelling an immediate settlement of all points at  issue ; 
and it is another to detach an assistant to the same spot, arrange for his 
safety, provide him with honest and safe advisers, and either trust 
implicitly to his judgment in all matters which cannot possibly always 
agree with your own, or trust to being able to come to a final decision on 
his reports of cases without personal communication with the parties In  
the latter case, natives will always practise trickery to a great extent, 
making the subordinate write and propose questions and difficulties to 
his superior, which they would not venture to broach in the presence of the 
responsible officer, but which, when they have to be answered and com- 
mented on through a third party, lead to dissension and dissatisfaction, 
which would not otherwise have occurred. Such considerations, aclded to 
au abundance of work at the Sudder stations (I had the misfortune of 

having two in my district Bunnoo and Derah) prevented my detaching 
my assistants to the border, hoping as I ever did that the loug expected 
days of leisure would come at last, and the result was, as I have said, that 
I never acquired that intinlate acquaintance with the classes on the lower 
part of my border that I had with those above, and I mention the matter 
here as a further argument to urge what I have before said in favour 
of sufficient leisure and means being ensured to the district officer 
to enable him to move freely about to all points requiring atten- 
tion. 



I hope that you may be able to solder up the difficulties with the 
Kusseranees, and r e d 1  those portions of the tribe that have fled to the 
hills in fear, to their lands in our district. Accidental outbreaks of the 
nature will occur, but with our main object of general pacification and 
civilization in view we must never, if we can help it, allow a tribe which 
has at one time held lands in the plain and been acquainted with the 
more humanized classes dwelling on it, to be driven again into the hills 
and return to old mischievous nabits, as injurious to their own disposi- 
tions as to the property of their more peaceable neighbours. 

The Powinduh merchants are the only other class of strangers requir- 
ing especial notice. Since I have been resident 

Powinduh n1erchant.s. 
in the district this class of men have received a 

boon from our Government, such as rarely falls to the lot of Afghans I 
imagine. They have namely been granted a total remission of the heavy 
duties imposed by the Sikh Government on all merchandise brought 
from the North-West, Cabul, Khorassan, Persia, BC. Nothing could 
exceed the joy with which they received the first int,elligence of the 
liberal act of our Government, and it was a pleasure to have to commu- 
nicate it to them, but I confess I was at the time apprehensive that the 
result might be that we might in a great measure lose the beneficial 
hold upon these men which the necessity imposed upon them of appearing 
at  Derah with their property, having it weighed and exa,mined, and then 
paying the duty or giving security for it, afforded to the Government 
officers. I t  is fair to say, however, that I have not hitherto observed 
any ill effects on their corlduct from the change, and considering their 
numbers and the trouble they might give they are wonderfully orderly and 
well conducted and I hope they will, always remain so, in fact the Mul- 
licks of the chief tribes of MeauBhnil, Neazye, Kharotee, &C.? are men of 
great consicleration, wealth, and stake, in the prosperity of their especial 
line of commerce, and so there is every hope that they will always see 
their own advantage in keeping the men of their kirrees in order. The 
Powinduhs are, as you know, at deadly feud with the Wuzeerees, care 
must be taken to prevent the former taking advantage of the Govern- 
ment neutral ground to revenge themselves on the latter for injuries they 
have suffered in the hills, and it is expedient to discountenance espedi- 
tions on the lmrt of thc Powinduhs into the hills to avenge former inju- 
ries, recover property, &c. when tlic starting point is from their camps 



nithi% our limits. It seems hard to interfere with any arrangements d 
the kind in the common course of feud, hut the fact is tliat if they were 
&flowed to carry on war with the hills when living among us they would 
keep the whole border in a ferment, and their own property and cattle 
being much more exposed than that of their enemies, they would in the 
end as a body suffer far more injury than they would ever succeed in 
inflicting, but of this no individual with revenge in view, and uurestrain- 
ed by law, would think of for a moment. It is, as you know, com- 
mon for a large portion of the men of a kirree to go on into Hindoostan 
with the camels and merchandise, and leave the breeding camels and 
women and children with a few men encamped on the plains of the 
Derajat ; and it  may be easily imagined how much they must be exposed 
to robbery and injury on those extensive unfrequented plains, and how 
difficulbit must be for Government under the most favourable circum- 
stances to ensure their efficient protection. The Powinduhs still pay a 
grazing tax for their camels, and this should be kept up in some form 
though the present system requires modification. At present many of 
the chief camel-owners have to pay their trinnee or camel-tax on both 
sides of the river, that is, they pay their regular fixed rate in the Derah 
district, and then crossing their camels over to the Leiah district wl]ere 
the grazing is better, they have again to pay a trinnee tax into the Leiah 
treasury. Some arrangement should be made to remedy this, and if 
possible to replace the present system of collection in the Derah district, 
which is made on settlements of old date, by an equal rate per camel. 
The necessity of ascertaining accurately the number of camels in each 
camp which the arrangement I propose would entail, would cause no 
doubt a good deal of trouble and diffi~ult~y, but for tlie same reason that I 
think i t  would be advisable tliat tlie trinnee tax should Le kept up, I 
should also be inclined to recoinmend the adoption of a system which 
would necessitate the yearly examination of the kirrees, and which would 
bnd to make the district subordinate officials acquainted with the cha- 
racters of the Mullicks, their people, camps, numbers, &c. I think it 
would also be fair to call upon the Alullicks to declare how many of 
their camels they intended to graze upon the Derah district and how 
many in Leiah, and only take tax froin those that were to remain in the 
district or allow a certificate of duty paid in the Derah district to free 
them from toll in Leiah, and vice re)*sa, with this object it lvould be 



well that the rates in the two districts should be assimilated. Tile 
whole amount of tax finally fixed per camel should be a low one, the 
object not being to realize revenue from this source, but to secure means 
of preserving a general serveillance and authority over these wild visitors 
who otherwise from being usually quiet and well-conducted would be 
apt to escape observation during long periods, a result likely to beget an 
ignorance of their habits and proceedings, which on the occasion of any 
unforeseen accident or offence might be found inconvenient. 

I do not intend to offer any lengthy remarks on the revenue settle- 
ments of the lower portion of the district ; it is a subject on which I 
do not feel competent to speak in the least degree as an authority, 
I have before in writing of Murwut mentioned that my prejudices are 
in favor of an assessment calculated, on an estimate of the actual 
existing crop in border districts, except in the case of lands the pro- 
ductiveness of which is rendered almost a certainty by unfailing irriga- 
tion. The slight experience afforded me by observing the working 
of the three year settlements of the Kholachee, Drabun, and Urangh 
elaquahs, has, I think, been the origin of my present opinions on 
the subject. Hill men and Puthans generally are proverbially im- 
provident, and the classes residing on the Damun-i-Koh or hill skirt 
of the Solimanee range are no exceptions to the rule ; they conse- 
quently do not understand the necessity of reserving the superfluous 
profits of one harvest, to set against the losses of a less favourable 
one. The abundance of a good year therefore is squandered, and a dry 
season finds them unable to collect sufficient money to pay the Go- 
vernment revenue ; time is requested, and perhaps granted, a second 
failure comes and the farmer in despair quits home and effects, crosses 
the border, and takes refuge in the hills, a result greatly to be deprecat- 
ed by all parties, and one which would 1 believe never occur in a care- 
fully-watched Kham assessment,* whatever its other faults might be. 
The whole system of administering a settlement is too hard and uncom- 
promising to meet all the various and anomalous difficulties and acci- 
deuts which an o~ily himself half-civilized squatter on an Afghan border 
may have to encounter ; his greatest enemy is undoubtedly drought, 
one which he might suffer from anywhere, but he may also on occasion 

* An assessnlcnt bascd on an estimate of the crop actually realized in thc  scason. 



have his crops clit or burnt by wcret enemies or eaten by their cattle 
in the or some of his own property or cattle may be stolen, and 
he obliged to spend some considerable time a t  an important season in 
recovering them, and thus he may suffer numerous mishaps and di$- 
culties whidh are never to be heard of in more civilized localities, and 
his case when represented must, under settlement, be dealt with in due 
course. His agreement is truly that he is to be the one to bide the risk 
of loss not Government, and he must consequently either pay or be sold 
up ; the real fact being in many cases that it is a great object to 
Government to have these border lands inhabited and cultivated by the 
men who have hereditary claims to them and who from long use are 
reckless of the hardship of cultivating land in shot of hills peopled with 
declared enemies, and whose place and office it would often be difficult 
to supply when they have been driven by their own Government to 
throw up the arduous game they had hitherto played through life with 
varied success, but constant interest; and spirit. 

Ere this reaches you it is probable that the new settlements of 
Kholacllee, Draban, and Graugl~ will have been completed, and I have 
no doubt that with careful watching they will work well and cause my 
remarks to appear ill-founded. I shall be well pleased that it should 
be so, but what I have written has always been strongly my opinion on 
the subject, its expression may draw attention to the necessity of great 
care in administering a settlement in a border district ; I have therefore 
thought it worth while to give it distinctly. If no one of my successors 
ever sees reason to come round to my views on the subject, it will be 
because the new systems with the working of which I confess that my 
experience is practically deficient, are found to answer all required 
purposes. 

Before leaving the district I strongly recommended that Shah Newaz 
Khan should be allowed a renewal of his lease of the Tank elaquah. 
1 do not think that it would be at  all an object to us to assume direct 
management of the elaquah, and if it is to be farmed out to any one, 
1 feel certain that Sbah Newaz Khan, with his inherited claims for 
consideration and obedience in the valley, will be found the best man to 
811 the place of yarahdm. I addressed you on this subject before I left 
Derah, recommending that before the lease be renewed the system of 
assessment and collection pursued by Shah Newaz Khan since he first 



received charge of tlie elaquah sliould be examiiled and weeded of any 
cesses likely to press unfairly on the ryots, in comparison with those 
under our direct management, who have received benefit from re- 
mission, and simplification of assessment, Shah Newaz Khan being 
allowed a proportionate reduction in the amount of his rent. If this 
be done I believe that the Government officers will suffer no further 
anxiety or trouble concerning the revenue arrangements of the Tank 
district. 

Various classes in the Among the residents of the Derah Ishmael 
district. Khan district, the following are the most remark- 

able grades and classes : 
1st. The Nowab, or former prince and owner of the province. 
2nd. The Raieeses, or hereditary Khans of elaquahs, or small sub-di- 

visions of the district. 
3rd. The class of Puthans of good family, not belonging to the soil, 

but who have been long resident in the district. 
4th. The smaller land-owners or yeomen. 
5th. The religious classes. 
6th. The mercantile classes. 
7th. The actual cultivators of the soil. 
Nowab Shere Mahomed Khan whose khitab or honorary title is Shah 

Newaz Khan, is a grand-son of Nowab Mahomed 
Nowab of Dcmh. 

Khan, inore con~monly known by his honorary 
title of Sirbilund If ian,  who first received the governorship of the districts 
of ICuchee, Derah Ishmael Khan, Bhukkur, Mankerah, Kulloor, with the 
Damun-i-Koh from the Cabul Government. I t  appears that Mozuffer 
Khan, Nowab of Moultan, on some occasion when proceeding to pay his 
respects a t  the Court of Cabul, made Mahomed Khan a vassal of his own, 
resident in the district, his locum tenens during his absence. Mahomed 
Khan. acquitted himself so well in his task that all were loud in his 
praises when Mozuffer Khan returned : the latter t<ook an opportunity 
of recommending him to the king, and eventually the elaquahs above 
named which were all included under one general name of the Kuchee, 
were made over to Sirbilund Khan as a separate Government, and the 
title of Nowab with the honorary name of Sirbilund Khan was conferred 
upon him. Tlie district of Derah Ghazee Khan was subsequently added 
to  tlie original grant, and Sirbilund I<han seems always to  have pre- 



the high character both at court and with the people which be 
had at first established ; it is related of his justice that he put a cat in 
the stocks for killing a pigeon, and all the natives of the district still 
Bpeak of him as a very fine fellow. Sirbilund Khan had an only daugh- 
ter whom he eventually married to Hafiz Ahmed Khan, a man who 
acted as his naib or chief officer. The present Nowab Shere Mahomed 
Khan is second son of Hafiz Ahmed Khan, (the first son having died ;) 
he succeeded his grand-father some thirty-one years ago, having been 
acknowledged as his heir during the lifetime of the latter. A short 
time after the death of Sirbilund Khan, Runjeet Singh who had several 
times exacted large sums of money from the Nowab by marching an 
army into the neighbourhood and threatening active hostilities unless a 
heavy fine was paid, at  length invaded the new Nowab's country, 
marched into and took possession of the Derah district, and from thence 
crossed and attacked the young Nowab and his father in the fort of 
Mankerah. The besieged held out for fifteen days, and another five 
days were expended in negotiations, when Hafiz Ahmed Khan and the 
young Nowab yielded ; Rut~jeet Singh made over the whole of the 
Trans-Indus tract down to Sungurh to  the latter, and absorbed the 
Cis-Indus country himself, and from that time for a period of fifteen 
years the Nowab held the Derah country, kept up a considerable irregu- 
lar force, and appears on the whole to have been liked and respected by 
the people of the country, till a period arrived when his expenses had 
so far exceeded his income that the pay of his troops had fallen into 
arrears to a hopeless extent, and Nou Nehal Singh having formed the 
intention of marching on Derah, the Nowab voluntarily submitted to 
him, only stipulating for a fair provision for himself and family, the pay- 
ment of the arrears due to his soldiery, &c. The Derah district then 
came under the Sikh Government, and Iconwr Nou Nehal Singh took up 
his own abode for a time in the district. The fort of Akalgurh was built, 
and the prince himself was succeeded by the race of Kardars or Lieute- 
nants, the last of whom was by an arrangement of ours replaced by Ge- 
neral Cortlandt. The Nowab received a handsome jageer and retired 
into private life. The jageer was fixed at two lakhs, with the necessity 
of occasional personal attendance on the Maharajah with a quota of horse- 
men. The Nowab gave up 40,000 rupees yearly to avoid this stipulation, 

and the prince consented to waive it, leaving the Nowab in undist~lrbed 
20 



~~~joyrnen t  of the remaining 160,000 Ils. For many years he has lived 
the life of a complete recluse. You are of course familiar with the story 
of his reported mysterious illness, a fever of heat, which is said to consume 
him incessantly even in the coldest weather, which is mentioned by 
Major Edwardes, and also currently related in the country. I have 
always thought it very possible that the whole thing was got up to obvi- 
ate the necessity of his proceeding in person to pay his respects to the 
o6cial in charge of the district, a ceremony which in the time of the 
Sikh kardars would have been of course very distasteful to him, but I 
have always considered that if he chose for such an object to condemn 
himself to live like a prisoner for life, i t  would be useless and ~mwise to 
make a difficulty about the matter, and in the face of the solemn belief 
of a large portion of the community insist on dragging him out as a sound 
man to pay an empty compliment, which would also entltle him to 
come forward more prominently in affdirs connected with the district, and 
thereby render him a more troublesome denizen of it  than he had hitherto 
been. This was my opinion as far as I was myself concerned ; the case 
became of course very different when the Governor General was ap- 
proaching the district, I therefore, on that occasion, insisted on the Nowab 
either accompanying me with the other head men of the district to pay 
his respects to the ruler of the land, or submitting to medical examina- 
tion by an English surgeon, thus close pressed he chose the former course, 
a pretty clear proof t5at his illness had been in a great measure feigned ; 
as it  was he arrived late a t  the Durbar so that he had a11 the trouble and 
expense of moving, and yet lost his interview, a disappointment which 
will make him quicker in his movements in future. 

The Nowab has four sons, Surfuraz Khan, Mahomed Newaz Khan, 
Rubnewaz Khan and Dost Mahomed Khan. The first-named is now 
about thirty years of age ; the second is about twenty-six ; the two younger 
ones are quite boys. Both Surfuraz Khan and Mahomed Newaz Khan 
are rather dissipated characters, but their conduct has improved latterly ; 
they are both married and have families. 

The Nowab's estates are ill managed, he does not pay proper attention 
to them himself, and the men he employs are not particularly good 
agents, though the task they are expected to perform like that of most 
men in similar positions is a difficult one, being namely, to  take as much 
as possible from the ryots to supply means for an expenditure too lavish 



to be ever fairly covered by the available income. Akhoond Fllzul Ale 
is the oldest, best, and most honest of the Nowab's advisers, and one 
who has his good name and true interests at  heart. The Nowab of 
Derah is much respected in the district on account of his former position, 
and the connecting link he forms with a past state of things, to the 
memory of which the Puthans of the district still cling with much 
affection ; I would therefore beg you always to treat him andhis officials, 
unworthy though the latter may be, with forbearance and consideration, 
you will never find any dificulty in getting your wishes performed by 
speaking determinately and decidedly to the officials in private. I n  
public durbar I would always show them consideration as the servants 
of the former owner of the count,ry. 

The chief Raieeses of the district are Shah Newaz Khan of Tank, 

Shah Newar Khan of grand-son of Surwur Khan, who was the man who 
Tank. originally founded the prosperity and importance 
of the elaquah. I have before noticed Shah Newaz Khan's case, 
and you will find full details of Surwur Khan's life, and of the mode 
in which the grand-son was placed in charge of the elsquah by 
our Government in the ninth chapter of the first volunle of Major 
Edwardes' work ; I shall only therefore say that I have always had n 
good opinion of Shah Newaz Khan, and think him a loyal, well-disposed 
man and considerate master to his ryots. 

Allee Khan Raiees of Tukwarrah is a man that has always borne the 

~ l l ~ ~  lihan of Tukwar- highest character with us, and his son Kaloo 
rah. Khan was severely wounded in Major Edwardes' 

affair with the Nassar Powinduhs, and afterwards did excellent service at 
Moultan. 

Gooldad Khan, of Kholachee, nephc\v of Allee Khan, is well disposed 
and respectable, but rather obstinate aud \rantilig in ac~it,eness. He was 

entrusted by Major Edwardes with the farm of the Kholachee settlement, 
but quarrelled so continually with the Toomlindars and showed such a 
total want of tact, temper in conducting the collectiolls, &C., tha,t I was 
obliged to set him aside and deal directly with the Toomundars ; he is, 
however, an estimable character in many w;tys, kind to his people and 
relations, honest and plain dealing with the Government ~fficia~ls, and 
therefore to be depended on in all matters save and except any in which 
his particular enemies, the Toomundars, are concerned. 



Of Mahomed Khan of Esakhail, and Allyar Khan of I<alabagh, I 
have spoken elsewhere. The Khyssore family is therefore the last that I 
shall include among the Raieeses of the district. Abdoolsummund Khan 
Khyssore is the son of one Futteh Khan Khyssore, who was formerly a 
known and noted character in the Derajat, and who held responsible 
charges under the Sikh Government ; the manner of his death which he 

met in action at  Moultan under Major Edwardes, 
Khyssore family. 

and the fact of the family having so long occupied 
their present position in the district, entitles the son and present 
representative of the family, Abdoolst~mmund Khan, to our especial 
care. The latter himself served at  Moultan, and subsequently at Lukkee 
and in Bunnoo, and was always a zealous and useful man in command 
of his duffh of horse. Mahomed Khan, brother of Futteh Khan, deceas- 
ed, and therefore uncle to .Abdoolsummund Khan, also lives a t  Khyssore 
and owns a portion of the family possessions ; he is not very well disposed 
towards his nephew as is usual in such cases, and his two sons will 
probably be rivals of Abdoolsummund Khan after the uncle's death, in 
such case I only wish the fact of Futteh Khan's death in our service and 
the active assistance of the son during a troubled time to be borne in mind 

There is a large class styled in the Derajat Moultanee Puthans from 
the fact of their having formerly been adherents of the Nowab of Moul- 
tan. After whose death and the annexation of the province to the Sikh 
dominions, the present representatives or their fathers retired to the 
Uerajat and have since resided there. 

The most remarkable individual of this clan is undoubtedly Foujclar 
Khan Allyzye, the man who so ably and gallantly assisted Major 
Edwardes in his effort to check the Moultan rebellion, and with vhose 
story and character you are well acquainted. Next to him S should rank 
the men usually styled the Tank Khans, uamely, Gholam Hossein Khan 
Allyzye, Hayat Ullah Khan, Suddozye, Ha& Summuudur Khan, and 
Furrukh Shere Khan. The letters addressed to me by the Board of 
Administration on the subject of the services rendered by these four 
individuals during the last campaign, copies of which will be found in 
your English office, fully detail the nature of their employment, and the 
useful and spirited nature of the assistance which they rendered us 
beyond this, I need only here repeat what I believe I have often said to 
you verbally, namely, that I have the best opinion of all four, but parti- 



rularly of Gholam Homein Khan and Hayat Ullah Khan, who are two 
very fine fellows in every way, but especially will they be found useful 
when the horizon is clouded, treachery rife, and a prospect of hard blows 
distinct and evident, and that of peace, quiet, and advantage to be gained 
distant and problematical. I have once benefitted by the hearty assist- 
ance of these men under such circclmstances, and though not by any 
means inclined to place implicit reliance on the good faith of Asiatics 
in general, I would thoroughly trust the fidelity of these two men in 
the worst strait, were it distinctly pledged or only implied by the 
ordinary rules of honour, and whatever may happen, and however much 
their own wayward fancies and dislike to the only species of service and 
employment which me have to offer them may give trouble in quiet 
times and shut them out from favor and emolument, I would recom- 
mend my Government and its officials to retain by kind and considerate 
treatment a right to caU on these men and all like them when an hour 
of perplexity and difficulty arrives ; I should mention that on their 
services and claims being represented to the Most Noble the Governor 
General after the campaign, he was pleased to acknowledge them most 
fully, and at  the same time to grant them suitable provision in jageers, 
money allowances, honorary titles, &C., the nature of which you will find 
fully set forth in corresponde~lce on the subject in your office, I hope that 
you will be careful to see the various instructions on the subject fully 
carried out, and that in case of any doubt or uncertainty as to the amount 
or nature of the grants, you will kindly sue for the adoption of a con- 

strliction favorable to my Puthan friends, in consideration of tbe high 
opinion you know me to entertain of their good wrvices and good 
qualities generally. 

I forward with this paper a memorandum of the chief natives in the 
district who were presented to the Most Noble the Governor General 
on the occasion of his visit to Kala Bagh. This list giving, as it does, the 
value and description of nuzzurs presented and khilluts received by the 
various individuals, will give you a fair idea of the comparative rank and 
estimation of each man in the district, and serve as a guide on a future 
and similar occasion. It would occupy too much space to name all the 
men among the yeomen and Puthans who did good service in the late 
mmpaign, and as I was careful to give every man among them a certificate 
of good conduct before I left, I do not consider it necessary to go over 



tlir list again here ; I can only say for the whole clan in a great mea- 
sure what I have said for their chiefs, namely, that I think them the 
most well-disposed, true, and honest class of natives that I have ever had 
to deal with, and they have proved themselves brave and efficient sol- 
diers when more than an ordinary exertion of soldierly qualities was 
needed. In  peaceful times I acknowledge them to be indolent, slovenly, 
difficult to be schooled and disciplined, and too fond of ease and their 
own habits ever to make smart soldiers ; but I would advise you never 
to let these drawbacks incline you to despise and slight these men whom 
you may find really useful and safe reeds to lean on when smarter and 
harder soldiers which I allow the Douranee, Peshawur Puthans, and 
Rohillahs to be, have, as the Afghan expression is, got the wind into 
their heads, and are debating about the probabilities of final success on 
your side or otherwise. I shall never forget that the only men who 
deserted from my camp when the Dost's son came down into Bunnoo 
within thirty miles of me were some Rohillahs, and I confess that I do 
not regard with entire satisfaction the high favor in which they and the 

other Puthan classes I have mentioned are held by our officers in the 
newly-raised regiments, a favor which I allow that the class fairly and 
intelligibly earn by their superior vigour of body, energy, soldierly har- 
dihood, and rough and read~tness, if I may use the expression, qualities 
which naturally ensure them the good opinion of those commanding 
them, and throw all others round them into the shade. This high opinion 
numbers would doubtless retain under most trying circumstances, and 
I do not wish to say more than is right to prejudice you or my superiors 
against a body of men that may contain many good and gallant soldiers, 
but I may fairly give my opinion valeat quantum that the Afghaus as a 

race are in the first place very hostile to us, and further, have less of that 
good and bonorable principle of allegiance and good faith towards those 
whose salt they have eaten and whose service they have adopted than 
any other natives that we have hitherto come in contact with. I t  is this 
prime virtue in a mercenary as many would be inclined to call it but 
which is really in itself a fine feeling that has always formed the strength 
of that useful and efficient native army, the solid ql~alities of which have 
so materially assisted to march us up to our present boundary Trans- 
Indus, and which has never been disgraced by desertion to the enemy in 
the field, and less by desertion to the rear, than occurs in most armies 



fighting within reach of the homes of its soldiers, and my own opiuion 
is that it will be an evil day when we suffer the more brilliant alld sol- 
dierly qualificatioris of classes that we have lately come in contact with, 
but the men of which are not imbued wit11 the above-mentioned honest 
feeling, to supplant to a dangerous extent the old loyal and brave but 11ot 
perhaps equally vigorous and efficient soldiers of our own provinces. These 
remarks would apply to a certain extent to the Sikhs as well as to the 
Afghans, and I do think that the former have been raised in too troubled 
a school to make them safe servants in times of uncertainty, but I believe 
they would only move for the Khalsah or Hindu supremacy, and to the 
former they have been true as the steel they wear in reverence to the 
behests of its founder, and so there is some fine feeling to work upon in 
them ; but an Afghan, be he Anleer or villager, can fight as long as he 
likes and run away when the aspect of affairs does not satisfy him, with- 
out the slightest loss of credit among his fellows ; he can sigh like a 
martyr over the irresistible preesnre of circumstances which has on some 
occasion obliged him to break through the most solemn oaths and en- 
gagements ; he can wade through murder to an inheritance and be ad- 
mired in his own country as a stirring decided character fit to cope with 
the world's difficulties, or serve a master for a time, rob him, and return 
to his village with no further shadow on his respectability than might 
hang over the position of a successful adventurer from the diggings ; 
you will recognize the case I allude to in the last instance, and knowing 
the Afghans as you do, will not, I think, deem my strictures on the gene- 
ral qualities of the race too severe, all I say is that these are not the men 
(their homes in many instances being as they are beyond our border) 
who should be admitted too freely into the ranks of our regiments. 

Before leaving the subject I must notice one or two of the particular- 
ly fine class of yeomen in the Derajat, and among them Tehr Khan 
Kholacllee, who on the occasion of the Moultan outbreak, and on the 
receipt of a summons from Major Edwardes through Foujdar Khau, imme- 
diatly quitted his home and joined the former with as many followers as he 
was directed to bring, who distinguished himself on several occasions, and 
who directly the war closed was only anxious to get back to his homestead. 
I know you will like this old man, and I recommend him to your especial 
care; Iris son nephew have both done good service, the latter, Glrolam 
Allee, having lost his life last year in most gallaut and forward perform- 



ante of his duty, as before described ; he had on a former occasion receiv- 

ed five sabre wounds in an affair with some Wuzeeree marauders. Nou- 
rung Khan Gundapore and Shere Allee Koondee, were also among the 
yeomen who took part in the war, having a t  the same time enough land 
to keep themselves in comfort at  home had they preferred making ex- 
cuses and difficulties, to at  once answering the call to what there was 
every prospect of proving s warn1 entertainment in every way during 
the summer months at Moultan. 

Among the religious classes I recommend the Syud usually called the 
Sahebzadah of Belote a great Mahomedan oracle of the district, and a 
highly respectable man, to your care ; also Ghosain Kunhyah La11 and 
his brothers of Derah, the head of the Hindu faith, who is, however, also 
much looked up to and consulted by the Mussulmans of the district; 
Kunhyah La11 Ghosain is a particularly well disposed respectable man, 
and one with whom you may with advantage converse on any subject 

with the treatment of the Hindus of the district in any matter 
touching their religious prejudices. I had an opportunity of introducing 
him to you before I left, and of engaging your good offices for him in the 
affair of his two wells, for which he is entitled to conlpensatio~l ; one of 
these wells has been included in the cantonments, and another in an 
officer's compound. The papers in the first case had been forwarded to 
the Board of Administration and had not when I left been returned. 
In  the latter case Lieutenant Yonnghusband, the captain of police, the 
officer in question, had expressed to me his willingness to pay a fair com- 
pensation, but the n~nount and nature had not been fixed. I would 
recommend a fixed yearly rent covering the estimated produce of the 
well as the only kind of compensation calculated to make amends to a 

man for the loss of a patch of cultivation, trees, &C., on the sterile mud 
plain on which the well in question is situated. 

On the mercantile classes of Derah ancl the neighbouring towns I can 
say but little, never having resided long enough at Derah itself to have 
leisure to enquire into their means of life, hopes, resources, &c. Their 
chief dealings have hitherto been with the Powinduhs, for whom they 
act in a great measure as bankers and agents, and they have always 
been extremely well conducted as a class, well to do in the world, but 
not perceptibly very wealthy, their sources of profit being, as I have said, 
chiefly from acting as warehousemen and agents for others, or forward- 



R O O , ~ : ;  to distant markets on their own account, instpad of carrying 1% a 
on a locd trade by the activity of which their prosperity and position 
might be estimated. b 

The cultivators of the soil in the elaquahs below the Pezoo 
pass are chiefly Puthans and Juts. They are generally (as compared 
with the men in the same class in Bunnoo and Murwut) well disposed, 
fair dealing, and industrious. The clifficulties of the Government officials 
are with the owners of the land and middlemen, and not theactual tillera 
of the soil ; hundreds of the latter class quitted their ploughs in the 
late campaign to follow various Khans to the field, and on many occa- 
sions of attack from the hills, they have shown alacrity aud spirit in 
assisting the Government police or soldiers in repelling i t ;  in fact I 
merely wish to notice them here as a loyal well-disposed body of men who 
if comfortable in their homes will never be disposed to join in any opposi- 
tion to a Government, which I doubt not in talking the matter over by 
their fire-sides, they represent to their children that they were greatly 
instrumental in assisting to gain possession of the country. 

The arrangements necessary for ensuring early and correct intelli- 
gence of all important movenlents in the hills 

Intelligence, spies, &c. 
require some care and attention. The duty 

should be mainly performed by the civil ogcers, but they should 
be careful to carry the military officers along with them in the mat- 
ter, and whenever the latter are detached to the frontier the civil 
officer should direct all subordinate officials concerned in the task of 
procuring intelligence to convey it in the first instance to the military 
officer on the spot, and in the second place, or if possible, simultaneously, 
to the district officer at, the Sudder station, or wherever he may be. 
Any spy or messenger recommended by the officer on the spot as 
intelligent and likely to be useful, should (if there be nothing against 
him) be at  once employed, and any sums which the Military officer 
may find it necessary to expend in procuring good intelligence 
should be refunded to him from the treasury, and the amount be 
submitted in the district accounts with the Military officer's receipt 
appended as a voucl~er, and I would recommend this arrangement being 
extended even to native officers when in independent conlmand of a 
detached post, so that nothing be ever risked for want of good intelli- 
gence, and my experience goes to prove that fair liberal payment is all 
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tlr:~t is uecesssry to ensure excellent infor~nation even on tlre most emer- 
gtlnt occasions ; a little misplaced economy in such CL matter may cost 
lives, propefty, and the peace of the border, and in the whole game 
prevention is everything, remedy is seldom attainable. 

My meaning in the arrangement I advocate is, that it is advisable that 
the civil officer who, as far as the treatment of the tribes is concerned, 
is also the local political officer, should be thoroughly conversant with 
the froutier news of the day, and thereby be able to watch the conduct 
of tribes, individuals, &C., and be ready to interpose in matters, where, 
as is frequently the case, a little management, or precaution, or change 
of some existing system or plan, is all that is necessary for allaying a 
growing ferment, and also that he may be able to forewarn the mili- 
tary authority, and if necessary the Board of Administration officially of 
threatened mischief, while at  the same time from the fact of most of the 
attacks made being of a comparatively trivial nature, hastily arranged 
and rapidly executed, it is most important that the military officer 
on the spot who is responsible for the line of villages entrusted to him, 
be he Native or European, should be the person first to receive the 
intelligence, and be in fact locally head of' the department. In most 
instances the spies themselves will not be men who can write or forward 
the intelligence themselves to the district officer, the police Thannahdar, 
if there be one on the spot, should be entrusted with the duty, where no 
such official is at  hand the district officer should be empowered to place 
a writer on the spot to pass on statements of intelligence received. I 
am confident that the arrangement I propose, if carried out with cordial 
good understanding between the civil and military officers, will be found 
the best in every way, the military officer being for a time in a manner 
the actual employer of the spies, mill have confidence in their communi- 
cations which he never would have in those of men entertained and 
paid by a person not present on the spot. The civil oificer will always 
have the best opportunities of knowing all that is occurring, and both 
parties being in possession of the whole amount of intelligence will 
be able to communicate freely on all subjects connected with it. 
Where the civil officer is himself present he should manage the 
intelligence, spies, &C., himself, and can have no difficulty in keep- 
ing the military comnumdant fully informed of the nature of passing 
events. 



I have cited the police force, horse and foot, as one of the heads to 
noticed by me, but in truth I have little to add to the matter con- 

forno, horse tained in my numerous letters to the Board of 
foot. Administration on the subject (copies of which 
will be found in the Ofice) all expressing an anxious hope that despite 
a11 difficulties and drawbacks the main body of' the Puthan irregular 
levies that had done such efficient service during the late campaign 
migLt still be retained in our pay in some form or another, that in fact 
they might not be forced to relinquish the service by an uvelese attempt 
to make them as full grown soldiers, and many of them men of great 
rank and consideration conform to our systems of dress, drill, &c. 

A short time before I left the district, it was notified to me that the 
Most Noble the Governor General had been pleaaed to agree to several 
important modifications in the organization of the police fund with the 
view of enabling all who had worked for us to continue in the service 
without being frightened away hy the requirement of a too exact disci- 
pline. I hope that in the case of the horsemen the result has been 
mtisfactory, as I consider it a most important matter, and one nearly 
concerniug our good name that the well-known " Kuahadah jouj,"* 
which fought so well under Major Edwardes, should not entirely disap- 
pear, and that the relations of men who died in our service, and others 
who fought and were wounded, should still be found on the rolls, and 
should suck a permanent advantage from their spirit and hearty assist- 
ance in unfavorable times ; I say this with regard to the horse, for 
I am sorry to say, tha.t as far as the old foot levies were concerned, the 
question was well nigh settled before I left the district. Lieutenant 
Younghusband, captain of police, had by the exertion of the greatest 
tact, patience, and forbearance induced a considerable number of the 
old Puthan levies to volunt,eer for the new police battalion ; the majo- 
rity had accepted the gratuity of three months' pay kindly granted them 
by Government, and retired to their homes. The process of re-organi- 
zation was still in progress when I left. I cannot speak too gratefully of 
the anxiety displayed by Lieutenant Younghusband to make the required 
change as easy and unalarruing to these men as possible, because he 
knew such t.o be the wish of the Government, and of the officers that had 
lately cornmandr?d them; as a slnnrt officer himself, int<erested in raising 

pp--- 

* 11.regnlar force. 



a snlart and efficient regiment in as short n time as possit)le, hiw natllrul 
wish would have been to take younger, more promising, and more 
tractable materials to work upon. 

With regard to the number of police required for the district, after well 
considering the subject, and supposing that the police horse are to take 
the outpost duties in Bunnoo (the cavalry regiment remaining entirely in 
reserve) and the internal duties of the Derah district, I cannot see how 
the work is to be performed with less than 600 men ; i. e., 400 in the 
Bunnoo division of the district, and 200 in Derah. In  fact, as long as 
the police hold the Pezoe and Amankhail posts it will be difficult for the 
police officer to provide for all the duties required of him in the Derah 
portion of the district with 200 men. 

Before leaving I gave every officer of the irregular force, horse and foot, 
a separate certificate of character, services, &c. ; should any be subse- 
quently dismissed I trust you will do the same. The men are worthy of 
every consideration from us, and the possession of such a certificate will 
be of service to them as long as the events in which they bore a credita- 
ble part are remembered. 

The following is the amount and disposition of force that I wolild re- 
commend for the Bunnoo and Derah divisims of the district respectively ; 
I hope I shall be acquitted of presumption in recording an opinion on 
the subject, the actual amount of force to be employed will be decided 
by more competent judges, but individual opinions are always of use in 
arriving at a judgment in a case of this kind. I may mention that, since 
commencing this memorandum, I have heard with much satisfaction of 
the well-planned and successful expeditions against the Wuzeerees and 
Sheoranees, the effect of which will, I have no doubt, be most beneficial 
on the whole family, at the same time I must say, that as far as I am 
able to judge, the amount of force I am about to name would not ftirnish 
means for a system of offensive operations in the hills, though n careful 
combination of movement might be made occasionally (as appearsto have 
beer1 so well accomplished in the present instance) to furnish a sufficient 
force for a rapid dash at a particular spot. 

FORCE FOR BUNNOO. 

Where the outposts are to be taken by the police. 
For outposts, 1 Battalion Police Infantry, 

jail, town, &c. POO Police Horse. 



I 1 Reginleut Punjab Inf)tntry, 
Reserve. Wing ditto, Cavalry, 

1 Light field battery. 

Jn Derah, wliera the outposts are to be taken by tlla Pntijab Irreglllhr 
Force, 

l Regiment of Punjab Cavalry, 
1 Ditto ditto Infantry, 
4 Field guns, 

4 Battalion Police Infantry, 
200 Police Horse. 

Should the South-Western border of Bunnoo become disturbed and 
troublesome, an increase of force will be found absolutely necessary. The 
villages of the Meeree tuppahs are too distant from Dhulleepprh to 
render it fea,sible to support them from thence ; it would therefore be 
found necessary to place a strong detachment capable of moving out to 
fight, at  the head of the Tochee, and also to place a post between the 
present Tochee post and the Ahmedzye thannah, where there is a t  pre- 
sent a long interval of country wholly uncared for, and these arrange- 
ments would of course absorb more men A frontier must, I believe, 

always be an expensive matter in this way, unless, as I have said, the 
dwellers on it are left to play their own game. I t  is not that the men by 
whom the plains are threatened are very formidable, on the contrary, the 
most costly arrangements proposed are only calculated to oppose one 
man to six that they are able to bring against us, but where there is 
hostility, an attack may be expected on villages lying close under hills, 
mere space, bare rocks and hills without an  inhabitant require posts to 
watch them as if they were teeming with men-at-arms, because if the 
precaution be neglected, the line may be broken 11y this desolate space 
being the route selected for an attack, and then the steed having been 
stolen and experience acquired, it becomes necessary to shut the stable 
door by putting a post at t.he spot where the mischief has been done, 
which timely prevention might possibly have averted. I believe it 

therefore wise to incur any outlay in the first instance in protecting the 
country well ; when this is done liberally and effectually annoyance will 
graclually subside, other pursuits than robbery and violence will be 
aduptcd, intercourse with tlre plains will increase, and matters assume 



the generally tranquil aspect which they in a great measure already wear 

on our Scinde border. 

REYNELL G. TAYLOR., 
L ate Dep~cty Cornmissioner. 



A P P E N D I X .  

List of the Native Gentry of the Derah Tshmael Khan district, presented 
to the Most Noble the Marquis of Dalhousie a t  Kala Bagh, in  February, 
1851, with the amount of nuzzureeach were permitted to present, and like- 
wise of the Khilluts received by each from the Government Tosheh Rhsnah. 

NUZZURB. KHILLUTS. 

I.--Nowab Shah Ne- 
waz Khan, of Derah, 

2.- lVowab Bfahomed 
Zurfuraz Khan, son 
of the above, . . 

1 
! 

3.-Foujdar Khan Al- 
lyzye Khan Bahadoor, 

4.-O holam 
Khan Allyzye, . . 

5.-Hayat Ullah K h ~ n  
Suddozye, . . 

6.-Shali Xewaz Khan, 
of Tank, . . 

2 1 gold mohurs and two 
horses, 

r l pair of long shawls. I 
square shawl, I gosh- 
warrah, 1 neem asteen. 
Jewels: airpech or 4 tiara. I zighsh or j brooch, I pearl neck- ' . lace. Arms: Sword 

I and rrhield. 
(1 pair of long shawls, I 

Ditto ditto, 

' ' gold mO1'urs and One 

horse, 

1 1  boodlsees and one 
horse, 

1 square ditto, 1 gosh- 
{ warrah, 1 neem mken. 

I Jewele: l tiara, I 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

brooch. 
The same tas No. 2, with 

the addition of a sword 
and shield. 

i pair long shawls, 1 ( goshwarrah. J c w l s :  
1 tiara, 1 brooch. 
Armc Sword &shield. 

The same as Qholam ( Hussun Khan. 

Ditt.0 ditto. 

9.-Gholam 
K h m  K h ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ?  ] 1 Ditto ditto, I 

7 . - ~ a f i z  Bumundur \ 
Khan Khosjikzve, . . . . \ 

8.- M shomed 'j of Esakhail, . 
ditto, 

9 boodkees and one 
horse, 

Ditto ditto. 

) Ditto ditto. 



The same khilluts as 
Gholam Hussun Khan 
without the sword & 
shield. 

The same khillut as KO. 1. 

Ditto ditto. 

The same khillut as { No. 10. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Khillut of 3 pieces. 

The same as No. 20. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto. 

Ditto ditto. 

l ~ . - ~ ~ i l ~ n ~ o o d  Khan j . . Khudukkiih, 

I I .-Furruk Sllcre Khan, 
12.-Bulrhtear I<llnn ) 

Suddozve, -. 5 
13.-Goo1d:td 1 Gundq~orc ,  . . . . 
I4.-Gholi~m ICasim 

Khan Allyzyc, . 
1 5 . G h o l a m  Surwur \ 

Khan Suddozye, . . j 
16.-Mullick *'lyar 1 

~ h m ,  of K d a  Bagh, 
17.-Khan ] 

Khan Suddozye, . . 
18.-Alleo Khan Gun- 

dapore, . . . . 
lg.-Alim Khan, of Esa- 1 

. . . . ( kbail, 
20.-Mahomed Ayaz )( 

Khan, of Esakhail, . . 
21.-Attit lMahomed 1 

Khan Khaqwanee, . . 
22.-I<aloo Khan Gun- 1 clapore, . . . . 
23.-Yhere Khan Esn- ( 

5 khail, . . . . 
2 l.-Mozuffer IChan, of t 

Kala Bagh, .. $ 
25.--A bdoolsurnmund 

Khan lihyssore, . . \ 
26.-Shah Newaz H l ~ a r ~  1 Khyssore, . . . . 
27.-Sirbilund Khan f 

Kuttekhail, . . . . 
28.-Shah Jehan Khan 

. . Kuttekhail . . 
2!I.---Mal1otned 

Khyssore, . . 
30.-Sourung lCh' 1 

Gundapore, . . = *  1 
3\  .-Rae Tehil Ham, .. . 

Ditto ditto, 

T)i tto ditto, 

9 boodkees, 

9 boodkces and one horse 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

9 boodlcees, 

The same nuzzur as 
So .  17, 

Ditto ditto, 

boodlrees 9 

The same ss No. 20, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 

Ditto ditto, 
. 

5 boodkees, 

Ditto ditto, 



It is often extremely difficult to fix the comparative rank and claime 
to consideration of natives of good family in a di~trict ; the above list 
cost care and trouble in preparatio~r, and may be found useful as a guide 
on future occasions. 

R. G. T. 





IT has caused me so much regret since printing this memorandum, to 
find that I had omitted to inel~tion gratefully the assistance I received 
in the performance of my duties from ~everal individuals, that I have at 
length determined to add these few lines, not from any idea that ~ n y  
expressed gratitude will be likely to benefit the men tl~emselves, but 
because the omission of it where others less prominent have lreen men- 
tioned, might lead to an erroneous idea of the nature of my real feelings 
towards those whom I have not named, 

In  writing this meinorandurn I was not penning the dispatch of a 
victorious commander, or the minute of a successful governor, but merely 
complying with the injunctions of my superior, Sir H. Lamence ; it 

never therefore occurred to me to make mention of the officers who had 
worked with me as assistants. Their characters I was well aware were 
well known and in no need of a good word from me. Still, on perusal, 
my report appears to myself cold and bald without some slight notice 
of Lieutenant Pearse's occasionally eccentric but still vigorous zeal, assi- 
duity, and energy ; Mr. SimsonJs knowledge of detail and talents of ad- 
ministration iliucll superior to my own ; and Lieutenant Coxe's equal 
qualifications, with the fact of his having by thorough knowledge of the 
details of treasury management rescued the accounts of the district from 
fatal confusion. 

Lieutenant Pollock only joined the district a short time before I left : 
he is well known, and I need only say that without consulting him I 
mentioned hiin to the President of the Board of Administration, as the 
man of all others that I should wish t o  see put in charge of Bunnoo. 

I had the best assistants in the country; if the work was not perfectly 
done the fault did not lie in the tools I had to work with, but iu my not 

making full use of their capabilities. 



Iu the followiug cases I must bc allowed the liberty of a more full notice. 
Mr. W. MacMahon was with nie from January 1849, till I left the 

district, in the capacity of extra assistant, and on very many occasione 
during that period his assistance which was always heartily given was of 
great use to me and to the Public Service. I n  December 1849, the 
Omerzye Wuzeerees adapted decided hostility to Government, and in 
January 1819, an attack made by them on the tuppahs from the Goom- 
muttee pass was repelled before any injury had been done by a detach- 
ment under Mr. MacMahon, who showed great spirit and decision on the 
occasion. Mr. MacMahon's party lost two men killed and several wound- 
ed, and he himself received a ball in his helmet. As the hostility of the 
Wuzeerees at this time seemed likely to make Bunnoo the most irnport- 
ant part of the district, I was directed by the Board of Administration 
to remove my head quarters from Derah where they had been fixcd, to 
the former place, and for a long period after this we were in a manner 
at open war with the Omerzyes and sections of other tribes which joined 
and assisted them in night attacks, cattle forays, &C., on the Government 
lands, a state of things which required unremitting watchf~~lness, harass- 
ing labour in patrolling, &C., and prompt action when the marauders 
were known to be a-foot. At this time Mr. MacA4ahon was my only 
European companion and assistant, and I hope he has as pleasant a 
recollection of our association on the occasion as I have. We could sel- 
dom then count on a full night's rest, and many was the starry night or 
less pleasant one that having laid ourselves down to rest at  gun-fire, we 
have finished in stuinhlii~g anbout the hill side in full harness and a strong 
at~nosphere of burning fultetahs ;* and many a long day's march have 
we had together under a hot sun over the Thnl, or away into nooks of 
the hills to seize some refra~t~ory delinquent, or cut the crops of some 
revenue defaulter. The game we had to pla>y was a petty one no doubt, 
hut locally it was of great importauce, and with rough materials to 
work with, coupled with the difficulty of encountering for the first time 
the advantages possessed by the hill men to which I have alluded in the 
memorandilin, and that before we had sin~plified the defence of the dis- 
trict by the construction of roads, posts, &C., we found the task trouble- 
some enough a t  tirr es. 

* The slow match uved it1 a matchlock, 



Mr. M ~ M a h o n  rendered excellent service by systematicslly patrolling 
the border, and was also most useful in superintending the formation of 
roads and outposts ; he always gave so much attention to any work en- 
trusted to him that much expense was saved to Government whenever 
he had charge of the works. 

I know Mr. MacMahon to be a man of great bravery and energy, and 
as he worked hard in the Government Service under my eye, I hope this 
notice of his conduct will not be deemed out of place. 

Rae Tehil Ram, Tehseeldar of Bunnoo, rendered me most valuable 
as~istance during the attack on Lukkee : he was then Gholam Hussun 
Khan's right hand man, and being possessed of great energy and ability, 
he frequently both planned and was chiefly instrumental in carrying 
out arrangements on which the efficiency of the irregular force assem- 
bled mainly depended. Tehil Ram's whole case is fully set forth in my 
letters on the affairs of the Tank Khan's, as well as in certificates which 
I put into his own hands on leaving ; I hope that you will always regard 
him as a loyal well-disposed man who did excellent service during the 
rebellion, such as no other man on the spot could have performed as welL 

Commarldant Fuzul Allee I had known for five years when I left, and 
I thoroughly liked and respected him ; he proved himself a most efficient 
artillery officer at  Moultan, and alwajs worked hard and heartily at  any 
task entrusted to him. Major Edwardes has made particular mention 
of this old and most respectable native officer in his book ; I need not 
add any thing to his approbation. 

Colonel Subhan Khan is a fine old officer, he went to Cabul with 
General Pollock's army in 1842, in command of his own regiment, 
part of the Sikh Contingent Force, for which service he received 
Runjeet Singh's star of the Punjab. He was subsequently present at  
Kineree, Suddosam, and Moultan under Major Edwardes, who had 
a very high opinion of him, and on several occasions in little border 
matters he showed a good soldierly alacrity and spirit when under my 
orders. 

Colonel Budreenath of the Kutarmukhee regiments went through all 
the Moultan campaign with credit to himself, and always gave me 
satisfaction and assistance when occasion offered. 

I should say the same of Commandant Hafiz Buksh, of the artillery, 
and generally, of all the junior officers of the Subhan Khan aud Kutar- 



m k h e e  regiments, and the artillery detachments which were so long on 
duty in the district under my orders. 

All these men have now passed under other masters, but I hope I may 
be excused after our long association for saying a few words for them if 
it be merely to prevent a possibility of my silence being misinterpreted 
to their disadvantage. 

Should the son of Colonel John Holmes of the old Khalsah army, who 
was murdered by the Sikh soldiery at  Bunnoo, apply to you for assistance 
in procuring him employment under our Government, I hope that you 
will kindly advocate his cause. His father died in our Service, having 
especially incurred the enmity of the Sikhs by his own adherence to 
our interests, in consequence of which he was the first person against 
whom their efforts were directed. It was always their custom in com- 
mencing a mutiny to cut off the head individual of the party opposed 
to their views either by assassination or open violence, thereby des- 
troying the hopes of the subordinate portion of their opponents, and 
inducing their secret friends to declare openly and decidedly in favor of 
the contemplated revolution. 

At Bunnoo Futteh Khan Tewannah and Colonel Holmes were known 
to be thoroughly in our interests, and consequently, when rebellion had 
been decided upon, the latter was first murdered by surprise, and the for- 
mer only saved himself for a time by throwing himself into the inner fort 
of Dhulleepgurh. 

Colonel Holmes' widow and family have received a pension from Go- 
vernment, but his son, when old enough, will have a strong claim for 
employment : he is now about sixteen 1 think. 

R. G. T. 
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